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Mrs Palacios punching holes in che class grade sh«cs. 
A vismng Marine mcroduces his friend co che ]ROTC class. 
Mr. Saenz picks up around campus. 
WORK 
Sy/vi• Mendez says, .. Quic bochermg me, I'm crying co gee co class ... 
Jon says, .. Yeah, I know how co cake piccures ... 




TV Producc,ons Aide Max Sa/mas prepares che cafeceria 
music. 
Jose, K. Johnson, and Mike Orreg• go wild ar one of che 
pep rallies. 
'"Rod"" munches our as Mr. Sandoval looks on. 
Mr. Newberg busily prepares his TL W( The Learner Will) 
Objeccives. 
People Who Work, Party, And Study 11 


AFTER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 
14 After School Activities 
Pete Zuniga shows off the look chat women love. 
PepRallys were an after school activities people looked for-
ward co. 
Angie Ramirez and Vianey Garcia go over the days gossip. 
Bear Mascoc Mark Gonzalez gees che crown exciced. 
Some people found afcerschool a rime co JUSC relax. 
Debbie Salinas prays for a viccory. 
What do you do after school? While most people would say I go home,·· 
there is rea//y an infinite number of answers to this question. For those unlucky 
people who don't have cars, or friends who have cars they can always look 
forward to a long wait for the bus. Most people are usually out there until 
about 4 pm when their only means of transporacion to and from school arrives. 
Other students, like the band students, have more to look forward to. 
Earlier in the year, band students marched out in the hot sun for 2 or 3 hours, 
crying to perfect their 43rd. Annual Pigskin jubilee. 
Their hard work paid off as the Mighty Bear Band received the highest 
rating possible, a Division I. After pigskin, band members had to contend with 
after school sectionals. 
Although the band does do aloe of hard work, they aren 't the only ones. 
After school athletes also put in many hours of sweat. This year, the determi-
nation of the athletes helped them reach their ultimate goals. This year, the 
vo//eyball team and both the JV and Sophomore football teams had outstand -
ing seasons. 
The dedication of ocher clubs like FFA, ROTC and Drama have paid off in 
various ways. PSJA 's ROTC and Drama departments are among the best in 
South Texas, while FFA has long been an exciting, learning organization on 
campus. 
After School Activities 15 


New Coach Shawhan who came from Harlingen, expresses himself co che 
sophomore foocba/1 ream on a hoc Saturday afcernoon. This year Coach 
Shawhan helped lead che ream co a winning season. 




Is it a new face, or a familiar face, or somebody important? You bet they are. P.SJ.A. has 
hired 23 teachers, and one cirriculum facilitator for the 1985-86 school year. The new faculty that 
was positioned early in the summer faced numerous changes as the new year began. The changes 
that affected them were new textbooks, write detailed lesson plans, old run down rooms, rowdy 
students, House Bill 72 once again, evaluations, and Teacher 's Compececy Tests. Although some 
teachers who ;use graduated from college are entering chis profession, some are veterans coming 
from other school districts. New to the science department are: Ben Franco, Mariely Cajina-
Quezada; Language arts are: Maria Trevino and D. Lopez; Exploring History are: Crispin Rendon 
and Alma Lopez; In the world of music are Carol Beene, Luis Maldonado, and Shirley Atkins; 
Teaching French this year isjohnajachson; Special Education has David Rodriguez while seven 
coaches were brought in and either teaching science or history; they are Charles Anders, Dave 
Anders, Scott Lassiter, Tom Shawhan, and Albert Ureigeas. In the vocational field is Arnold 
Willingham. The curriculum facilitator is Mr. Scott Owings, whose main job is to prepare the 
teacher with their competency test, juniors with their TEAMS Test, and in general, evaluate 
teachers and their lesson plans. 
Biology reacher Maridy Cajina-Quezada, works firmly wich her lesson plans. Miss Quezada was a scudenc 
reacher lase year and was hired chis year co fill in a vacancy. 
Pictured above are 13 new PSJA ceachers our of 23 char were hued for che 1985-86 school 
year; fronc row: M•nely Cajin• -Quezad•, Alm• Lopez, Marin• Cascillo, Shirley Ackins.Johna 
Curriculum Facilicacor Mr. Scocc Owings, Joined che re•m of 
principals chis year. Mr. Owings is originally from Michigan 
bur has caughc here in che Vally for five years. Mr. Owings 
main posicion is in che evaluacion of ceachers, help che 
Junior cuss wich che TEAMS cesc, and che ceachers prepar-
ing che compecency cesc. Owings, helps our Senior Mary 
Hiller wich an imporranc quescion. 
J•ckson, Carol Bttne, &ck row: !kn Franco, Crispin Rendon, Luis Maldon•do, David 
Rodriguez, Malcolom Coleman, David Anders, •nd Samuel Nieco. 




YOU JUST CAN'T 
FORGET • • • 
You jusc can't forger chose days before 
pigskin. 
Trino, S.ndra, Rick, Sylvia •nd Fred re-
ceive che friendship token. 
&/ind• V,1l•rreal wacches che ocher 
cheerleaders from che sidelines. 
What hams! Angie, Annie, Maribel and Mona know exactly what to 
do for the photographer. 
Juan, Elle and Ruben at the first Senior Rally. 
Who will ever forget the Teams Test? 
Theres some things you 1usr can 'r forger. Certain rhmgs char you won 'r forger for as l
ong as you 
live. Who could ever forger rhe Mission game? All chose poor girls gerring mazed. W
har about rhe 
band? Boy, even rhey were worried about gemng a Division II, so when rhey gor a D
ivlSlon I they 
were rhe happiest organization on campus nor ro mention rhe Valley. No one will ever 
forger rhe 
Teams rest, how could you? Whar abour when rhe football ream broke rhe crad
irion of losing 
Homecoming, and whipped Memonal 16 ro J. 
What about Lisa Canru being crowned Homecoming Queen, now chars something sh
e will never 
forger. Hey, whar about rhe Sophomores ar rhe fuse Pep Rally? Talk about dead. o
 one will ever 
forger rhe music char we are ro in rhe cafeteria. And for rhe seventh year in a row rhe P.SJ.
A. Drama 
Deparrmenr had an awesome one ace play + childrens show. All of rhese things are unforgerable, 




. rs. prepare for H omecoming d 
-Mark ance. 
G., Fred V school year ·• and Yvecre T 
. ·• were chosen as mos . t spmted r. 
-Edi<h G ,m <h< i98 oonl" n, ' ·86 
ows off her m 
1
,-.,u ums. 
· """ and 1976 & niors reunite at H omecomino R  ep Rally. 
26 Homecomin A . !/J ct1vities 
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The MIGHTY BEAR BAND. 
orres shows his SENIOR SPIRIT Rick T, 
ONLY AT PS . sses being held in che halls · · J .A. can you find cla 
LANA and MARY-HELEN FLOR )USC love ,ce cream. 
MEDRANO poses for a • k qu,c snapshoc 
NO PLACE BUT P.S.J.A. 
Cheerleaders 1oke around during a break. 
Rowdy Bear fans know how co parry. 
Diana and Mary keep Bobby from mouchmg off. 
Some Sophomores needed bags on cheir legs, mscead of on cheir faces. 
This sraremenc mighr sound like an opinion bur in real1ry ir 1s rhe rrurh. P-~A has long 
been known as rhe school wirh rhe mosr sp1rir because ir has rhe mosr srudenrs. 
P-Sj-A has had a very large srudenr body bur nor everyone comes from one big my like 
all rhe orher average high schools. This srudenr body is made up of rhe rri-ciry area, Pharr-
Sanjuan-Alamo. Many people here abour of how many srudenrs rhere. There are approx1-
marely 3,700 srudencs. These srudenrs are srrickrly from rhe Senior High School concaining 
Sophomores, juniors and Seniors, nor including rhe 9th-Grade Memorial High School 
which consisrs of purely freshmen . 
The quesrion on so many peoples mind is how can a school conrrol so many srudenrs? 
Well 1r isn 'r easy, bur w1rh 214 reachers and adminisrrarion 1r can be done. These are some of 
rhe ma1or reasons why P~A 1s rhe besr. 
Orher reasons rhar are nor so imporranr are; PSJA 1s rhe only high school wirh a smoking 
area, which gives srudenrs a freedom of choice, and 1r is rhe only high school wirh five very 
large parking /ors, ir is rhe only school wirh a horse-shoe shaped sradium, and rhe only 
school wirh live disc-1ockys during rheir lunch penods. Where else can you find so many 
srudenrs wirh so much grear school spirir. NO WHERE ELSE BUT PSJA! 
o Place But P. S. J. A. 
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Patricia A. Abad 
Iliana Alanis 
Guadalupe Al eman 
Angie Alvarado 
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Rocky Barrera 37 
Raul Beanont 


















38 Ester Cano 
Aaron Cano 






Norma A. Cantu 
Cruz Cardenas 
















s E N I 0 R s 
Rachel Colchado Lisa Colmenero Zeferino Compean Alma Contreras 
Scott Coats 






Bella De La F Efrain De La F uente uente 
Aida De Hoyos 
40 Yolanda Davila 
Amy Culbertson 
C L 
Samuel De Leon 
Ruben Duran 
]a vier Escalante 
A s 
Rebecca De La 
Rosa 









Letty De Leon 
Guadalupe Dimas 
· ez Lupita Ennqu 
Blanca Escobedo 
'8 6 




s E N I 0 R s 
Alicia Estes 
Carlos Espinoza Julia Espinoza Jorge Esquivel 
Timothy R. Fink 
Richard Farias Eddie Figeroa Timothy Fink 
Itza Flores 




42 Juan Flores 
Juan Flores 
C L A s s 0 F 
Alma Fuentes Yesenia Fuentes Cesar Gallegos Vicki Gamboa 
Diana Garcia Dina Garcia Elena Garcia Elia Garcia 








. Elena Garcia Maria 
Sandra Garcia 
43 
s E N I 0 R s 
Tabita Garcia Viola Garcia Ben Garza 
Sandra Garcia Saul Garcia 
Frank Garza Grade Garza Herlinda Garza 
Daniel Garza Debbie Garza 
Iris Garza Jaime Garza fa vier Garza 







C L A s s OF '8 6 
Uzette Garza Melinda Garza Robert Garza Robert A. Garza Romeo Garza 
Sandra Garza Sandra Iris Garza Silvia Garza Becky Gasca Melissa Gaitan 




Gracie Gonzalez 45 
Guadalupe Gondlez 
s E N I 0 R s 
Manuel Gonzales Mario Gonzales 
Ma · G ggie onzales 
Juan Gonzales 
Magda Gonzales 












46 Mario Guajardo 





















A 11na Hernandez 
47 
48 
s E N I 0 R 
Anselmo Hernandez Aracely Hernandez Belinda Hernandez Corina Hernandez 
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C L A s s OF '8 6 
Esmeralda Herrera 
Iliana Herrera 
Javier Herrera Miguel Herrera Yvonne Herrera 
Juan Hidalgo 
Mary Hiller 











s E N I 0 R s 
Carmea Jauregui Chris Jimenez Yvoaae Jimenez Karl Johasoa 
Jerry Jackson 
Kyle Johnson 
Aagel Karr Myliag Laadez Oscar Landez Laura Lara 








C L A s s OF '8 6 
Rick Lizcano Julie Longoria 
Aida Lopez Armando Lopez 
Carlos Lopez 
Elisa Lopez Frank Lopez 
Francisco Lopez 
James Lopez Janie Lopez 





Rebecca Lozano 51 
Mary Lucio 
s E N I 0 R 
Alma Luna Eddie Luna Elizabeth Luna Isabel Luna 
Michael Madero Nelly Maldonado Jaime Mancha Ramon Manda, 
Rene Marez Anthony Martinez Claribel Martinez Cynthia Martinez 
Jose A. Martinez 
Jessica Martinez 
Janie Martinez 
52 Flora Martinez 
Delilah Martinez 
C L A s s OF '8 6 
]. R. Martinez 
Luciano Martinez Marina Martinez Melissa Martinez 
Oscar Martinez 
Raul Martinez 









Rene Mendoza 53 
Ruben Mendoza 
s E 
Maribel Mesq . . Alicia Meza 
UltlC 



















C L A s s OF '8 6 
Rafaela Muniz Yvonne Muzquiz Sandra Noyola Melissa Nunez Phillip Oakes 
Ruben Ochoa Noe Olivarez Susie Olivarez Norma Olmeda Annabell Ordaz 
Mada Ordaz Mike Ortega Sandra Ortega Carlos Osuna Evelina Ovalle 
]a vier Oyervides 
Juan Pac Pacheco 
Samuel Pacheco 





Anna E. Perez 
56 
Juan Perez 
E N I 0 
San Juanita Palomo Leo Pedraza 
Armando Palomo 
Mona Lisa p ena 
Arnold Perez 
Maria Elena Perez 
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Tony Perez 
Yasmin Perez 























E N I 
Christy Ramos 
Blanca Reyes 





Homer HR. · 1vera 






Maria A. Rivera 
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Beatrice Salinas 

















Felipa Sanchez 60 Anna Sanchez 
C L 































Robert Trejo Jr. 
N I 0 R 
Serafina Soto Herlinda Spina 
Irene Telles Yvette Thornburg 
Alicia Torres Reveriano Torres 




C L A s s OF '8 6 
Javier Trevino Javier Trevino Rosalinda Trevino Sabrina Trevino Florinda Trujillo 
Danny Trujillo Frank Ulloa Maria I. Valdez Maria L. Valdez Juan Valenzuela 




Silvia Vega 63 
Emilio Vela 































0 F '8 6 
Joe Ybanez Melinda Ysquierdo 
Sandra Zamarripa Sylvia Zamarripa 
C thJ·a Zamarripa yn 
Miguel Zarate 
enior edicor , 
p,iges. 
I . d rake nme off co Olva And Me in a, orma, e, • frer fini hing rheir mile for rhe camera a 65 
66 
I 
What do you plan to do after you graduate? 
Juan Lopez 
I plan to be a music director, or 
an engineer. Be the best I can 
be. 
Gracie Handy 
I plan to attend college at Ar-
lington Texas and become a 
travel agent. 
Cesar Gallegos 
I plan to go to college and ma -
jor in computer technology. 
Tena Sabala 
I plan to attend college and ma -
jor in psychology. 
David Martinez 
I plan to go to college and get a 
degree as a chemical engineer. 
Judy Estrada 
After graduation I'm planning 
to join the Air Force. 
Javier Oyervides 
After I graduate I w111 achieve 
my goals which are to go to 
college, and be an accountant. 
Cory Castillo 
I plan to go to college and be a 
certified public accountant. 
Steve Gonzales 
After graduation I'm planning 
to attend college and major in 
Biology. 
What career do you plan to pursue? 
Kasey Segovia 
I would like to go into the 
medical field, probably radiolo-
gy. 
Anselmo Hernandez 
I plan to become a doctor, after 
graduating from the University 
of Texas. 
Cindy Castillo 
I plan to go to college and 
study to become a legal secre-
tary. 
Ruben Mendoza 
I plan to be a pharmacist. 
Diana Garcia 
I would like to become a psy-
chologist so that I could figure 
people out. 
Raul Bracamontes 
I plan to be a law enforcer. 
Sandie Palacios 
My plans are to attend college 
and major in Business Manage-
ment. 
Abel Montez 
I would like to persue a busi-
ness profession, preferrably 
store manager. 
Melinda Ysquierdo 
I plan to attend a nursing 








68 Senior Features 
An arnve member of boch DECA and ROTC. Gilbert Villanueva has accomphshed a greac deal. "In DECA, I had che honor of 
being che firsc Area IV pres1denc and DECA scare pres1denc char PSJA has ever had." Gilbert accended a scare officers Carttr 
Developmenc Conference in Many, Loui,iana for a week. He also had che honor of accending che Naciona/ Career Developmenr 
Conference held in ft.fay of '85 in San Franisco California. In ROTC, Gilbert received an award for heroism, che award was presenced 
co h1,:n for an artempc of saving a man ·s life in Manr, Louisiana, while accendmg che DECA Scace Officers Career Development 
Conference durinjf che summer of '85. In his sophomore year. Gilbert was acca·ely involved in Drama, where he acet,nded manr U.l.L. 
cournamencs in che valley and scare. He also earned che honor of becoming a member of che Nacional Forensic League in Drama. 
Gtlbert partk:ipaced in che produrnon o/ Pecer Pan and palyed che role of one of che liccle lost bop. "This year I defin1cely can say 
was che besc, because of all che achievemencs and accomplishmencs char l have made." He wenc on co say "Hey! If l can make ic 
chrough high school, l can surely make ic chrough college. Gilbert's plans include accending Pan American Universic_r for cwo years 
of basics. chen he plans co cransfer co che Univers,cy of Texas, co persue a career as a lawyer or a doccor. "l would like co say co all che 
graduacmg seniors, Congraculacions for making ic chis far Concinue your educacion if possible and don ·c see yourself short." 
Sandra_ Gutierrez, secretary of che Scudenc Counctl, !s an oucscanding person indeed. She was che chairperson for chetr annual 
Blood Dm·e which was a greac success. She was co-chatrperson for cwo ocher Blood drives, thac curned ouc che same. Sandra has 
received several ho?orous mencions such as being selecced to _atcend Girls stare her 1umor rear, and also chosen Rocary gul for 
November, her senior year. Sandra says she feels greac abouc being a senior. She had considered graduacing as a Junior candidate, in 
her Junior year, buc was ca/ked ouc of 1c by her friends. Sandra has many plans for che fucure, some include a trending The Universicy 
of Cosmecology Arts and Science, and receive her license in Cosmecology and hopefully have her own beaucy Salon. Afcer 
ccomp~1shing chis she then plans co go co Texas A 1k I Universicy and persue a career ,n business and ma1or in homemaking 
educanon. Sandra would also like co send her warmesc chanks co Becky Gonzales, Isabel Flores, and Mr. Gill's calculus class for all 
che laughs and good rimes, also Trmo Medina for being a good friend and helping her wich her homework. And a specu.l thanks co 
Sandra Garcia and Chmcy Ramos for convincing her noc co be a Junior Candidate. 
As Edicor-in-ch,d ol che 1965-86 Bear Memories yearbook scaff. Fred Villarreal had a big responsibilicy on his shoulders. le 
cakes a /or of hard work and dedicacion co be in the yearbook sea ff, much more co be che Edicor-in-chief. Freddy is also the secrecary 
of Nacional Honor Sociecy and is part of che Scudenc Council Execuc1ve Board. Fred had che pleasure of being named Journalist of 
che monch for che monch of Sepcember, and chosen Rorary Boy for che month of December. Fred was selected for Who's Who 
among Ameflcan High School Scudencs. He also had che honor of receiving the ticlt, for Most Valuable Player when he MIS in che 
J. V. Baseball ream. Freddy describes his senior year as "A Great Year." His fucure plans are actending Texas Lucheran college co 
ma1or ,n Biology and pursue a career in denc1scry. "I'd like co say char I'm very honored co be represencingJourna/1'sm in the Senior 
Feacures chere 's aloe of ocher worthy people involved in Journalism thac deserve chis honor as much as I do, so, I'd like co say thanks! 
I'd also l,ke co chank Mr. A. Rodriguez and the yearbook scaff for noc /erring things get out of hand. My senior year has been very 
exc1cing and 1c made me realize chat my encire life can 'c scay chi's way, So I'm preparing myself for wharever may come my WllY in che 
fucure." 
Havmg been chosen, a homecoming queen candidace came as a big surprise co Annabelle Salinas, an~ afcer much worrying 
abour rehersals, dresses, and make-up, ir finally paid off on the nighc ofOccober 18, 1965, when Annabelle Sa/mas was named second 
runner-up for Homecoming Queen 1965-86. In her junior year, Annabelle was enrolled"! Deca Chapcer ll_where she served che 
office of creasurer, and chairperson of a child Abuse coloring book pmJect. She w,s _nomma_ced Dees Favof/Ce for 1?85-86. In her 
senior year Annabelle MIS in Dees Chapcer III, where she held the position as _second vtce president, and was also nominated as Dec• 
Sweetheart for 1985-86. Some of che plans for Annabelle ·s fucure are co continue her educacwn and become a berrer, and successful 
person in fife. "l haven'c yet made any definice decisions where I Mint co concinu~ ~y education, I_m1ghc go co TSTI m H~rlmgen 
where I wish co scudy compucer Business, or I mighr actend Sc. Edwards co scudy crtmmal 1us_t1ce. I will always chemh my senior year. 
ft has been an exciting year, chanks co a// my friends. I also thank che scudenc body for allowing me to be one of che girls co represenc 






When asked how she felc abour her Senior year, Laura Y,·ecce Diaz answered "My Senior year has been rhe besc year of my l,fe 
chanks co Romeo, my fnends, and of course ceachr:rs. I wouldn ·c uade che memones I have for anychmg else ... Laura has been very 
acc1ve and has accompl,shed alot throughouc her high school ;-ears. She has been a cheerleader for five years, and 1s presenc/y co-
head cheerleader. Laura has also been an accive Studenc Council member. In her sophomore rear, Laura was presidenc of che 
Sophomore Class. She has been a cwo year member for Bear Memories, and also a two year reporter for Bear's Tale, che school 
newspaper. For her future, Laura plans co acrend Pan American University, and ma1or 1n compucer science. Afcer co/lege, Laura plans 
co persue a career as a computer operacor. "I would !tke co chank a/I my friends for helping make my senior year a /icr/e more "bear" 
able' says Laura. !cs been one terrific year.1 The memories we've shared wi/1 never be forgocren. Special chanks co Romero Garza for 
bemg a sweecheart; Annie Guzman, Aida Palomo, Iris Garza, and Viola Garcia, you a/1 have been great! I would also like co wish 
boch che varsity and junior varsity cheerleaders of 1985-86 che besc of luck in whacever your future has in score for you. Rod and 
Casr11lo, Thanks a mi/lion' I wi/1 ne,·er forger my years at P.Sj.A and the memories char go along wich ir! Go for it nexc year Juniors 
'cause it wi/1 go by before you know it!" 
Being a member of the Varsity Tennis ream for three years.Joe Cano has ranked No. 4 his sophomore year, No. 3 his 1unior year, 
and No. l his Senior year. Joe has also participated in ocher organizacions such as the Phocography Club and the Hiscory Oub. Joe 
received an honorable mention as tennis mosc oucscand,ng doubles ream. When Joe was asked how he felt about being a senior, h,s 
replay was, "I feel great knowing char I'm fma/l_r a Senior. "Joe has a fu/1 load afrer graduacing, he plans co attend Ga/ve$ton Col/ege 
of Medicine and become a ph_rsician ·s assistanc. He then plans ro work 1n a hospital, and in a couple of years hopeful/y, get into a 
partnership wich one who pracrices medicine and open rheir own clinic. "First, above al/, I rhank God for al/ his help throughout my 
educarion years, because I know chat without his help I would of stayed behind a Jong time ago. Also I thank God for being my very 
best friend ... He also went on co say 'Thanks co a/1 my family, especially my mom, for a/I the support and caring, a special chanks co 
my siscer, Becky and her husband john, for making my senior expenses along more easier for me. To my brother, Mike chanks for che 
toyoca I'd like co chank a/I my ceachers for sharing rheir rime, effort, and know/edgemenr w,ch me. A special chanks co my cennis 
coach for caking me co all che cournamencs, and for fighcmg for my ranking on rhe draw sheer. A special chanks goes co Olga Mac,as 
for bemg such a good friend and for making my senior year a becrer one. Thanks! Olga. I'm going co miss joking around wirh you." 
Joe also wenr on ro chank Oaudia Mendez, and Cris Bearden. He also added "To a/I my friends chat I mer rhroughouc the years, 
rhank you for making chis Jase year che besc one ever. I'd like co wish ;-ou all good luck in your careers and happiness in your Jives 
always. May God bless you, Class of 1986, and may you reach our and conquer ;-our dreams. Don 'r give up' Concinue your crack m 
life because chere 's aloe more co gain chan what we expecc." 
Gracie Gonzalez is one person on whom many people can counc on. She ,s a ve.r:i• spmced person and is ofcen found at the 
vars1cy football, baskecbal/, and basebal/ games, a/wars backing rhe Bears. She has been an Osoerre member for cwo years and ,s 
present/;- holding che posicion of lsc lieucenant. Gracie is• member of che Office Educ:,cion Assoc1aC1on. Her Junior rear she held che 
office of hiscorian. Being the hisronan, she was 1n charge of keeping che club's scrapbook. This year Gracie is also an accive member 
and holds che posicion of creasurer. Gracie is also a member of che Bear Memories scaff. When asked what she rhoughc abouc her 
senior year, she answered, "My senior year may nor have been che greacesc year," she added, "Bue chanks co my friends I goc chrough 
ic." "I also want to chank one spec,al person who has been chere for me whenever I needed someone co calk co, or when I needed • 
shoulder co cry on. Thar person 1s my very best friend, Norma. Thanks Norma' There is also anocher person whom I'd J,ke co thank 
for being very pacient and understanding wich me. He knows who he is. I also wane co Jee a/1 m,r fnends know how much I appreciace 
chem and how I wish chem che besc in cheir future. To che Gass of 1986, make che masc of ic1 and the "Laval Bear Backers" Norma 
V., Sylvia M., Anna P., Do/lie L., and Tessie P. you will always be m my choughcs and in my hearr. ·' 
Jaime ]a vier Mancha, a member of Band and Drama held no official pos,cion ,n eicher, bur, being a senior member of boch, 
spoke for icself. In his chree years of high school, he has marched with che Mighry Bear Band on che field, and played wich che "A" 
band. He ,snow• member of che PSJA scage band. In Drama, he ·s managed co be m fourfroduccions, one of which advanced co 
scare sem, finals finals-Scrider. In his sophomore year he was inducred inco che Incernaciona Thespian Sociery. In hisjumor year, he 
received a I in solo and in ensemble, and advanced co scare-competicion ac Auscin. Also, he was recognized as a member of che All-
Scar Case both ac zone and, area one-acr Pia}' concesc, while performing Scrider. When asked how his senior year went, his reply was 
"Awesome! I've made so many new friends, done so many chings, spenc so much money! Ir's Greac!"jaime plans co aetend The 
University of Texas ac Auscin. Ac The Universiry, He plans co obcain a Bachelor of Science degree 1n Zoology. After his degree, he 
plans co accend Texas A&M College of medicine.Jaime said "My high school years have defmicely Jived up co my expecracions , 
utterly unforgecrab/e!" And he guesses chac's good, because chances are char he won't be seeing many of his friends very ofcen, if ever 
again. "I know ic's a sad choughc, bur that's Jife." He says char he'/11usc have co look back and remember chose people for che Jo~ 
and happiness char chey shared in his life.Jaime would like co be remembered as 'The guy who would bug you, and bug you uncil 
you laughed." He'd like to sincerely chank all of his friends.·· Thanks aloe for bemg crue freinds, because wichour you, chere is no me. 
If there's nobody co make laugh, chen there's no Jaime Mancha." A special chanks goes co his friend "Mr. Mou ch. " He also wenc on 
co say "Through Mr. "C'', Mr. "Z'; and "Mom" Doyle I have become a more responsible, more disciplined human being. Bue masc 
,mportanc/y, co my Mocher and Facher . alchoughc I've made ,rou proud man a rime, I know char I've also disappointed ;-au. I'd 
1usc like co chank you boch for sceering me in che righc direcc,on, for always being chere when I needed co talk, and well 1usc for 
every:thing you've ever done for me. I Jove you boch!"jafrne also wanes co chank PSJ.A. for cwo chings ... a wee walk to che band 







70 Senior Features 
Roberr Garza, is presently the rreasurer of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes. Not only is he a g<>:>d athlete who belongsto r~e 
football team and the track team, bur is also very talented academically. Robert has been inducted into both Mu Alpha Theta, m 
which his currently rhe treasurer, and to National Honor Society, which makes him feel that he has been held in high regard. Robert 
who was chosen Rotary Boy for the month of November, was also selected to artend the University of Texas Honors Elloquim. 
Robert 's plans are to attend the University of Texas to study pharmacy and hopefully be a~cepted to the school of Pharmacy. R~bert 
says his Senior year has been "Grear'" really enjoyed picking on the sophomores and Juniors, and I've also made aloe of new friends 
doing ,c. I feel that I have earned the respect of the teachers and students that I have been associated with. First of a// I would like to 
chank all of my teachers who have helped me make it through. Mostly I would like to thank all of the coaches of the mighty · P.S-
J.A Bears football team. who hive molded me into a responsible adult and taught me to fight for what I want in life. 
A member of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes, A cheerleader her sophomore, 1un10r, and senior year, Viola Garcia has also 
had rime to participate in the Varsity Track ream where she holds the office of captain. Viola says that during her high school years 
nor only did she learn about Shakespeare, and dangling participles bur she also experienced things that wi/1 prepare her for the real 
world. While the abc's prepared her for the world of education, her experiences with cheerleading, rrack, and F.C.A. prepared her for 
the world of responsibilities. While expeflencing a loss in track helped her to fight back and win, so did the C prepare her ro fight 
back ind get an A and excel. Viola also went on to say char her life has been full of Up's and Down's bur wuh ill these preparations 
she ·s learned to endure and fig hr for what she really wants. She feels that everything, she ever wanted she ·s gotten, from winning 
diswct in track to gemng the honor roll. She felt that her sophomore year was kind of wasted until Apfll when she got the "Super-
Soph " award at the a// sports Banquet. This award helped her to realize she had a/or more going for her, then she realized. Viola's 
plans for the future include going to college and becoming a doctor. "I would like to thank Robert Garza for picking my chin up 
every time it was about to hit rock bottom." And she also wanted to thank Johnny and Pac for a great football season and great 
pizza. "These guys along with a couple of ocher great friends made my senior year the most unforgerabble year I'll ever have ... She 
also wanted to express the biggest ind warmest thank you to her mother by saying, "I couldn't have done it with our my mother's 
support both emotiona/ly and financia/ly, Thank "s For everything Mom!" 
K~.'.l John~on the Vice-president for F.H.A. and also the tr;asurer for F.F.A; has really enjoyed his senior year "f rhink its really 
great. l_feel ~.ve accomp/Jshed keeping my grades upa~d meetin!J new people. Ive also had more fun this year, rhan any of my ocher 
school years . . The P"mary reason, why Karl enrolled in F.F.A is because of his grearmrer;sr in farming He likes ro do anything 
from culr,varing ind plowing fields'. ro calf roping. Art, mororcyclmg, fishing, and daring his girlfriend, are other hobbies rhir Karl 
/Jkes to do. He_also /Jkes to spend t1me with "'Th_e J>_~rty Reptiles, :· which ~re ,his friends, Mike Ortega, Alex Rodriguez, Paul Zuniga, 
Armando Ca_mlle1a.Ja1me Garza, and Jose Garcia. Da~ing my g1rlfr1en~ ,sn r really a hobby, bur I just thought I'd put her down as 
one If theres anyone our there in the world that doesn r know my g1rlfnend 1usr look_ for the prettiest girl in rhe campus. Her name 
is Maggie O/Jvarez ind I care for her a whole for, you might even say I love her. She might not know this bur she's rhe best thing that 
ever happen to me. After my basics here at Pan Amencan, I hope to go to the University of Florida to study for dentistry, and Oral 
surgery. 
Yvonne Herrera, a senior, is an active member of the Bearettes, where she holds the office of Jsc captain. She's a two year member 
of N.H.S .. secretary of the French Club, and• member of Mu Alpha Theta. Yvonne's accomplishments have been Who's Who 
among American High School Student's, Who's Who 1n American Drill Teams, ind is presently in the Efonor Roll list, MIS Rotary 
girl for ~cember, and was Super star girl for I98l Yvonne plans co irrend Trinity University and pursue• career in medicine. When 
asked about her senior year Yvonne scared, "Well, my senior year did not result as I expected. The unexpected things in life have 
interfered during my senior year. Bur as for being • senior, I feel wonderful and ready ro go our into the real world and pursue my 
goals in life." Yvonne would like ro wish the Gass of '86 rhe best of luck in the future. She would also like to thank two special 
people, Judy Martinez and David Bentancourt for helping her keep a smile through her senior year. 
SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS 1985-86 
Iliana Alanis 
President 
This ,ear 1w com,, and X-· W, wi11 never sJ,,.r, cJ,,s, rim,, 
~ •ga,n. Bue ..., stop co ""6z, cJ,,c P-SJ-A High 1w c~ 
our lives. For ~ in mott ways cJw, ~ . Wt>'\o't' ~ trWJ/ 
""'°"" and aunr dis,ppou,CIMtlcs buc ,omd,o,, ..., ,,,_ to« our 
cndJCion,/ &.r Prid,. ,._,in,-,,,,.,·, aS<'chae., _,, char co 
luttn co ch,m, in miM, chanlc God, ch<r< """' man,. I'd We, co 
exttnd my gr,cicvd< coward, Mr. lwnos - ,1.,.ys h,d ch< nghc 
-ch co s,y com,. To my Mom -,1.,.ys push<d m, co do more, 
'"doo "c giw, up··* ,J.,.y, wd. To my Dad -,1.,.ys crittJ co giw, 
me ...,,., h, couldn't h,w,. 1 Low, You Boch. To my b<st friends 
Y""'• and V,l - ,1.,.ys puc up wich my stupidi,y and~-
To Jonnnf, Frrd,J•-• R..y, Sonny, andf'"T ch,nJa fcx ch< good 
,,,,,.., rim,, cJ,,c wi11 ,J.,.ys b, r<rMmberrd and c,,,surrd. To Rod, 
...,,., """'1d ..., h,w, wichouc fO<J and '"'" -ch of apm,ncr. 
Tlwil: -You so much. 1 8""'- 1 should chanlc john and Prull, fcx 
showrng CM so much ,bouc lik and i<'s dis,ppou,cm<na and fcx 
/e,vrng rM ,,,;,I, so manr m,rnori<, good and bod. I Low, You Afl! 
Now, ..., s,y goodby, buc,.. usurrd ""• ch< 0-of as, ,n// ~ 
fcxg,c P-SJ-A High School 
Mark Gonzalez 
Vice-President 
Making ir rhrough High School has prepared me 
for an oursranding furure. Ir has shown me respon. 
sibiliry, scholarship, and leadership. l would like co 
rhank several people who helped me contend wirh 
my success as a senior. My sincere rhanks co: The 
&nior Officers, Mrs. Doyle, Mr. Z . and (mally my 




Through our my high school years I experienced 
many obstacles bur wich che help of cerain people I've 
finally made ic co my &nior year. The end of my &mor 
year is a sad bur much awaiced rime in my life. o more 
pep-rallies, or Friday nighc foocball games, and whar 
I'm really going co miss is seeing all my friends on a 
regular basis. Lee me say chanks co mom and dad for 
always knowing my feelings. To cwo special ceachers 
whom l consider rwo of my dearesc friends, Ms. Laurel 
and Rod. Thanks also co my besc friends: Iliana.Jackie, 
Rey, johnny, jerry, Sonny, Pac, Isaac, Danny, and of 
course Ben, Thanks I love you. One person who I can ·c 
ever forger is my besc pal Fred, you can ·c make me laugh 
enough and you've always been rhere for me. Thanks co 





I am very forrunace co have been chosen as a 
&nior Gass Officer. l have shared che closeness of 
working wich che ocner officers and gercing co know 
chem personally. I have many memories of P-SJ-A 
masc of chem of Mr. Gill's Calculus class. l wish 
you all che besr of luck, and look forward co seeing 
you ac our class reunion. 
In my chree years here, l have made a /or of 
friends and /ors of fun. l would like co rhank my 
ceachers, counselors, and principals for all cheir help 
and guidance. The Gass of '86 has been chrough 
good rimes and hard rimes, successes and failures, 
criumphs and disappoincmencs and sci/I we are che 
Mighry &niors of '86. I would like co say chanks co 
Lizerce, Mom and Rey, for all cheir supporr, I love 

































page 72 cop left hand corner; Mr. Lon-
goria, Building Trades instructor, "There's 
nothing like a pre Bear vs. Bobcats snack." 
top right; Mr. Fuentes and Mr. Rodriguez 
{band directors) do it aff, work hard, relax 
and enjoy their meal at the Homemaking 
Tea for teachers at Christmas. 
far left center- Mr. Serna is seriously solv-
ing certain problems for his class. 
center- Coach R. Vela after school in the 
journalism rqom. 
center right- Mr. Gonzalez, chemistry 
teacher, figuring out a way to teach a les-
son. 
bottom left corner- Hey Rod! The bas-
ketbaff court is on the other side of the 
gym. 
page 7 3 center left picture- Mr. Nieto, 
math teacher, feels at home in a challeng-
ing environment. 
center right- Mr. Alaniz, Mr. Ramos, and 
Mr. Flores at the Mission game waiting, 
talking and ready for another Bear win. 
below leftfROTC Sergeant Palacious on 
his way to class. 
below right- Mrs. Marquez and Mr. Ra -





Many questions have been raised con-
cerning competency tests and the reason 
behind the law. Teachers argue that the 
certificate for which they worked so hard 
to acquire is being put aside for new re-
quirements from legislators. Not aff teach-
ers are taking it seriously. Some just swal-
low their pride, grit their teeth and take it 
in stride, along with the rest of the 'not 
very smart' decisions made in behalf of 
teachers. Although arguments broke out 
and blood boiled, each teacher from PSJA 
set out to prove their competency by pass-
ing the infamous TECAT (Texas Examina -
tion of Current Administrators and Teach-
ers). The constitutionality of the law to 
take the test has been questioned, and as 
the lawsuits find their way into District 
Courts, one can only wonder if the struggle 
for academic excellence is turning into a 
fight for survival. 
PSJA: DEDICATED TO EXCELLENCE 
With a/I the talk about educational 
reformation, more than one of us has 
stopped and wondered whether such 
drastic changes in our school system are 
more detrimental than constructive. In 
reality, laws, national surveys and 
TESTS, are just papers that give our 
congressmen something to do, make 
other states look good and clutter our 
already overworked teachers' desks. But 
that is not important. What matters 
most is what's under a/I of that-the 
dedicated teacher. 
The dedicated teacher is the one who 
knows that being a teacher is more than 
just another eight hour job, accepts the 
fact, manages to take each day patient-
ly, keeps his/her job in realistic per -
spective, and gets a unique sense of 
satisfaction from it. He/she also recog-
nizes students as individuals, which is 
necessary to successfully discipline the 
students into responsible adults; a qual-
ity which is more important then 'Chris -
topher Columbus discovered America', 
1Ir1= circumference of a circle', and 
'the period is used at the end of a sen-
tence'. 
An unknown teacher once wrote: "I 
think of a picture of a cat hanging on 
the edge of a roof by one claw. My goal 
is to 'Hang in there' until teachers, as a 
group, take control of the educational 
process, and where it is heading". 
Below is Mr. Wesley Van Ma ere, who 1s PSJA 's Director of Vocational Programs. w
ho was 
selected as 'Texas Outstanding Vocational Administrator of the Year for 1986', Van
 Matre 
was Judged on his professional associations, and his contributions to vocational pro
grams. 
Van Matre competed at the Region IV level with four ocher designees from Mississipp
i, New 
Mexico. Louisiana, and Oklahoma. Van Matre has been an educator for the past 32 yea
rs. He 
was selected as a state winner from a list of seven area nominees by TV ASA State Ex
ecutive 
Committee. 
That same person wrote: "A co/lege 
education wi/1 prepare you for a good 
job working for a millionaire with an 
eighth grade education." But nobody 
could have summed up the importance 
of education as good as Dwight D. 
Eisenhower: "Because our schools help 
shape the mind and character of our 
youth, the strength or weakness of our 
educational system today will go far to 
determine the strength or weakness of 
our national morality tomorrow. That is 
why it is essential to our nation that we 
have good schools. And their quality 
depends on us." 
Administration 73 
HISTORY: RELIVING THE PAST 
Mr. J. de la Garza 
Mr. E. Ballew 
History Dept. Head 
Mr. j. Torline 
As a teacher from PSJA, what kind of benefits do 
you receive from teaching? 
Personal satisfaction in helping young people im-
prove themselves - as well as financial. I am a 
lifetime professional and earn my livelihood by 
teaching. 
E.]. Ballew 
To learn and never be filled is wisdom; to teach 
and never be weary is love. 
74 Administration 
Mr. D. Anders Mr. R. Castillo 
In a short quote, how would you sum up the 
importance of education? 
"Knowledge is power." 
J. Torline 
"The world is dark with ignorance - and each 
person I teach helps light one more "candle" to 
dispel that darkness. " 
E. ). Ballew 
I come to work with the attitude that I will 
perform better than I feel. 
J. Torline 
Mr. C. Rendon Mr. R. Flores 
ENGLISH: COMMUNICATING 
EFFECTIVELY 
Mr L. Bounous 
English Dept. Head 
As a teacher from PSJA. what kind of 
benefits do you receive from teaching? 
The personal benefit is knowing that I am 
lending a hand in culturally and academi-
cally preparing my students for the outside 
world. 
K. Reynolds 
I feel that I am doing something positive 
with my life. It's a challenge and there is 
never a dull moment. 
D. De Sutter 
"All the people on the outside care about is 
if you can, or if you can't.·· 
Marva Collins 
) 
Mrs. H. Denner Mrs. D. De Sutter 
Mrs. I. Dubberly Mr. J. Edgington 
Mrs. Jennings Mrs. K. Reynolds 
Mr. R. Vi/fa 
Mrs. D. Castillo 
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MATH: NOT JUST NUMBERS 
Mrs. S. Leal 
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In keeping yourself motivated and 
interested in teaching, what kind of 
goals do you set? 
Do the best I can. 
Do the most I can. 
Be happy with what I do! 
S. Nieto 
Who is your favorite teacher? 
-myself 1st 
Then teachers like Mr. Ballew and 
Mrs. Saulsbury who were my teach-
ers when I came to PSJA back in the 
6()'s. 
Mrs. 0. Arredondo 
Mr. A. Arcaute Mrs. 0. Arredondo 
Mr. C. Pena Mr.J Serna 
Mrs. S. Garcia 
Mrs. S. Saulsbury 
Math Dept. Head 
Mr.J Gill 
Mrs. D. Shields Mrs. E. Tovar 
SCIENCE: KNOWLEDGE FROM 
EXPERIMENTATION 
Mrs. M. Q. Ca;ina 
Mrs. A. Perez 
Mr. B. Wood 
Science Dept. Head 
"There is nothmg that -r.vill 
Jrnppen today that God and I 
can ·t handle .. 
A.L. Perez 
As a teacher from P >]A. r.vhat kind of benefits do you 
receive from teaching? 
I get the jov of watching little light bulb flicker on when 
a tudent has finally gra ped ,1 concept. 
A.L. Perez 
Is teach mg a big part of rour life or do Jou have other 
activitie or peci,il intere t ! 
Teaching is a large part of my life. I enjoy it so much 
that being a spon or of an organization i another dail,r 
challenge of chaotic joy. 
A.L. Perez 
Mr. R. Gonzalez 
Mr. H andoval 
Admm, ·tration 7 
BUSIJ\7ESS: GEARING TO THE 
WORLD OF COMMERCE 
As a teacher from PSJA, what kind of benefits 
do you receive from teaching? 
A sense of staisfaction when a student compre-
hends a new idea or concept. A feeling of joy 
when something that we've discussed in class 
helps a student in a real life situation. 
S.C. Scales 
In keeping yourself motivated and interested in 
teaching, what kinds of goals do you set? 
Learning the newest additions to our field and 
the latest applications of perhaps already known 
tools of the trade. 
S.C. Scales Mrs. N. Guajardo 
Mr. F. Hallock 
Business Dept. Head 
I believe education opens up our lives to a vast world of possibilities. It also 
gives us the tools to bring about positive growth and opportunities for fun 
in our lives. 
S.C. Scales 
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Mrs. M. Guzman 
Mrs. D. Martinez 
Mrs. S.C. Scales 
MUSIC: ENDING ON A HIGH 
NOTE 
Mrs. C. Beene Mr. M. Coleman 
This year, the band staff welcomed a cou-
ple of talented directors. New to the valley 
and to our high school, are Ms. Beene, 
from Baylor, who instructs oboe and saxo-
phone, and Mr. Coleman from North Tex-
as State University who teaches flute. Mr. 
L. Maldonado was back after an absence of 
two years. 
Mr. J Swafford Mr. J Taylor 
Mr. E. Fuentes 
Mr. P. Cisneros 
Music Dept. Head 





Mrs. G. Champion 
Homemaking Dept. Head 
Mrs. N. Cantu 
Mrs. M. Mclnnis 
Among the busiest people on campus are the Homemaking 
sponsors. The six teachers and their respective subjects are; 
Mrs. Champion, Consumer Ed. and Family Living; Mrs. 
Cantu, HECE and Child Development; Mrs. Rodriguez, 
Hom. I and Child Development; Mrs. Ramos, Hom. II and 
Child Development; Mrs. Mcinnis, Hom. II and I; Mrs. 
Garza, Hom. I and Home Furnishings. By the way, that is 
Mrs. Ramos & Mrs. Rodriguez at the annaul FHA/HERO 
installation of officers. (picture above). 
Mrs. ]. Garza 
Mrs. ]. Ramos 
Mrs. V. Rodriguez 
VOCATIONAL: SKILLS FOR THE FOR THE FUTURE 
Mrs. M Alaniz 
Mr. E. Garcia 
Mr. W. Van Matre 
Mrs. M. Alvarez 
Voe. Counselor 
Mr. R. Daniel 
Mr. H. Longoria 
Mr. A. Willingham 
Mrs. N. Pequeno 
Voe. Secretary 
Mrs. E. De la Garza 
Mr. B. Montemayor 
Mr. R. Zavala 
Mr. F. Galvan 
Mr. R. Ramirez 
There is no substitute for experience! Stu-
dents who get to take a vocational course 
will achieve a broader education and pre-
paredness for the world of work. 
Mr. F. Galvan 
As a teacher coordinator, I believe I get a greater personal satisfac-
tion from teaching than a regular teacher, because I work very 
close with my students during and after they leave our high school. 
My favorite teacher is the one who acts, thinks, works, and crys as 
a professional. 
Mr. G. Galvan 
DR. ED., ]ROTC, SP. ED., P.E./HEATH 
Mrs. V. Garza 
Besides the required classes to gra -
duate, there are a couple of other elec-
tives that students can select. They are 
Drivers Ed. and]ROTC. The teachers in 
these subjects are really unique. The 
instructors have a great deal of respon-
sibility when guiding inexperienced dri-
vers. Equally unique is ]ROTC. The 
sponsors operate under military rules as 
well as scholar. You can just see how 
much pride they have in their job as 
military personnel. As you know, Sp. 
Ed. is not an elective. The teachers in 
this program are really special, as well as 
their students. It takes a certain kind of 
dedication and lots of patience to hold 
that job. Having these teachers at PSJA 
gives mentally underdeveloped students 
a chance to learn under an open school 
environment. It also gives us students a 
perspective of how much we take for 
granted. 
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Mr. M Gonzalez 
Sgt. A. Martinez 
Mrs. E. Pollard 
Mr. L. Almanza 
Mr. A. Martinez Mrs. B. Villareal 
Sgt. A. Palacios Col. G. Weaver 
Mr. D. Rodriguez Mr. R. Rodriguez 
Mr. D. Rivera Mr. A. Uriegas 
THE ELECTIVE COURSES . . . 
Mrs. J. Doyle 
UIL Coordinator 
Mrs. B. Laurel 
Sociology 
Mr. R. Martinez 
TV Prod. 
Mrs. R. Ruiz 
F. Language 
What is the nurses day like? Good question. Is she 
always busy? With an average of 19 sick students per 
day, the nurse and her assistant, Mrs. Hinojosa, have 
plenty to do. It is comforting to know that we have a 
qualified person in the medical field, to be there when 
we feel under the 'weather'. So if you think there is good 
enough reason to have an excuse to go home, see the 
nurse, she might save your day. 
Mr. A. Rodriguez 
Journalism 
Mr. G. Zepeda 
Drama 
What do you do when you have only two required 
classes but need extra credits to graduate? There are 
many elective classes in the school curriculum. Classes 
like Drama, journalism, Spanish, Homemaking and 
Computer Math, to name a few. You don't have to 
settle for something the that you don't like. And re-
member: Unless you're lazy or don't show up for class, 
There's no reason why you shouldn't pass. 
Mrs. J. Miller 
Nurse 





Student teachers from Moorehead State University that completed their student teaching here at PSJA High School 
are: Suzanne Solberg; York North Dakota,Jennette Gasal;Jamestown North Dakota, Standing: Thomas Gaslin; 
Wadena Minnesota, Marty Heiden; West Fargo North Dakota, and Mike O'Connor; Fargo North Dakota. 
Student teacher Mrs. Terry Tamez taught Biol-
ogy and was assisted by Mr. Hector Sandoval. 
Here Tamez completes her workload in lesson 
plans. 
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Mr. G. Panola was a student teacher during 
the fall semester, and assisted Mrs. V. Her-
nandez in the Spanish Department. 
Becoming a teacher is a long studious 
process. Besides having to take extra classes 
on their chosen teaching profession and be-
ing required to take competency tests, the 
teacher to be, goes through a semester of 
training in a classroom before going out and 
becoming a certified teacher. 
This year's student teachers were many 
during both the fall and spring semester. The 
student teacher faced many difficult chal-
lenges besides teaching their field. The stu -
dent teachers went through enormous work 
of: recording the amount of hours teaching, 
student evaluations, making tests, never end -
ing lesson plans, recording grades, and 
make-up tests. But most of all, it was the 
responsibility of each student in the learning 
process. The student teacher faced the grow-
ing need of self respect as well as the respecc 
of his/her own student. Do students learn 
anything from student teachers? That's a 
difficult question to ask, for it's the student's 
own opinion if they learned anything. This 
year, five Moorehead State University stu -
dents came down to PSJA to student teach, 
thus concluded their training to become 
successful teachers in March. See picture 
above. 
PSJA LIBRARY: MEETING STUDENT 
AND TEACHER'S NEEDS 
PSJA Library Staff are: left to right- Mrs. Marquez, Mrs. Rodriguez, Sister Rose, Mrs. Chapa, Mrs. 
Trejo 
Mrs. Chapa busy xeroxing copies for 
many of the PSJA students. Students 
are usually charged 5¢. 
It has been said that knowledge 
is power, and the student body 
must really be aware of the fact. 
Attendance to the library has 
gradually increased in the past few 
years, up to a total of 68,112 last 
year. Circulation of materials in-
cluding books, audio/visual 
equipment, periodicals and verti-
cal files has been over 23,000. 
These kind of statistics prove that 
PSJA students are getting down 
to business and taking advantage 
of the 22,000 plus books in our 
library. According to Mrs. Mar-
quez. the second and last semes-
ters are usually the busiest. due to 
the large number of students busy 
on their English research papers. 
For all your informational needs 
from magazine articles to ency-
clopedias, almanacs and films, the 
librarians at PSJA will be glad to 
help teachers and students alike. 
Library assistant Mrs. Trejo and Sen -
ior Melinda Garza disclose a Joke 
afterschool, while Sister Rose in the 
background busy at the card catalog. 
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CUSTODIANS: THEIR WORK IS 
NEVER DONE 
Keeping the campus clean; standing. A. Leos, R. Montes, 0. Lopez, L. Garcia, H. Alaniz,j.R. Medina, P. Cuellar, Sirring, A. Martinez,]. Garza, M. 
Be/mares. M.A. Trevmo, A. Perez, A . Losoya, j. Montes 
Taking a much deserved break after a long 
morning is Mr. A. Martinez and Mr. A. Leos. 
Is the custodians Job ever completed? In a way 
yes, by che end of the day. Bur their 10b 1s never 
finished. Everyday scarring early as 6:00 AM custo-
dians are ready ro clean up and maintain around the 
school campus. Each custodian is assigned a cerra1n 
number of rooms. Their responsibil1ty is ro make 
sure char every day chose rooms are swept, crash 
cans emptied and defecrive sharpeners and damaged 
doorknobs replaced. The custodians here at PSJA 
are 111 a way responsible for our well being. They are 
under srricr supervision to keep our school in a 
pleasant environment. Spills are mopped, floors are 
waxed, erasors nd of dust, and windows cleaned. 
The staff is composed of more than 15 men and 
women who in reality know the high school mside 
our. So every morning when students come co 
school rhey will enter a /earning atmosphere that is 
both pleasant and clean. 
Mr. Montes as head cusrodian. 
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Mrs. Trevino busy at working cleaning windows 
in the administration building. 
PSJA CAFETERIA STAFF: SERVING 
30,000 DAILY 
Above is the PSJA Cafeteria Staff. both morning and afternoon shifts. Although the above people are only 35, there are 
over 50 more workers. The staff. mosrly composed of ladies, provides the school district with the best possible meals. 
Cafeteria cashiers are, left co nght:janie Escobar, F.smer-
alda Alvarado, Elizabeth Sauceda and Mary Castillo. 
The growing student population 
here at P~ A High School has really 
put pressure on the cafeteria staff. 
Daily meals including breakfast total 
over 30,000. The satff is presently op-
erating under two shifts. Starting as 
early as 3 am, the morning shift pre-
pares breakfasts, and starts the lunch. 
which are immediately sent to other 
schools in the district. Later in the 
day as the afternoon shift takes over, 
lunch for the next day is started, tak-
ing up to three days when it comes to 
enchiladas. Mr. Cano 's job includes 
making sure meals are nutritious and 
are rotated to avoid boredom. He 
also makes sure correct quantities of 
vegetables, meat and milk are deliv-
ered to the central kitchen. Preparing 
meals for students takes time and 
patience, and once again dedication 
stands out at P~A. 




SECRETARIES AND OFFICE BUSY 
BODIES 





Ms. Helen Garza 
Bookkeeper 
Mrs. M Pequeno, Mrs. Ines Silva, Homero Pena, Mrs. Linda Vasaldua; 
( not shown is Jose Luis Andrade), Office Computer Programers 
Mrs. Mettlach, Mrs. A. Garza, Mrs. T. Castillo; Front Office Secretaries 
Many jobs are performed at the front office by our secretaries. They range 
from Class counts, transportation requests, in-school suspension reports, and 
keeping track of faculty absentees, to helping with locker problems and selling 
various school supplies. Mr. Garza's main job at the front office is keeping up 
with student absentees and truancy problems. With these two major school 
problems, Mr. Garza keeps busy much of the day. Thanks to Mrs. E. Gonzalez, 
who helps tremendously, his job is a lot easier. The computers sure made the 
office personnels' job less tedious and helped ease the workload. Their jobs 
throughout the day are data entry, attendance, schedule-ins, grades, student 
information, and attendance reports. Ms. Garza, the bookkeeper, faced a tough 
job, which is keeping the ledgers of all PSJA clubs and informing them if they 
were in the red or black. 
COUNSELORS: GUIDANCE 











Todays counselors are at the top of the list when 
it comes to variety in the job. Their duties range 
from being a personal advisor and friend to helping 
students choose the right classes and getting in 
touch with the college students plan to attend. Dur-
ing the winter and early spring the counselors make 
sure upperclassmen get all of the information need-
ed to get them on their way to a higher education. 
Although the student may be one of hundreds of 
students assigned to a counselor, he/she is ready ta 





Have you ever wondered why we have 
so many assistant principals? Under the 
direction of Mr. F. Alaniz, we have six 
assistant principals here at the high school. 
Mr. Alanis· main responsibilities are con -
cerning the budget, counselors, and s;curi-
ty. A recent addition to the office adminis-
trators is Mr. Scott Owings- Curriculum 
Facilitator. Being in charge of honors pro-
garm, TEAMS testing, VIL Literary Events, 
Textbook selection, and dropout students 
(among many other duties), Mr. Owings 
has quite a responsibility. The assistant 
principals' jobs range from scheduling and 
registration to bwlding use requests, visitor 
permits, teacher assessment, and discipline, 
a job which is shared by five of the princi-
pals. Miss Hilda Garza, who first started 
as a counselor here at PSJA, and is present-
ly an assistant principal who will be leaving 
us next year. 
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Mr. A. Farias 
Mr. D. Guitierrez 
Mr. S. Owings 
Miss H. Garza 
Mr. L. Haldiman 
Mr. L. Ramos 
PSJA SCHOOL BOARD: IMPLEMENTING 
fEXCELLENCE IN ACADEMICS' 
' 
Central Office Administration for 1985-86 are: left to right: Mr. R. Light, Asst. Supt. for Personnel; Mr. M. Perez, Business 
manager; Mr. R. Lopez, Asst. Supt. for Instruction; Mr. j. Mckeever, Director of Secondary Education; Mr. E. Alvarado, 
Asst. Supt. for Administration. 
Mr. C. Salinas Jr. 
. Vice President 
Mr. R. Lizcano 
School Board Member 
Mr. F. Mancias 
Secretary Treasure 
Mr. A. Guerra 
Superintendent 
Mr. R. Yzaguirre 
School Board Member 
Mr. C. Villegas 
School Board Member 
Mr. ]. Ruiz 
Assistant Secretary Treasure 
The School Board's main objective for the 85-86 school year was 'Excellence in 
Academics.· Their energy was focused on enforcing state laws on education, mastery 
learning in the classroom, tutoring and introducing a proposal for a $20 million bond 
issue to build much needed educational fac11ities including a new high school. The 
proposal passed on February 1st 1986. 
The Texas Examination of Current Administrators and Teachers (TECAT) was also 
taken by central office administrators. Our Superintendent, Mr. Gus Guerra even had 
to take it as well. The school board faced challenges with other neighboring districts. 
Not only did PSJA ISD faced over crowding, but at the beginning of the school year, a 
teacher shortage. By the middle of the school year, all schools had enough responsible 
working teachers. Through out the year, the school board worked endlessly to make 




FHA: ttTOWARDS NEW HORIZONS'' 
Future Homemakers of America 's purpose is 
to promote growing appreciation of homemak -
ing and to work for a good home and fam11y 
life. This year's activities for Future Homemak -
ers of America included raising money for the 
Statue of Liberty, the March of Dimes Walk-A -
Thon, a marathon, the Great American Smo-
keout, selling of Goo-Goos Candy, and taco 
sales. The Future Homemakers of America met 
once a month on Tuesdays, and they are led by 
officers Judy Estrada, Edith Gonzalez, Melissa 
Martinez, Trinidad Medina, Cara Capt, Yvonne 
Champion, and Karl Johnson. Future Home-
makers of America Sponsors are Mrs. J. Ramos, 
Mrs. J. Garza, Mrs. M McKinnis, Mrs. N. 
Cantu, Mrs. G. Champion, and Mrs. V. Rodri-
guez. 
Future Homemakers of America Sponsors: Left to Right- J. Ramos, J. Garza, M McKinnis, N. 
Cantu, G. Champion, and V. Rodriguez. 
FHA Group for 1985-86: Kneeling: Melissa Corns, Chris Ramirez, Yolanda Davila; First Row; Mrs. 
McKinnis, Mrs. Ramos, Mrs. Cantu, Mrs. Rodriguez, Idalia Sanchez, Juan Lujan; Second Row: 
Cynthia Zamarripa, Chris Hernandez, Yolanda Cardenas, Dolly Sanchez, Norma Olmeda, Martha 
Tijerina, Cynthia Ramirez, Chris Gomez, Rosie De Leon, Cara Capt; Last Row: Bonnie Palacios, Pat 
Abad, Yolanda Davila, Eddie Guerra, Judy Estrada, and Melissa Martinez. 
FHA Officers for 1985-86 are: Front: Melissa Martinez, Secretary; Yvonne Champion, Vice 
President of Encounters; Cara Capt, Treasurer; Edith Gonzalez, Vice President of Programs; 
Annette Carlin, Vice President of FHA/HERO; Judy Estrada, Vice President of Recreation; and 
FHA President Jesse Munoz, Historian; Back: Reveriano Torres, Blanca Reyes, Parliamentarian; 
Karl Johnson, Vice President of Proficiency Events; and Trinidad Medina, Vice President of 
Relation. 
94 FHA 
FHA President Judy Estrada presided over all 
FHA duties. 
Eddie Guerra gives JudJ Esttada pointers on how ro thread a needle. 
Melissa Martinez and Do//y anchez are busy setting up 
thread for their homemaking projecr. 
Sylvia Cruz says "Yes, I do know how ro sew." Bonnie Palacios curring a doll's dress. The do/Is were 
made by the FHA for the Texa esquicen-
tennial Celebration. 
FHA 95 
FHA CHRISTMAS PARTY A 
TOTAL 
SUCCESS 
At Right: Mrs. Julie Bonous and Mr. Arnoldo Wil-
lingham tease Mr. Lyman Bonous about how much food 
he has on his plate. Center Right: Mr. Scott Owings 
( Curriculum Facilitator) and assistant Principal Mr. 
Adonai Gutierrez fill their plates with several sandwiches. 
Center Left: Woodshop teacher Mr. Kolberg wonders if 
he can get up and get seconds. 
Above: Assistant Principal Mr. Luis Ramos and wife Mrs. 
Jane Ramos {Homemaking Instructor) sample the many 
cookies that were on hand during the Christmas party that 
was provided by the Homemaking Department. At Right: 
Mr. R. Zuniga asks, "You ate how many, Mr. Gutier-
rez!?" Mr. Zuniga and Mr. Gutierrez were only two of the 
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Sponsor Betty Kelso. Officers; President-
Norma Alicia Cantu, Secretary}. Javier 
Escalante. Redrawn by Ric Torres 
I.C.T.-HANDS ON 
TRAINING 
J.C. T. (Industrial Cooperative Training). These 
three words mean so much co chis club. Training 
would have co be the most important of these three 
words. This is because hands-on-training is what the 
students of chis club do. The students are employed 
by either J.C. T. employers or just concerned and 
interested employers who need a few good students. 
Students who keep their school grades up, and a 
good position at work and in their community. 
Through Mr. Ramirez chis years club did exactly 
chat. They kept a good grade average. They also kept 
their jobs which proved their ability as a fellow 
worker. This also accounted for their community 
affairs. Thanks co a great group of students P.SJA. 
has yet another club co be proud of J.C. T. has 
proved how their spirit is part of the backbone of the 
total P.SJA. body. Thanks for all chose employers 
who have given these kids a chance co try, a chance 
co say "I'm from P.SJA. ". 
Mr. Rene Ramirez, J.C. T. coordinator. 
L co R: C. Hernandez, ]. Santoyo, F. Valero, ]. Hernandez,]. Arraiga, M. Fiscal, B. Vega, H Neubauer, A. Felipe Alvarado and JCT employer Rene Garza. 
Leal, G. Guerra, E. Alanis, R. Espino, G. Chaves, M Abad, L. Pedraza, M. Reyes,]. Peres,]. Cruz, A. Saucedo. 
L co R: F. Valero, J. Jimmerson, ]. Martinez, R. Soto, F. Alvarado, F. Lozano, ]. Flores, P. Coronado, L. 
Abitua, M Hernandez, M. Renteria, M. Briseno,]. Rodriguez, M. Cardona, E. Borrego. 
Lucy Cura and Marise/da Renteria-LBJ Nurse and Nurse-Aid. 
98 JCT 
CAIi 
Linda Abitua works at MacDonald 3-D Signs. 
Mr. Rodriguez and Jose Cruz-Maincena11ce 
helper. 
Rene Espino and Joe Santoyo work at All Home and Appliance Repair. 
Felipe Valero worked at McAllen Rental. 
Mario B. worked as an electrician. 
Mario Fiscal prints for Mr. Bill MacDonald at MacDonald 3-D Signs. 
Abel Saucedo worked at Stewart and Stevenson. 
Jason Jimmerson and Steve Lowrey at Colorgraphics JCT 9CJ 
Martha, Jaime, Benito, and Diana da.nce a cumbia. 
Javier Garza worked at Weak Implement in Mission. 
Benito Vega and Frank Escobar at Plantation South. 
JCT 100 Henry Newbauer and Roy at Roy's auto service. 
Mr. Gonzalez and Jose Santoyo look over a micro-
wave. 
Robert and Juan look over test grades. 
Felipe Valero worked at McAllen Rental. 
Mr. Brown and Mario Cardona at JC. Brown 
BUILDING TRADES: BUILDING FUTURE 
HOMES 
Pouring che concrece base on cheir pro1ecc Scudencs were gectmg ready for che concrece 
Building homes is exaccly whac chis years Building Trades Qub did. 
For che {,rsc rime ever, che club had enough money co build a house all 
on their own. Wich Mr. Longoria in the Drivers sear, che club was able 
ro gee off on che righc fooc. They had cheir groundbreaking ceremonies 
in Occober and in only a period of chree monchs chey were able co puc 
up che four walls of chis fucure home. This will certainly accounc for 
fucure pro1ecrs which chey may have. Who knows maybe chey'll build 
part of che new high school. Time will only cell. Thanks co everybody 
who cook part in chis memorable evenc. Thanks also co all chose 
building suppliers who also cook part in chis pro1ecr. Mr. Longoria 
congraculacions on a job well done. 
This group of scudencs did aloe of che wor/c in che class projecc These are che officers for 1985-86. 
These scµdencs are waicing on more concrece. Mr. Longoria explains che work co a scudenc. 
These students took part in the ground breaking ceremonies in October. Both first and second year 
students were present to take part in the first step of their class project. 
Mr. Longoria Building Trades Insuuaor 
Bwlding Trades 101 
PSJA DECA CHAPTER III 
DECA Chapter III Members for 1985-86 are: Front Row- Blanca Barocio, Rosalinda Trevino, Ramon Pecina, Beto Carranza, Claribel Martinez, 
Eddie Escobedo, Bertha Salinas. Middle Row- Becky Gazca, Roxanne Garza, Olga Sanchez, Sandra Rendon, Margarita Dominguez, Sylvia 
Tovar, Miriam Espejo. Back Row- Javier Trevino, David Cantu, Rene Salinas, Raul Serna, Thomas Hardesty, Tony Abad,jesus Gonzalez, and 
Mr. B. Montemayor. 
Beto Carranza -President Blanca Barocios -Reporter David Cantu-Parliamentarian 
Olga Sanchez-Chaplain Olga Sanchez is ready to serve al! customers at Dillards. 
------
Chapter Sponsor, Mr. B. Montemayor Tony Abad is ready co ring up all sales at Thom McAn Shoes. 
Tom Hardesty is ready to serve all customer$. 
Rene Salinas is busy stocking shoes. Roel Tovar is an employee at Brittany's in La Plaza Mall. 
DECA I 103 
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P-SJ-A DECA CHAPTER III 
DECA Members include: Standing-Elisa, George, Arturo, 
Juan Ruben, Linda, Martin, Adam, Maureen, Elvia, Gilbert, 
DECA Members include: Standing-Robert R., Gilbert, Berta, 
Vickie, Sammy, Lupita, Adam G., Frank, Robert S., Ernie, 
Robert H., Leonel,juan,Javier, Adam E., Romualdo, Feliza; 
Dacia; Sitting-Arnold, Diana,Julie, Eric, Rachal, Mirna, and 
Maricelda 
Sitting-Blanca, Norma, Alicia, Esmeralda, Mary S., and Isa-
bel. 
.__[J[ 
Chapter III Sweethearts are: Gilbert 
Perez and Annabelle Salinas. 
Mr. R. Daniel, Chapter Advisor Chapter III Favorites are: Adam Esca-
milla and Norma Garcia. 
Gilbert Perez-President 
Elvia Rocha-1st V.P. 
Annabelle Salinas-2nd V.P. 
Maureen Ortega -Secretary, Area 
1st V.P. 
Diana Gutierrez- Treasurer 
Active Lab Students are: Back-Esmeralda, Feliza, Sammy, Ernie; Front-Blanca, Norma, 
Mary S., Alicia. 
Area CIX Lineup includes: Front-Mary S., Elvia, Norma; Middle-Maureen, Blanca, 
Dacia, Julie; Back-Eric, Esmeralda, Gilbert, Maria Elena. 
Area Leadership Conference: Front-Ernie, Gilberr,Jerry, Maureen, Esmeralda; Back-
Elvia, Diana, Rachel, Dacia, Eric. 
Dacia Perez-Parliamentarian 
Juan Perez-Sgt. at Arms 
Rachel Reyes-Reporter 
Robert 0/ivarez-Hisron'an 
George Esquivel-Chaplain J 05 
&low: Annabelle and Elisa, COOP fl. Right: COOP II 
Officers - Back; George, Elvia, Dam, Mr. Daniel Fronc-
Juan, Diana, Rachel, Maureen, G1Jberr, ot Shown-Anna -
belle, Roberr Center ufc. Dacia. Center Middle· G11berr 
looks at .. las Ciegas." Center Right Transfers from Pre . 
Voe, Adam and Vicki. 
Above-Isabel: An "A " Student. Right: Intro-
duction to Marketing: "Good Looking Class." 
106 DECA III 
At Right: Student Employees of the 
Month are: Arturo-December, Maureen-
January, Julie-September, Elvia-August, 
Dacia-October, Gilbert-November. Left: 
State Collegiate Display Finalists are Gil-
bert, Eliva, Annabelle, Eric, and not 
shown, Maria Elena. 
Lab members include: front-Mary, Maria Elena, Blanca; Back-Esmeralda, Nor- Area COOP Members include: Back-Gilbert; Standing-
Maureen, Elvia, Dacia; 
ma Front- Eric, Julie 
Left-Julie the chatter box. Right-Elvia doing 
what she does best. 
Left Maureen- I Won!!! Right-Dapa protecting 
her balloon. 
PSJA DECA CHAPTER II 
6th Period DECA Members are: Standing -Abel Martinez, Hugo Hernan -
dez, Sam Mares, Tomas Garces, Diego Rodriguez, Roy Puente, Ruben 
Duran, Juan Palacios, Thomas Vargas. David Escobedo. Sitting-Rosa -
5th Period DECA Members are: Standing-Israel Almazan, Miguel Vela, 
Gabriel Avendano, Marcelo Saenz, Guadalupe.Aleman, Fidel Gonzalez, 
4th Period DECA Members are: Standing-Sergio Salinas, Geronimo 
Rodriguez, Jesus Martinez, Esmeralda Suarez, Juanita Lara, Victor, 
Hernandez, Fidel Lara, Sotero Lopez.Jesus Mendoza. Sitting -Tina Rodri-
108 DECA II 
linda Gonzalez, Ronnie Rico, Sylvia Preciado, Yvonne Ramos, Cynthia 
Castro, Hilda Morales, Carmen Jauregui, Pat Galvan. 
Jose Enriquez, Andres Cantu. Sitting-Elsa Solis, Linda Bocanegra, Christi-
na Carrasco, Dalia Sandoval, Rita Cano, Rebecca Garza, Melissa Jimenez. 
guez, Maria Rodriguez, Bertha Solis, Belinda Hernandez, Imelda Rob-
ledo, Sairea Trevino, Sylvia Beltran, Elizabeth Puentes, Maria Mendoza. 
DECA Chapter II Officers are: Standing L to R-Gabriel Avendano, Rebecca Garza, Fidel Lara, Sylvia Preciado, Geronimo Rodriguez. Sitting-
Imelda Robledo and Maria Mendoza . Not Shown is Ruben Duran. 
Fidel Lara, President 
Maria Mendoza 
Ruben Duran, First Vice President Geronimo Rodriguez, Second Vice Jesus Marrinez, Parliamentarian 
President 
Imelda Robledo, Chaplain Gabriel Avendano, Reporrer Mrs. E. de la Garza, Sponsor 
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WHERE THE NEWS COMES FIRST-TV 
PRODUCTIONS 
Top L. to R. Rey Martinez, Diana Gauna, Jerry 
Prado, Art Ulloa, Sergio Soto, Santos Torres, Adam 
Singletary, Mark Adams, Ramon Villarreal, Johnny 
Rodriguez, Randy Ivie, Max Salinas, seated-Angie 
De La Cruz, Mary Fonseca, Cris Bearden, San Juanita 
Villanueva. 
Mr. Rey Martinez-Instructor 
Lighrs, camera, acrion! Yes, you can always Stt rhe hard-
working skillful PSJA TV crew anywhere and everywhere 
on campus. From pep-rallies, co baskerball games, co school 
plays, and even in rhe halls, rhis group of dedicared srudenrs 
are learning rhe ropes of relevision wirh rhe help of TV 
advisor-Mr. Rey Marrinez. 
However, rhe group is nor all TV cameras and film. For 
rhe firsr rime ar PSJA, rhe TV Producrion srudenrs pre -
recorded music for rhe cafereria jukebox, adding disc-
jockeys and imporranr school announcemenrs. The idea of 
having music during lunch periods was char of rhe Srudenr 
Council and was accomplished wirh rhe help of rhe PSJA 
TV Producrion Crew. 
Leading rhis years group was Pres.-Randy Ivie, Vice 
Pres.-Sanros Torres, Sgr. ar Arms-Roman Villarreal, Treas.-
Mark Adams, Parli-Sergio Soro, Hisr. -Adriana Garcia, 
Rep. -Mary Fon~ca. 
PS/A TV Producrion had a rerrific year arrending scare 
comperirions and such funcrions as rhe Annual Media Fair 
and helping ouc during rhe Labor Day Telerhon for MDA . 
PSJA TV-Where The News Comes Firsr! 
110 TV. Production 
1985-86 Officers- Vice-Pres. -S. Torres, Pres. -R. Ivie, Hist.-Adriana 
Carcia, Parl. -S. Soto, Treas. -M. Adams, Student Council Rep. -Cris 
Bearden, Sgt. at Arms-R. Villarreal, Rep. M.Fonseca. 
TV 2 captures pep-rally excitement! 
R. Ivie, S. Torres, M. Fonseca, A. Singletary, C. Bearden, S. Soto, M. 
Adams, attended the Annual Media Fair. 
PSJA TV-Lights, Camera, Action! 
Sr. Santos Torres repairs a light! 
Sr. Cris Bearden focuses on a new subject. 
Mary records for cafeteria Jukebox! 
S. Torres, R. Villarreal, R. Ivie, M. Salinas, M Adams, A. 
Singletary, M. Fonseca, Y. Fuentes, and C. Bearden helped 
out during the Labor Day Tele-thon. T v. Production 111 
CV AE 2nd period class members are as follows, kneeling left to right are: J Serna -Sgt. at arms, J 
Morales, J Avila -Vice President. Standing left to right are as follows: N Cantu -Treasurer, E. Mendoza, J 
Hidalgo-President, J Herrera, and B. Lopez-Reporter. 
CV AE 3rd period class members are as follows, kneeling left to right: C. Villegas, E. Alcala,] Alvarez, E. 
Gomez, C. Garza. Back row left to right: J Olvera Jr., R. Valero, I. Luna, B. Salinas-Parliamentarian, J 
Morin -Secretary, D. Rodriguez, D. Garza, and T. Martinez. 
Thank-you for calling Whataburger, may I take your 
order? 
112 CVAE CV AE Sponsor - Fausto Galvan 
Norma & Delia smile for the camera. 
T. Martinez gets ready for the rush. 
Above- N Cantu fIXing the sign. Below- L. 
Gomez working at Whataburger. 
-
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CVAE - WORKING TOGETHER AS A TEAM 
CVAE Officers are, left co right:]. Hidalgo- President, N. Cantu-Treasurer, B. Lopez-Reporter, and 
J. Serna-Sargent at arms. 
D. Romo working at Mike's Man Shop. 
CVAE is a club which strives in pro-
ducing leaders who become good 
American Citizens and who are willing 
to help their fellow men unselfishly. 
Some of the goals for Coordinated Vo-
cational Academic Education ( CV AE) 
were to attend the District 26 VOCT 
Leadership Conference and to compete 
at the district, region, and state VOCT 
contests. Special recognition should be 
given to this year's officers which con -
sist of:Juan Hidalgo-President,juan A. 
Avila- Vice President,Janie Morin-Sec-
retary, Blanca E. Lopez-Reporter, Nor-
ma A. Cantu -Treasurer, Bonifacio Safi -
• nas-Parliamentarian, and ]vier Serna-
Sgt. at arms. The CVAE CO-OP club 
chapter 70 assisted at the District Lead -
ership Conference with the opening 
ceremonies and lectures on leadership. 
The Conference was held on October 
26, 1985 at the Memorial High School 
Campus. Over 1,000 VOCT members 
attended the conference, and thanks to 
PSJA CVAE the conference was a sue -
cess. 
Above]. Herrera, and Below-]. Hidalgo are 
both ready co serve you. 
R. Valero doing his job. 
J. Morin works at Austin Jr. High as a nurse aide. 
Sponsor E. Galvan shows the students the proper way co smile at the camera. 
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FFA KEEPING THE WORLD 
OF FARMING ALIVE! 
Once again the Future Farmers, guided for 
the second consecutive year by Mr. L.R. Guz-
man and Mr. R. Robles, have excelled to their 
highest. Having held their first Hog Show, the 
PSJA FFA got off to a great start. From Live-
stock Shows to Vegetables, the club proved to 
be a strong and outgoing group. The club 
placed first in both Senior and Junior Judging 
Teams at the All Valley Winter Vegetable Show 
in Pharr for the second consecutive year. The 
group also excelled at the Donna Lamb Show, 
the County Youth Show, and the Mercedes 
Livestock Show. 
Officers leading this group are Pres. -Manny 
G., V.P.-Armando C, Sec. -Carla A., Treas .. 
Duke G., Rep.-Mark G., Sentinel-Paul Z, Cha-
plin-Kyle J District Officers are- V.P. Iris G. 
and Sentinel Troy S. Sweethearts for 1985-86 
were Sr. -Blanca Reyes and Jr. -Cindy Munoz. 
The group also had poster parties to make 
posters for pep-rallies and I Road in order to 
promote Bear Spirit. The FFA 's main goal was 
to plan a trip to the Houston Livestock Show in 
February. 
2nd place basket by Sr. Annie Guzman 
Top-C Rodriguez, R. Trejo, D. Rodriguez,] Fitch,] Salinas,] Reyes,] 
Soto, S. Deleon, R. Barrera, D. Cardenas, R. Guerra, D. Salinas, N. 
Guerra,] Valdez. Middle-C Munoz, B. Reyes, C Reyes, M. Gonzalez, D. 
Gonzalez, C Arispe, T. Smith, M. Gonzalez, A. Castilleja, P. Zuniga, K. 
Johnson, L. Segovia, 0 . Martinez, S. Pacheco, R. Garcia, B. Garcia. 
Bottom-L. Rydl, A. Valdez, ] Taylor, G. Garza, R. Lopez, D. Rose. 
L.R. Guzman -Instructor 
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1985-86 Sweethearts-Jr. Cindy Munoz and Sr. Blanca 
Reyes 
R. Robles-Instructor 
1985-86 Officers-standing Duke G.-Treas., Carla A.-Sect., Troy S.-District Sentinel, 
Paul Z.-Sentinel, Armando C.-Vice Pres., Kylej-Chaplin, Mark G.-Reporter, seated 
Manny G. -Pres. 
1985-86 Green Hand Officers- standing John S.-Sect., Leslie R.-Vice 
Pres., Cindy M-Sentinel, Ceasar M.-Treas., Ronnie M.-Reporter, 
seated Cindy !.-Pres. 
Laurie I., Iris G., Troy S., Mark G., Eddie Z., Duke G., Justin F., and 
Vegetable Queen Dina G., show off First place ribbon. Fresh. -Eluid M. at initiation. 
Jr. Eddie Z. -1st place Peppers! 
If You Eat, Smile at a FARMER! Sr. members initiate Green Handmembers! 
F.F.A. 115 
Jr. Duke G. and Instructor R. Guzman with winning Cauli-
flower. 
Initiation for Green Hand Sec. john Salinas. 
FFA Members entered rabbits in Livestock Com-
petition! 
116 FFA 
Instructor L.R. Guzman, 3rd Runner-up Cindy Munoz, Vegetable Queen Dina Gonzalez, and 
Instructor Romeo Robles 
P.S-J.A. FFA receives new Trailor! 
Lamb waits to be sheared before Youth Show. 
JETS SOAR TO NEW HEIGHTS 
OFFICERS: Sponsor C Pena; Parlimentarian Arnold Perez; Reporter johnny Ward; Vice-President 
Felipe Guerra; Sergeant at Arms Phillip Oaks; President Vinny Iannelli; Chaplain Omar Benitez; 
Historian Angie Ramirez; Secretary Mando Chavez. 
Senior Johnny Ward seems to be dazed while 
Senior Philip Oaks has been shocked over who 
knows what? 
Arnold counts his money for the weekend. 
Danny thinks up a new theory of relativety. 
The junior Engineering Technical Society, 
better known as JETS, emerged this year at 
PSJA after it's two year dormant stage. The 
future engineers of Pharr San Juan Alamo de-
cided to make themselves known and to con -
serve it's tradition, purpose, and it's constitu-
tion. A group of students mostly composed of 
Juniors and Seniors got together every Monday 
in room M-1()(} with their sponsor C Pena 
( math instructor) to learn everything from how 
to program a computer and word processing to 
electrical engineering and electrical circuits. 
This year JETS had a profitable beef Bar-B-
Q in December raising funds to attend the State 
Convention at the University of A&M at Col-
lege Station. 
Leading JETS this year was President Vinny 
Iannelli; Vice-President Felipe Guerra; Secretary 
Mando Chavez; Treasurer Eric Acosta; Parli-
mentarian Arnold Perez; Historian Angie Ra -
mirez; Reporter Johnny Ward; Chaplain Omar 
Benitez; and last but not least Sergeant at Arms 
Phillip Oaks. 
The Seniors who commenced this organiza -
tion have started a new trend that will become a 
tradition at PS[_A High. 
1985-86 Members: Bottom 1-r Omar Benitez Sr., Angie Ra-
mirez Jr., Arnold Perez Sr., Vinny Iannelli Sr., Johnny Ward 
Sr., Manda Chavez Jr., Phillip Oaks Sr., Felipe Guerras Sr., 
Middle row Mario Alaniz Sr., Michael Madero Sr., Rick 
MartinezJr., Paul GonzalezJr., Beto FlorezJr., Danny Villar-
real Jr., Susanna Ibarra Sr., Fabian Cuellar Jr., Sponsor C. 
Pena, Back row Angel Carr Sr., Conni Contreras Sr., Cruz 
Cardenas Sr., Eddie Gutierrez Sr., Tim Fink Sr., Alfonso 
Camarillo Jr., Joe Mireles Sr. JETS Club 117 
PSJA OBA CONTINUES THEIR 
TRADITIONS 
0EA members firsc row lefc co righc are: M. C.Scillo, 0 . Baucisca, I. Perez, 0. De La Cruz, M. Morales, M. De La Cruz, P. Ramirez, E. 
Leal, A. Ovalle, G. Guerra and I. Sanchez. Second row left co righc are: R. Tanguma, A. Pena, A. Coronado, R. Ramos, R. Diaz,]. Arispe, 
B. Guerra, M. Nunez, and L. Lozano. Third row lefc co righc are: A. Fink, M. Solis, M. Alaniz.Sponsor, V. Cancu, C.jimenez, E. Hinijosa, 
and G. Rios. 
OEA Officers left to right are: P. Ramirez-Student Council Representative;] Arispe-Historian; M . Nunez-
Reporter; M Castillo-Parliamentarian; I. Sanchez-Lab Treasurer; G. Guerra-CO-OP Treasurer; I. Perez-
Secretary; L. Lozano- V. President; and E. Hinijosa President. 
I know I put it in here somewhere. 
Melba Alaniz-OBA Sponsor 
l 1 
Letty Lozano gets ready for her timings. 
118 OBA OEA Sweethea:rts - Idalia Perez and Minerva De La Cruz. 
STUDENT SECRETARIES FACE 
NEW CHALLENGES 
M. Alaniz, Sponsor, helps a student get settled. 
Office Education Association is among the top rated 
clubs at PSJA. Every year this club starts off on the right 
foot. As the year starts off, they have fund-raisers so that 
they can hold their annual activities. Those activities are 
such as: Initiation of new members, exchange of mums 
with OEA Buddies, Halloween Activities, Thanksgiving 
Activities, Christmas Activities, Sweetheart elections, 
OEA Week, OEA Contests and the annual Employer-
Employee Banquet. Officers for this year's club are: Presi-
dent-Esmer H., V. Pres.-Letty L., Sec.-Idalia P., Hist.-
Janie P., Rep. -Melissa N., and Parl.-Mary C. OEA also 
prepared posters for the Bears and presented candy and 
cake to the players. Their goals is: "To promote interest in 
office occupations and help develop leadership in stu -
dents." Thanks to Mrs. Melba Alaniz the activities and 
their goals were achieved for the club of the 1985-86 
school year. 
R. Ramos, E. De La Barreda, J Lozano, and I. Perez learned many different things while in V.O.E. 
Mary Morales is" busy finishing her assignment. 
Maribel Flores is thinkiJJg of what to type next. Anita Fink shows h
er typing ability. OEA 119 
0.E.A. ffTYPING FOR A BETTER 
FUTURE'' 
Standing left to right: Marisela Garcia, Rosa Garcia, Teresa Ramirez, Gloria Carlin, Lupita 
Dimas, Janie Escobar, Sandra Luna, Rosa Alvarez, Clara Alvarez, Mary Tijerina, and A. 
Willingham, sponsor. 
0.E.A. Sweethearts Clara Alvarez and Yolanda Hinojosa. 
Senior Mary Tijerina tries to fmish her project before the 
Christmas Holidays 
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Senior Rosie Garcia listens closely to Mr. Wil-
lingham. 
"The purpose of this club is to better the 
secretarial skills and enhance our responsib11ities 
towards the secretarial field," said Senior Mar-
ianela Garcia. Thanks to Mr. Willingham these 
goals were achieved. Recognition should also 
be given to this years officers who are: Presi-
dent: Marianela Garcia, V. President: Cindy 
Castillo, Secretary: Julie Longoria, Treasurer: 
Gracie Gonzalez, Reporter: Sylvia Zamarripa, 
Historian: Elia Garcia, Sergeant At Arms: San. 
dra Zamarripa. Throughout the year OEA held 
various activities, OEA Week, and OEA con-
tests. They also made posters for Homecoming 
Week as part of their "Spirit Promotion." This 
club is also among the top spirited clubs at 
P.SJA. This is because every year they start off 
on the right foot. This club has a good future 
here at P.SJA. It will keep going for the years 
to come. As long as there are typewriters around 
so will this club o.E.A. 
Oh! Oh! I think I cut this wrong. 
--
Genius "Gracie" at work. 
urry curs while Cindy ,s busy doing her assignmenr. 
O.E.A.. members are firsr row left to right Elsa Rodriguez, Eneddia Garcia, Sandra Z.m•mpa, M
armda Garcia, Sylv11 Zamarripa, 
Yvonne LOf"'Z, Cindy Casc,110, Second row left co right Sabrma Trevmo, Gracie Gonzalez, Yol
anda Hino1osa, Elia Garcia, Ju/Je 
Longoria. 
Officers left co right on first row Lupita Dimas- V. Pres., S,ndra Z.mampa-Sgt. •t Arms, Marind
a Garcta-Pres., Sy/vi• Z.m•mpa -
Reporrer, Second row left co right Gracie Gonzalez-Treasurer, Yo/and• Hino1osa -Chaplam, Elia 
Garc11-Hlsto11an, G/011• urlin- V 
Pres. 
OK. Who did it? Who 's the guilty parry? 
E111 Gare,, working on the scrapbook. OEA 121 
OBA-INVOLVING STUDENTS WITH 
COMPUTERS 
Vocational Word Processing is a new course 
that has come about here at PSJA this year. 
Students who take this course have the privi-
ledge of becoming members of OEA (Office 
Education Association). OEA is a vocational 
club which has been known at PSJA High 
School for many years. Due to the fact that this 
new course was added to the vocational depart-
ment, the club OEA Offers students a better 
chance to a better future. Although Mrs. Noelia 
Guajardo is not new to the faculty staff, she is 
the instructor of this course that was just imple-
mented. Officers for this club are as follows: 
President, Blanca Villalobos; Secretary, Jenni-
fer-Martinez; Treasurer, Jesse Vela; Parliamen-
tarian.Joe Garza; Reporter, Feliz Torres; Sargent 
at arms, Carlos Salazar; and Historian, Sam 
Gauna. Thanks to all the officers and members 
the first year the club was a success. 
N . McCullough en1oys reading her computer manual. J. Garza is shown wirh intense concenrrarion on his work. 
OEA members are as follows, sitting left to right:Julie Garza.Jennifer Martinez, Leonor Hernandez, 
Standing left to right are: Feliz Torres, Omar Meza,Juan Tobias.Jesse Vela,Joe Garza, and Sam OEA Sponsor . Noelia Guajardo 
Guana. 
OEA members work hard ro comp/ere rheir assignments. 
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OEA Officers are as fo/Jows: Joe Garza-Parliamentarian, Jesse Vela- Treasurer, Jennifer Martinez-
Secretary, and Felix Torres-Reporter. 
O.E.A. A HARD WORKING CLUB 
Members are from left to right: A. Guerra, S. Leyva, C. Salinas, Y. 
Cardenas, D. Garcia, D. Hernandez, E. Luna, D. Mendoza, V. 
Gamboa, N. Hernandez, G. Hernandez, S. Bailey, M. Quijada, C. 
Castillo, S. Hernandez, G. Munoz, members not present are: S. 
Garza and M . Alonzo. 
0.E.A. Officers are, eft to right: A. Guerra, V. President; D. Garcia, Reporter~ C. 
Salinas, Sgt.-at-arms; G. Hernandez, President; Y Cardenas, Secretary; C. Castillo, 
- · · •• - ' ,,.. -- --- - - -- re. \.funoz, Second Sgt.-at-arms. 
OE.A. Sponsor- Criselda 
Cervantes 
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METAL TRADES: WELDING THEIR FUTURE TOGETHER 
This year's Mecal Trades club excelled in 
school competition. Under che guidance of Mr. 
Rodriguez, chis club was able co bring back 
several ribbons from cheir compecicion in 
Brownsville. Over 30 schools around che valley 
competed in this evenc. Those projects which 
received an excellent award were caken co scace 
compecicion in San Antonio. This is where 
schools all around che scare of Texas show whac 
a group of kids can do. They learn noc only co 
compete, but also co be leaders. Thanks co this 
bunch of guys, PSJA was well represented ac 
competition. Thanks co Mr. Rodriguez and his 
students for making a successful year. Thanks 
also co all che people who supported che club. 
Shown above are che scudencs in Mr. Rodriguez second and chird periods class. They also cook 
projeccs which brought back several ribbons. 
Kneeling lefc co righc: Efrain Sardina,Javier Cancu, Oscar Martinez, Tim Fink,Julian Solis, Goerge Echartea, 
Pece Villa, Anastacio Garza, Joe Lara, Eddie Garcia, Nick Ibarra, Victor Villegas, -Roy Leal. 
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Pece Villa looks over his work. 
Preparing for competition in Brownsville. 
Oscar and Joe scand by cheir projeccs. 
FUTURE WELDERS OF AMERICA ? • 
This student works on project 
Fucure welders 
of America? Thar 's 
all up co chem. This 
is pare of growing 
up ac PSJA. The 
Mecal Trades club 
has proved char ir is 
ready co accepc che 
cha/Jenge. The 
challenge co do 
whac is necessary co 
prove char chey will 
be furure workers 
and leaders. Wich 
Mr. Sandoval as Jn. 
scruccor, PS/A 
Mera/ Trades is 
ready for furure 
cechnology. Thanks 
co everybody who 
cook pare in chis 
course. Also thanks 
ro ere supporc from 
che private indivi-
duals who cook ad-
vancage of this 
club's work. 
This class is more than just welding 
Shown below is Mr. Sandovals fourth and fifth periods class 
Mr. Sandoval Metal Trades Instructor 
Shown above is the afterschool class of Mr. Sandoval. 
Directly below is a student taking safety into consid-
eration as he works on a class project. 
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.5 ;, as 
This is the group of first year students. These students went through the basics of mechanics during first and 
second periods. They will be next years leaders under Mr. A. Palasios, instructor for 14 years. 
This is another group of first year students. They had class during third and fourth periods. They also will be 
next years leaders representing PSJA in Districts and State VICA meets. 
Martin Gonzalez and Ric Torres. Frank Flores, 
Jesus Cantu, Juan Soto, and Jesus Lopes. 
Mr. A. Palacios fourteen -year instructor 
Ric Torres works on project. Pres. Ric T., V. Pres. Jesus C., Sec. Jesus L., Rep. Frnak F., Parl. Juan S., Sgt. Martin G. 
I I 
126 Auto Mechanics 
PSJA 'S OWN MR. 
GOOD WRENCH 
::. , 
Auto Mechanics officers for the 1985-86 after school class. Auto Mechanics officers for the 1985-86 Migrant class. 
Auto Mechanics instructor . Mr. R. Zavala Shown above is Mr. Zavala's migrant class. 
junior, Oscar Losoya looks on as he learns to weld. 
Shown above is Mr. Zavala 's afterschool class. Auto Mechanics 127 
JUNIOR RESER VE OFFICER 
TRAINING CORP 
Batallion Staff L to R • Top Row C. Ibarra, E. Garcia, J. Hernandez, S. Esparza, G. Villanueva, 
Bottom Row-L to R-P. Gutierrez, L. Alvarado, E. De La Fuente, B. Gazca, R. Cano 
The ROTC has long been known for their 
military procedures, their flag raising ceremony, 
and their uniformed ways of escorting the 
Homecoming Queen and Candidates. But the 
ROTC is not just made up of these fine gala 
events. Much time and practice is taken in be-
fore anyone can actually say they belong to the 
ROTC. The ROTC has one primary goal, "to 
provide a course of instruction in leadership and 
citizenship using military subjects as the teach-
ing vehicle. Also to provide a range of extra 
curricular activities for practical experience/ap-
plication," as stated by Col. Gene A. Weaver. 
ROTC also sees that each student is prepared 
for the future. The ROTC is made up of pre-
cisely eight coprs. The corps consist of The 
Batallion Staff, Color Guard, Rifle Corp, A 
Company, B Company, C Company. 
For an organization that has '1earn to lead by 
leading" as a motto, they definitely have shown 
a superior way of leading. Officers of this fme 
organization are indeed outstanding and deserve 
a great thank you. Once again this is a cadet 
lead, by supervised instructors, providing train. 
ing and experiences for lifetime opportunities. 
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Baral/ion Commander C/L TC E. De La Fuente. 
Helicopter rides are only a part of the ROTC. 
ROTC Officers from L co R-Sgt. A. Palacios, Col. G. 
Weaver, Sgt. A. Martinez 
Executive Officer . C/MAJ C. Ibarra 
ROTC, Jed by Col. Weaver, marching at the Vegetable 
Show Parade. 
First row-R. Rivera, R. Avendano, D. Menza, H. Rodriguez,]. Gamez, B. Trevino, Second Row-]. Prado, 0. Gutierrez, E. Garcia, H. 
Lozano, M. Stanley, 
Commander-D. Rodriguez 
----
First Row-Color Guard- C. Soto, P. Cardona, M. Zapata, M. Rodrigue~, R. Trevino, C. Garza, D. Rosales, J. Marroquin, Commander-S. Esparza 
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130 ROTC 
UNarmed Drill Team -Row 1-A. Carranza, M. Vela, G. Acosta, M. Graham, A . 
Lopez, D. No. Row 2:f. Munoz,]. Hernandez, E. Ybanez,]. Bustos, D.J imenez, R. 
Flores. Row 3-R. Guajardo, J. Garcia, E. Jaimez, J. Camacho, R. Marrunez, 
Commander-C. Ibarra 
Armed Drill Team -Row J .J. Armijo, L. Alvarado, B. Sanchez, A. Moreno, M. 
Alvarado, M. Alanis, S. Sierra Row 2-A. Sanchez, B. Gonzalez, I. Vasquez, T. 
Caballero, C. Trevino, P. Aguilera. Row 3-A. Hernandez, E. Garcia, C. Medrano, B. 
Deleon, D. Soro, E. Puentes. Commonder-P. Gutierrez. 
HQ Co.-First Row-A. Moreno, J Vela, S. 
Villareal, C. Gonzales, C. Garza, M. Vela, I. 
Robledo. Second Row-M. Ortiz, F. Corpus, 
J Chavez,]. Solano, V. Moreno. Third Row-
s. Hernandez, R. Sanchez, M. Alaniz,]. Gar-
cia, P. Aguilera. Fourth Row-A. Fink, M. 
Garcia, E. Garcia, J Garcia, M. Stanley, E. 
Ybanez. Fifth Row- Y. Davila, R. Morin, C. 
Elizondo, S. Sierra, R. Garcia, D. Sckrown. 
Sixth Row-E. Gonzalez, D. Meza, G. Garza, 
E. Perez, J Garcia, L. Menchaca. Seventh 
Row-A. Bercill, E. Fender, J Lora, S. San-
chez. 
"A" Co.-First Rowj. Martinez, I. Jarmijo, 
A. Carranza, L. Martinez, A. Sanchez, H. 
Lopez, S. Luna. Second Row-A.Jimenez, Y. 
Gonzalez,]. Alvarado, F. Segovia, B. Gonza. 
fez, M. Arispe, G. Perkins. Third Row-M. 
Lerma, A. Monreal, M Singleterry, H. Gar-
cia, S. Santos, F. Marez. Fourth Row-P. 
Coronado, D. Casas, M. Torres, P. Ybarra, 
R. Flores, B. Sanchez. Fifth Row-D. Soto, S. 
Deleon, R. Rios,]. Busyos,j. Carlos, S. San. 
chez. Sixth Rowj. Hernandez, j, Guerrero, 
B. Ybanez, M. Martinez, R. Sanchez,] Ys-
quierdo, G. Soto. Seventh Row-P. Garcia, 
K. Berg, R. Salinas, Z. Cantu, H. Menez, 0. 
Balderas. 
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"B " Co.- First Row-L. A lvarado, A . Hernandez, P. 
Oaks, J Landeros, B. Gasca, C. J imenez, F. Dela -
Cerda . Second row-B. Almanza, A. Trevino, R. Ribe-
ra, S. Torres, H. Saenz, E. Lopez. Third Row-I. Villa, 
R. Casteneda, E.James,j. Rodriguez, D. o,j. Go -
mez. Fourth Row-T. Ramirez, P. Moralez, . Coro-
nado, I. Vasquez, D. Blackwell, A . Nino. Fifth Row-
R. Gua1ardo, L. Reyes, J Sanchez, M . Alvarado, J 
Pina, R. Trevino. Sixth Row-M . Grah, F. Limones, 
D. J imenes, J Rodrigeuz, C. Medrano, C. Trevino, 
Seventh Row-S. Rodriguez, I. Flores, J Prado, M . 
Gomez, R. Alvarado. 
"C" Co.-First Row-L. Quezada, R. Villareal, ] Tre-
vino, E. Guerra, L. Aguirre, T. Caballero, J Munoz, 
D. Rosales. Second Row-M. Zapata, A. Murillo, N . 
Mendoza, M. Rodriguez, M. Rangel, R. Deleon, M . 
Fink. Third Row-A. Gomez, ] Camarado, S. Lopez, 
V. Gonzalez, R. Garcia, R. Villlobos, R. Reys, Fourth 
Row-T. Villareal, M . Adams, S. Vasquez, F. Abad,]. 
Ramirez,]. Gamez, M . Guajardo,]. Marroquin. Fifth 
Row-R. Barrera, M . Cantu, X. Salinas, M . Torrez, M . 
Reyes, R. Lara. Sixth Row-R. Delaluna, M. Cava -
zos,] Espinoza, E. Briones, R. Avendano, A. Lopez, 
H. Rodriguez. Seventh Row-M . Rodriguez, A . Gar-
cia, M. Cardona, J Gonzalez, J Solis, J Davila. 
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MIGHTY BEAR BAND --
I\ n 
The MIGHTY BEAR BAND has been a symbol of Spirit, 
Pride, and Unity for many a year and 198J-86 was no exception. 
Count Pick -Up your Knees! Yell!! Mr. Fuentes words rang in a/J 
band members ears during footba/J season. He was our March -
ing Coordinator and boy did he have a rough rime. We were 
rushed to gee our show ready for Pigskin due co the fact char it 
was pushed up to October 12, 198J in order for no student to be 
unable to participate because of House Bi// 72. Bue char didn ·c 
matter we went and performed our best and in return we 
received three straight I's, qualifying us for alternate band to 
go to Regionals. But Pigskin isn 'c the only thing we pre-
pared for. A//. Va/Jey tryouts were held in San Benito were 
32 members achieved chat goal and 13 went on to Area. 
From there seven lucky people were selected to Stace. And 
seven was the record breaker for the P-SJ-A Bear Band. 
Melissa Rivera was selected to the A// . Va/Jey Band, Area 
Band and A// Stace Jazz Band Alternate. Eliseo Bernal was 
selected co the All Valley Band, A// Va/Jey Jazz Band, and 
A// Scace Orchestra. Band members were active in se/Jing a// 
sorts of items, from Spirit Jackets co World 's Finest Candy 
Bars. For them to be able to participate at the Out -of-
Va/Jey Band Contest. The Highlight of the year was the 
return of the Band Banquet which had nor been held for the 
past ZJ years. 
1985-86 Stage Band L co R: First Rowjuver Gonzahz, Charlie Caballero, 
Eddie Luna, Ray Arrevallo and Melissa Rivera ( All Valley Jazz Band). 
Second Row-Omar Meza, Heaor Rodriguez, Emet Mata , Rolando Rodri-
guez, Ricky Arrevallo, Iliana Alanis, Danny Leal, and Eric Trevino. Third 
Rowjoe Ybanez, joe Singleterry, (All Valley jazz Band), Juan E. Rodri-






















Mari Zuniga Asst. Drumm a -
jor 
Twirlers L to R: Yvonne Muzquiz, Sylvia Gonzalez, Lizzy Ramirez, Jackie 
Sanders, Lori Salinas, Carrie Zlomke, and Gina Riojas. 
..i-......,. 
Lilia Trevino Head Drummajor 
Band Sweethearts: Eliseo Bernal and Melissa Ri-
Band Officers L to R: Valerie Santillan-Secretary, Kathy Jimenez-Reporter, Iliana vera 
Alanis- Treasurer, Olivia Salazar- V. President,james Lopez-President,jackie Sand-
ers-Chaplain. 
Seniors-Roland,Joe, and Eliseo show Charlie a junior what 
playing an instrument is all about. 
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Band Directors L to R: Pete Cisneros, Carol Beene, Edgar Fuentes, Jim Coleman, 
Jon Taylor, Jim Swofford, Luis Maldonado, and john Rodriguez. 
Bear Band unices rogecher ro form P-Sj-A ar che end of a GREAT halfrime performance!! 
P-Sj-A Drum Rage 1985-86 1amming our wirh Mr. Rodriguez ar che Pharr Vegecable Parade. 
Juniors-Paul Gonzalez and Adan Munoz show 
their talent in marching, during the Pharr Vegeta -
ble Show Parade in December. 
The P-SJ-A Bear Band and rhe Bearerres make a greac combination during halfrime. 
Band srudenrs blow cheir hearts our during an exuberaring praccice afrer school! 
&nior - Jackie Sanders smiles as she looks 
on ro get ready and twirl ro her last school 
song1! 
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THE PHYSICAL WORLD OF THE 
SCIENCE CLUB 
The Science club, this year, due to great leadership 
along with the responsiveness was tremendous. The pur-
pose for the Science club was to help the individual 
student relate and experience areas of Science in which he 
or she is interested. This organization has many goals, but 
the major goal of this club was to introduce to the 
student a variety of science topics. Another goal for the 
Science club was to give students a more informed back-
ground in Science. To be a member of this extremely 
academic club is a great honor. Hard work as well as 
mature behavior is expected. 
Students with the academic prestige to strive for excel-
lence for this club should be commended. 
Mr. Palacios-Sponsor 1985-86 Science Club Officers: L. co R.; Alex Sauceda-Parlimencarian, Dalia Trevino-Secretary, Roy Barrera-President. 
1985-86 Science Club-L. to R. R. Benitez- Sponsor, Gabriel Alonso, nas, Jessie Nunoz, Sara Reyes, A. Salinas, Mr. Palacios-Sponsor. 
Freddy Ybanyez, Alex Sauceda, Dalia Trevino, Roy Barrera, Rosario Safi-
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LE CLUB DE FRANCAISE 
CES'T TRES BIEN 
Th~ French Club, due to great leadership 
from its officers and tremendous responsiveness 
from its members, was a spectacular success this 
year. The first Sunday of every month was des-
ignated as recreation day. The members went 
bowling and played miniature golf once a 
month. The French Club challenged the Spanish 
Club to a bowling match and came out victori-
ous. The French Club will travel to New Or-
leans this summer to experience true French 
Cusine. 
-
1985-86 French Club Officers Are; Bottom row; Ada Zuniga-Treasurer, judy Martine
z-Historian, 
Yvonne Herrera, Mona Lisa Pena-Vice President, Miss Oralia Garza-Sponsor, Top
 row; Omar 
Benitez-Chaplin, Mark Gonzalez-President 
1985-86 French Club Members are; Bottom row; Yomara Garcia, Ada Zuniga.James L
opez, Adrianna Pecina, Micheal Madero, Kim Fiala.Juan 
Gonzalez, Lynda Garza, 2nd row;Juan Martinez, David Perez, Micheal Sweet, Alez Her
nandez, Emilio Vela, Omar Benitez, David Bowman, Lori 
Hooks, Mark Gonzalez, Vinnie Ianelli, Tony Perez 
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DRAMA IT'S A WORLD OF 
D-R-A-M-A-rhese five lerrers when pur pur cogerher 
gl\'e so much meani[lg ro P >]A High chool. Inregrm as 
p.•ell as common e,·errda1 cheerful spmr fills rhe air when 
a Thespian 1s around. 
D- rands for Determmaoon which is essenrial for a good 
exhibmon of ralenr. 
R. srands for Reflernon. fa·ery Thespian must look 
ms1de himself m order co brmg our his own parenr1al. 
A-stands for Amcude. An opr1misr,c amwde is always 
helpful 
M-scands for Macuncy A well de,·eloped Thespian 




A-is for bemg Able ro have and or do all of che above. 
The 1985-86 Drama Team did wonders chis year. They 
puc sml/es on chousands of veiwers faces when chey 
preformed live on scage. Sr. Mark Gonzalez shared his 
choughcs of Drama, "Jc was a cremendous year for Dra • 
ma. M) Senior year would nor have been comp/ere if I 
hadn ·c participaced m che childrens play. Willy Wonka 
and che Chocolate Faccory. ··Overall Drama had a spec-
cacular season by bringing co our audironum che creacive 
and choco/acy Willr Wonka and che Chocolace Factory. 
/1:e,·er before has this play been preformed bur Mr. G. 
Zepeda. Drama Coordmaror. felc this year chey were 
finally ready co cake on the terrific play. The play was 
performed before thousands of elementary and high school 
students as well as local citizens. Everyone who attended 
enioyed chis musical comedy. Drama students have a chance 
co perform two plays a year and numerous duet, solo and 
group activities throughout the year. The Drama Team puts 
in many hours of work after school and on week-ends, 
which resulted in outstanding performances. 
During the spring, Drama performed "Marat/Sade," a 
play about the French revolution Jean Paul Marat. The 
theme was centered on revolution and its insanity. Marat-
/Sade was performed March 15, at the U.I.L. Zone contest. 
1985-86 Thespian Officers: L to R-David Barrera- Vice Pres., Emma 
Ramos-Pres., Lori Hooks-Tres., Rick Alvarado-Clerk, Eddie Guerra-
Sgt. at Arms, Mario Alanis-Sec. 
Mr. john Farr-PSJA Memorial 9th Mrs.Janet Doyle-Costume designer and Robert Gomez I.B
J.Jr. High 
Drama Sponsor Drama Director. 
Carrie and Sandra listen attentively Marissa and Deni set the stage for 
to Mr. Wonka. a unique show. 
Freshman Tanya 
Mrs. Galoop. 
arvaez was a terrific 
David "Willy Wonka" Barrera sings 
to audience, while Freshman Rachel 
Ramirez looks on. 
Umpa-Lumpa 's lift their favorite "Thug," Albert Lopez. 
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Slugworrh ( A. Lopez) and his thugs ( V. Puente and JJ. Serna } were attacked by walking machines. Oompa-Loompas (Emma Ramos and Jessie Pena} 
practice their dance before rehearsal. 
Students from the Drama classes worked hard 
on the props. 
Creative students worked on this sign, which was used as advertisement. 
I , 
, -• • 
Oompa -Loompas Sylvia Salazar and Rm• Ramirez show little Oompa -Loompajacqudine Zepeda, che ropes. 
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M. Gonzalez and R. Sanchez listen closely ro inscrucc,ons. 
Oompa-Loompa, Jaime Rodriguez looks into Rina Ramirez's hands in astonishment. Lizzy Garza is 
also curious as to what the astonishment is all about. 
Freshman, Tanya Narvaez listens intently to 
Willy Wonka played by David Barrera. 
Grampa Joe played by Mark Gonzalez and the 
narrator played by Yvette Torres yell for help. 
GrampaJoe (M Gonzalez} and Charlie (Robert Sanchez) listen as W11/y Wonka (D. Barrera} tells 
them their good fortune. 
Slugworth, played by Albert Lopez, is jumped by Charlie (R. Sanchez} Oompa. Loom pa, Omar Benitez a
nd Jaime Rodri • 
guez rehearse before opening night. 
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Led by Mr. Suffy Gillum and officers Dora 
Chapa, Sylvia Cruz, Dulce Hernandez, and Fe-
lipa Sanchez, the Pharr-San Juan-Alamo Choir 
participated in many different activities this 
year. This year, the Choir took part in All-
Valley Choir Tryouts, Christmas Choir, UIL 
Solo and Ensemble Contest, both District and 
State, and the UIL Concert and Sight Reading 
contest. This year, the Choir also welcomed the 
addition of Mrs. Shirley Atkins. Besides serving 
as a Choir Director, Mrs. Atkins also played the 
piano for the Drama Department's production 
of W11/y Wonka and the Chocolate Factory and 
the Annual Talent Show. One thing we may be 
proud of here at Pharr-Sanjuan-Alamo is our 
Choir; for they are a group of talented singers 
ready to show that singing is an enjoyable tal-
ent. 
Mr. Surry Gillum 
Choir officers for 1985 -86 are L to R: Dora Chapa, Sylvia Cruz, Dulce Hernandez, and 
Felipa Sanchez. 
1985-86 Medium Ensemble: Front row-Estella Caballero, Ana Guerra, john Llanas, Adolfo Lara, 
Belinda de la Garza, Sally Hernandez; Back row-Diana Rodriguez, Alma Zamora, Diana Hernandez, 
Paul Cano, Juan Hernandez, Joe Moncada, Dora Chapa, Monica Gonzalez. 
196,-86 Choir Members: front Row-Esmeralda Herrera, Estelh Caballero, Debbie Burciaga, Daniel Salinas, David Davis, Melissa Gaitan, Araceli Nino, Susana Reyes, Lori Monroe, Shawn 
Noe Tovar, Monica Gonzalez, Sally Hernandez, Crysol Villarreal, Eliza Lopez, Dulce Hernan- Sorenson; Back Row-Nora Moncada, Diana Hernandez, Sandra Noyola, Deni Fischer,Juan 
dez, Felipa Sanchez; Second row-Ana Guerra, Diana Rodriguez, Nelda Fuentes.john Llanas, Hernandez.Joe Moncada, Troy Smith, Paul Cano, Elizabeth Puentes, Graciela Garcia, Dora 
Adolfo Lara, Sally Compean, Elizabeth Luna, Linda Cavazos, Belinda de la Garza, Sally Abad, Chapa, Belinda Anzaldua. 
142 Rebecca Garza; Third row-Leticia Trevino, Sylvia Cruz, Alma Zamora, Marianita Escamilla, 
SINGING A SONG WITH 
PRIDE 
Mrs. Atkins' Choir Officers for 1985-86 are: Back- Cindy Chapa, President; Debbie Garza, 
Parliamentarian; Mrs. Shirley Atkins, Conductor; Velma Sanchez, Treasurer; Lana de Leon, Vice 
President; Front- Yolanda Martinez; Anna Guzman, Secretary 
Shown above is Mrs. Atkin 's fifth period class; 
Mary Rigney, Roel Tovar, Barbara Hernandez, 
Guadalupe Camacho, and Terry Mata . 
Girls Choir 1985-86: Bottom Row-Anna Guzman, Rita Cano, Lana de Leon, Cindy Vega; Middle Row-Rosie Cavazos, Dina Garcia, Sandra 
Rodriguez, Rosa Reg/ado, Rachel Lara; Top-Cara Capt, Olga Salinas, Velma Sanchez, Maria Garcia, Debbie Garza, and jean Gamez. 
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STUDENT COUNCIL • OUTSTANDING AS 
EXPECTED 
Srudenc Council from L co R. -Top Ro w-B. Gonzalez, D. Garcia.]. Rodriguez.]. Garcia, G. 
Alonzo, A. Sauceda, P. Gonzalez, S. Scanley, T Medina, L. Gonzalez, L. Cabrera, S. 
Guardiola, S. Gucierrez, A. Ordaz nor piccured is j. Jackson. Boccom Row L co R. are I. 
Flores, L. Villanueva, P. Ramos, N . Trevino, E. Palac,os, S. Preciado, G. Garza, L. Bernal, S. 
Hernandez, M . Williams. 
The Student Council has long been known for 
putting out much effort in making the school year an 
outstanding one. This school year the Student Coun -
cil has once again put forth Thank You Grams, Santa 
Grams, and Cupid Grams. They also have Turkey 
Grams. The Councils long dedication to making 
holidays the best is only half of their JOb. The Coun-
c,1 has also been known for planning events such as 
the junior Olympics held during the pep -rallies. They 
also had their annual talent show, which goes along 
with the Ice Cream Social, Blood Drives, Can food 
Drives, Toy Drives, and Penny Contests. Student 
Council also takes part in helping ocher organizations 
by sponsoring a workshop to improve clubs around 
the school. The Council is also responsible for caking 
I.D. pictures and putting together the Student Hand-
books. Another way they cake the students into con-
sideration is by providing announcements and a mar-
quis of daily happenings. They also protect the stu-
dents by regulating fire drills. The Council also has 
ocher events such as the special hearts, library week, 
Spine Days, Conduct Elections, and offer friendship 
tokens at home games. As it seems the Council is 
made up of pure work but behind all chis work the 
Council has their relaxing moments. The Council 
participates in Conventions and has parties on holi-
days. They also go Christmas Caroling. One of cht: 
main social events chat the Council does is have fun 
but requires a little work, is the Morp. The Student 
Council has played a major role in the 198:5-86 school 
days and will continue co play a major role especially 
under the advisory of Mr. R. Castillo who has faith -
fully done his JOb for many years. Congratulations 
Council on a fine 10b. Also a special thanks to the 
Embassy Suites Hotel for allowing the Executive 
Board use your Atrium Room for their pictures. 
Mr. Cascil/o, Srudenc Council Advisor. Officers are L co R - V. Pres.- Becky Gonzalez, Pres.-
Trina Medina, Sec. -Sandra Gur,errez. 
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Exec. Board Members L co R-J.Jackson, D. Gama, L. Villareal, G. Garza, B. Ramos, I. Flores, S. Gucierrez, S. Preciado, B. 
Ramos, B. Gonzalez, T. Medina 
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MU ALPHA THETA 
PRIDE! 
HONOR AND 
One of P.SJ.A. 's Mosr presrigious honors clubs, 
Mu Alpha -Thera, inducred 25 new members for rhe 
1985-86 school year and had an inaugurarion on 
Ocrober 24, 1985. Leading rhis fine group of marh. 
emaricians are Presidenr Roberr A. Garza, Vice Pres. 
Sigifredo Camn1/o, Sec. Alicia Esres and Treasurer, 
Roberr Garza. 
In order for a P.SJ.A. srudenr ro become a mem-
ber he/she musr be a Senior or Junior and musr be 
raking advanced marh courses conrinuing rhrough 
rhe Senior year. The srudenr musr also mainrain an 
overall average of 85. 
Sponsoring rhe club since 1964 is Mrs. Saulsbury 
and since 1973 Mr.J.P. Gill. Mr. Gill srared rhar rhe 
purpose of rhe club was ro promore inreresr in rhe 
srudenrs rowards marhemarics. The Sponsors also 
srared rhar rhey enjoy rhe exrra associarion wirh sru-
denrs ourside rhe classroom in an area where rhe 
srudenrs have a /or in common -Marhemarics. Every 
monrh rhe club had a marh orienred meeting, and 
had candy sales rhroughour rhe year. They also spon -
sored rhe annual Marh Conresr, rhe Junior High Marh 
Conresr and arrended a Marh Conresr at Pan Ameri-
can during spring. 
Top- Sponsor J. P. Gill, R. A. Garza, T. Medina, L. Canru, R. Beamsley, J. Ward, N. Gonzalez, F. Sanchez, 
Sponsor S. Saulsbury, V. Benavides, M. Rodriguez, R. Alaniz,J. Wang, R. Garza, P. Guerra, S. Camarillo, S. 
Garcia, C. Ramos, A. Esres, S. Gurierrez, R. Gonzalez, L. Valdez, were the old members 1985-86. Mr. J. P. Gill-Sponsor 
Mrs. S. Saulsbury-Sponsor 
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Top-Mr. Gill, G. Rodriguez, F. Garcia, A. Guajardo, A. Flores, A. Lopez, P. Gonzalez, H. Cantu, S. 
Reyes, Mrs. Saulsbury, V. lanneli; A. Montes, A. Chaves, Y. Herrera, A. Ramirez, J. Estrada, S. 
Hernandez, T. Garcia, R. Martinez, V. Santillan, B. Flores, F. Gonzalez, D. Quiroz, F. Quintana, M. 
Hernandez, J. Koliba, C. Jimenez, are the new members 1985-86. 
MAO members can't wait for the meeting to begin. 
MAO members take a break during a meeting. 
1985-96 Officers-A. Estes-Sec., R. A. Garza-Pres., R. Garza-Treas., (not shown-S. 
Camarillo- V.P.} 
Srs. johnny and Vinny wonder if they're in the right room! 
Sr. Yvonne H. listens as Sr. Valerie S. looks through her notes. 
New member (JR.) Angie R. 
MAO Seniors share a few laughs! 
r,R 
86 
Sr. Alicia E. takes a break before 
reading the minutes. 
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]. V. CHEERLEADERS 1985-86 
J. V. L. to R .- top - Rina Ramirez, Dina Gonzalez -Head, Flor Men -
drano, Bottom-Belina Villarreal, Sandra Martinez, Iris Bartimus 
~ 
Flor Mendrano Dina Gonzalez-Head 
Sandra Martinez Belinda Vi1larreal 
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A ward winning Cheerleaders -These Junior Varsity 
Cheerleaders attended the Universal Cheerleader As-
sociation Rio Grande Cheer Camp held July 8-13 in 
McAllen. The girls took top honors at the UCA 
camp all week long. The Cheerleaders obtained a 
Superior standing in dancing, cheering, chant, and 
spirit. The biggest honor, however, was the .. Master 
Key to Spirit .. which symbolizes the perfect squad, 
something every squad strives to achieve. This honor 
was voted on every squad that attended the camp. All 
this, combined with a cheerleading trophy gave the 
junior Varsity girls from PSJA the honor of .. Summer 
Camp Champs for 1985 .. 
Mr. R. Castillo-Sponsor 
Rina Ramirez 
Iris Bartimus 
1985-86 Varsity Cheerleaders-Kneeling 
L. to R. Andrea Shawn, Ileana Villarreal, 
Marissa Perez, Viola Garcia. Standing-
Lisa Cantu, Aida Palomo, Laura Diaz-Co 
Head, Rhonda Ramirez-Head, Iris 
Garza, Nora Silva, Sami Zavala. 
KEEPING BEAR PRIDE ALIVE AND STRONG 
Eleven energetic and talented girls worked all 
summer to prepare for Universal Cheerleader 
Camp in San Marcos. Adding five new mem • 
bers and a new sponsor didn't hurt the squad at 
all. These eleven Varsity Cheerleaders went on 
to win ten blue superior ribbons, three gold 
superior for being selected finalists in cheer, 
sideline, and porn -pon routine, and also tied for 
Superior All Around Trophy. 
This years squad which consisted of seven 
Seniors and four Juniors, were sponsored by 
first year Varsity sponsor, Nora T. Cantu. Mrs. 
Cantu is a Homemaking/Child Development 
Teacher and sponsored the J. V. Cheerleaders of 
'84. 
The Cheerleaders cheered the Mighty Bears 
not only in Football, but also in Basketball and 
Baseball. The girls cheered on the Lady Bears in 
Volleyball and Basketball as well. 
However, things weren't all fun and GAMES! 
The girls had a number of fund raisers to pay 
for uniforms, which included Cheerleading 
Clinics for young girls, selling ''gummi-bears" 
and cookies, and even working at the McAllen 
Palm Bowl. 
The 1985-86 Varsity Cheerleaders had a great 
year with one main goal in mind-Keeping Bear 
Pride Alive and Strong! 
Nora T Cantu-Sponsor 
Ileana, Laura, Aida, and Iris are proud to 
wear their Senior jackets! 
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Sr. - Lisa Cantu 
Sr. - Iris Garza 
Sr. Co -head - Laura Diaz 
Celebrating a Victory! 
Sr. - Viola Garcia Sr. - Aida Palomo 
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Jr. - Marissa Perez 
Sr. Head - Rhonda Ramirez 
Jr. - Andrea Shawn 
Jr. - Nora Silva 
Sr. - Ileana Villarreal 
Jr. - Sami Zavala 
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The 1985-86 Bearettes, which consist 
of 47 very talented girls, had an out-
standing year. These girls performed 
marvelous halftime routines at both 
football and basketball games which 
they learned at various camps this sum -
mer such as, Super Star Drill Team 
Camp in Houston, American Drill 
Team Camp in Kingsville, and Lyn 
Bates School of Dance. 
Officers, as well as members, did ex-
ceptionally well at these camps and per-
formed them at their Annual Variety 
Show for the public. Solos were per-
formed by Annie Guzman-Major and 
Yvonne Herrera-1st Capt. Routines 
were also performed in groups of Sen -
iors, Juniors, Sophomores, Right and 
Left Guides, and by ranks. 
The Bearettes Variety Show was only 
one of the new fund raisers the girls had 
this year. They also had an Enchilada 
Dinner and several Bearette Clinics in 
which they teach young girls routines, • 
marching, and high kicking. 
The Bearettes went on to competi-
tion in Brownsville and San Antonio 
where they kept up their Super Star Drill 
Team Tradition. 
The girls were sponsored this year by 
Mrs. Sylvia Navarro and Ms. Belinda 
Flores. 
BEARETTES ... A SUPER 
STAR DRILL TEAM 
1. tor.- C. Ramos-2nd Lt.,]. Martinez-3rd Capt., Y. Herrera-1st Capt., M . Pena-2nd Capt., A. Ramirez-3rd Lt., 
M. Mesquitic-lst Lt., V. Garcia -4th Lt., C. Castillo -4th Capt., Center A. Guzman -Major 
Top I. to r.- Y Champion, M. Bustamante, C. Guerra, I.Rodriguez, S. Garcia, A. Munoz, E. Gonzalez, L. Enriquez, C. 
Flores, A. Salinas, B. Franta, M Olivares, L. Echevarria D.Estes, J Martinez, R. Trevino, E. Garza, A. Hinojosa, M 
Ureste, N. Alvarado, Y. Martinez, M. Reyna, T. Cantu, C.Echevarria, S. Mesa, D. Morin, S. Rodriguez, A. Ramirez, M 
Moreno, S. Alaroon, M. Jimenez, L. Garza, M. Garza, R. DeMesquitic, J Martinez, Y Herrea, A. Guzman, M Pena, C. 
La Cruz, C. Munoz, M Garza, M. Rincones, L. Tovas, 0. Castillo, C. Ramos, V. Garcia 
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~niors-Top L. co R. Y Marrinez, I. Flores, M Busramance, N. Alvarado, M. Pen,, M. Reyna.]. M,rrinez, Y. Herrera, A . 
Guzman, M. Mesquwc, J Mamnez, D. Monn, A Munoz, C. Ramos, E Gonzalez, C. Cascillo, S. Gama, S. Meu Sponsors -S. Navarro and B. Flores 
Juniors -L. ro R.-0. Rodnguez, Alarcon, T. Canru, M.Jimenez, B. Ayala, D. Uresre, A. Ramlfez, M. Olivares, 
A. Sa/mas, V. Garcia, C. Munoz, C. Moreno, M . Echevama 
Annie Guzman-Major 85-86 
R. and L. Guides- M.J,menez, A. Salinas, M Olivares, I. Flores.]. Marrinez, A. Munoz, S. 
Garcia, £. Gonulez, M. Echevama, C. Munoz, N. Alvarado, M. Reyna, C. Moreno, S. Meu 
Soph .. Y . Champion, C. Guerra, B. Franca, L. Echevama, L. Tovar, M. Rincones, T £sees, R De La 
Cruz. L. Garu, M. Ruiz. M Garza, A Hino1osa, L. Ennquez, E G,ru. M Garza, R Trevino, S. 
Rodnguez 
Soph. Sgr.- Liza Ennquez 
Bearerres of rhe Week-M. Reyna, Y. Martinez, B. Franca, L. Echevarria, M. Echevama Bearettes 153 
Osoerre Officers L ro R are: Gracie Gonzalez. lsr lieurenanr; Tessie Perez, Co-Caprain; and Patty Ramirez, 
Captain. 
OSOETTES: 
The 1985-86 Osoettes, as bear backers for the 
high school, hold various obligations throughour 
the year. It is very important for the Osoettes to 
take parr in, and help out the cheerleaders during 
all the varsity games: football, basketball, and base-
ball. The Osoettes are spirit promoters. Besides 
helping out the cheerleaders, during the games and 
peprallies they try ro help students and spectators 
keep up with their cheer. They also do hand and 
dance routines which lighten up the stands wirh 
friendly faces ro set the mood. This year rhe 
Osoettes had two sponsors instead of the "Tradi-
tional" one. Also for the first time after several 
years they had a male manager. Being as successful 
this year as in the past, they managed ro try "new 
styles " in uniforms, which brought them the atten-
tion they deserved. Through vicrories or defeats, 
there will always be a smile and signs of encour-
agement on the Osoette faces. 
Sophomore Osoerres L co R are: Ofel,a Maga/Ian. /\"orma Ram,rez. Landy Mendoza. Esmeralda Escobar, Blanca Villalobos, and Anica junior Osoettes L ro R are: Adrie Sanchez, and 
Ram,rez Adriana Garcia. 
Osoertes are L ro R: Irene Telles. Gracie Gonzalez. Patt_r Ramirez, Tessie Perez, and Dollie Lopez 
Osoette manager: Roland Gutierrez. 
((STARS IN THEIR OWN SKY!'' 
1985-86 Osoettes; kneeling: Gracie G., Patty R., Tessie P. 
2nd row L to R: Adriana G., Esmeralda E., Blanca V., 
Anita R., Landie M., Irene T. 3rd row L to R: Norma R.. 
Dollie L., Ofelia M., Adrie S. ( not shown: Alice C., Aurora 
C., Norma G., Anna S., Margaret Y.) 
Osoette Sponsor Mrs. A. Perez. Miss Osoette Dollie Lopez. Osoette Sponsor Ms. M. C
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PSJA STUDENTS JOIN TOGETHER IN FAITH 
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes is a club which holds 
high standards for its members. Grades as well as self-respect 
and dignity are never over-looked. FCA is a group of students 
who work together to help our school achieve greatness. FCA is 
a club made of of athletes who want to know more about Christ 
but with other athletes around the school and the Valley. FCA is 
not ony composed of football players, bu_t its mem-
bers also include Cheerleaders, Bearettes, Osoettes, 
and Band Members. Sponsoring FCA this year were 
Coach Thomas Ray Shawhan and Pualino Ramirez. 
1985-86 FCA Officers; L. to R.: Mario Guajardo, Raul Alaniz, Myrna Hernandez, Debbie 
Salinas, Letty Cantu, Above: Fred Garcia 
Coach Thomas Ray Shawhan-Sponsor 
1985-86 FCA Members are: bottom -Debbie Salinas, 1st row L. to R.; Noe 
Martipez, Fred Garcia, Mario Guajardo, Raul Alaniz, Myrna Hernandez,joseph 
Sweet, Martina Hernadez, Letty Cantu, Rosie Garza, Betty De la Garza, 2nd 
Ruw; Melida Reyna, Chuck Cortez, Lisa Cantu, SENIOR, CYN-DEE CA-
TILLO, Oscar Vargas, Rhonda Ramirez, Yvonne Herrera, Judy Martinez, 
Myriam Silva, Mary Garza, Edna Barrera 3rd row; Juan Gonzalez, Raul :;a1mas, 
Rick Tovar,joe Garza,joe Garza, David Bentencourt, Ricky Lozano, Ray Perez, 
Lizzy Garza, 4th row; Juan Ponce, George Watts, Ruben Garcia, Mauricio 
Gonzalez, Walo Serna. 
FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHLETES 
SHARE WITH ONE ANOTHER 
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes was a 
spectacular success this year, due to terrific 
leadership and great responsiveness of the girls. 
This year the ''girls huddle'; which is what the 
girls named their club, was involved in numer-
ous events. When FCA met every week they 
shared their life experiences and learned more 
about Christ. The clubs main goal was to intro-
duce the Christian way of life. 
1985-86 FCA Sponsors Coach Ju-
lia Perez, Maribel Boughs, and 
Coach Robert Vela 
1985-86 FCA Officers; Debbie Salinas-Treasurer, Myrna Hernandez- V 
President, Letty Cantu-President, Edna Barrera -Secretary, Becky Cava -
zos- Chairman 
1985-86 FCA members are; Bottom; Debbie Salinas, Myrna Hernandez, Letty Cantu, Becky Cavazos, 
Edna Barrera Second Row; Elvira Moreno, Norma Fonseca, Rosie Garza, Lydia Castillo, Maribel 
Palomo, Sponsor Maribel Boughs, Ophelia Media, Myriam Silva, Betty De la Garza, Sponsor-Coach]. 
Perez 
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F. T.A. MEMBERS HOLD PROMISING FUTURE 
More and more we see how society is trying to 
better itself through its growing youth. There are 
clubs and organizations for the youth to help better 
their future. A prime example of one of these clubs is 
Future Teachers of America. This club 's purpose is to 
show interested students what the reaching profes-
sion 1s all about. Future Teachers of America encour-
a_i.;es students to seek the reaching profession. It also 
provides a chance for students to work with teachers 
m order for them ro get a first hand look at the field 
of reaching. This tradition allows students to know 
that education is the key to the future. To maintain 
this, club members held fund raisers. Fund raisers 
such as raking responsibility of concession stands at 
University Inrerscholasric League tournaments. An -
other fund raiser was the sale of candy. Future 
Teachers of America is a Club of tomorrow. 
F. T.A. members enjoy lunch at a famous, shiek restaurant. 
Mrs. Julie Bonous- sponsor 
F. T.A. officers for 1985-86: Gilbert Soto-Pres., Leo Pedraza -Vice-Pres.,julie Hernandez- Tres., Betry Gonza-
lez-Sec., Janoise Leal- Rep., Barbara Hernandez-Par/., Lydia Villareal-Chap. 
Bottom Row:Julie Holinworth,Juvina Garcia, Alma 
Zamora, Delvina Lopez, Monica Ramirez, Yvette Lo-
pez, Nellie Garcia, Janie Morin, Chris Ortiz, Barbra 
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Hernandez, Top row: Letty Garcia, Leo Pedraza, 
Freddy Ibanaz, Evrado Jaimez, Rosario Cantu, Rachel 
Trevino, Gilbert Soto, Janiose Leal 
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY 
STUDENTS STRIVE FOR EXCELLENCE 
Thi: PSJA NaClonal Honor Sooecy is an organ1zat1on chat 
creates enthusiasm for scholarships, stimulates a des,re to 
render service, promotes worthy leadership, and encourages 
chi: development of chaniaer m students. Mose students 
smvi: for the i:xct:lli:nci: it rakes co be inducted mco chi: 
National Honor Society. &mg 1nduaed into NHS 1s a very 
prestigious honor. Noc only does being a member give a 
student recogmcion in High School bur it also helps Stu -
den cs enter the colle8e of his or her cho1Ce The soc,ecr ·s 
mam ob1ecrive 1s to foster a sincere des,re to ma1nwn 
•cadem1c excellence and co instill J i<we o{ learnml< w1ch,n 
all students. It has been a crad,r,on o{ the /Vac1onal Honor 
Soc,ecy to m,r,ace new members. This rear the ,n,r,ation ,. .• s 
held m the cafecer,a. Students who are 1nduaed mto 'HS 
are all responsible. /oral. and all •re an asset re, P!ijA 
1985-86 NHS Officers are; Fred Villareal-Secretary, Becky Gonzalez- Treasurer, Russell Beamsley-Presi-
dent, Christy Ramos- V. President 
Karen Reynolds and EJ. Ballew-Sponsors 
1985-86 NHS Old Members are; Raul Martinez, Nancy Gonzalez, Ruben 
Gonzalez, Alma Alzandua, Sandra Gutierrez, Valerie Santillan, Becky Gonzalez, 
Russell Beamsley, Trina Medina, Isabel Flores 2nd row; Robert Garza, Joe 
Garcia, Vinney lane/Ji, Phili Oaks, Diana Morine, Sandra Garcia,Johnny Ward, 
Yvonne Herrera, Judy Martinez, Felipa Sanchez, Mona-Lisa Pena, Martina 
Hernandez, Christy Ramos, Monica Moya, Cris Bearden, Lurdes Valdez, Giran-
imo Lopez, Fred Villareal, Robert Garza 
1985-86 NHS New Members are; Robert Salinas, Sara Reyes, Anna Garcia, 
Santanna Reyes, Mary Garza, Janie Montez, Suzanna Olivarez, Cathy Garza, 
Yvette Torres, Emma Ramos, Efrain Fuentes, 2nd row; Roy Garza, Frank 
Gonzalez. Ricky Puente, Robert Mesa, Rick Alvarado, Pat Rodriguez, Paul 
Gonzalez, Arturo Guajardo, Nadine Lopez, Hilda Lopez, Belinda Mirna[. Letty 
Qusada, Mitchelle Navarro.Jennifer Koleba, Monica Gonzalez, Homer Cantu, 
Kim Fiala, Frank Lopez, Angie Ramirez, Mario Lizcano, Lizzy Ramirez, Dora 
Chapa 
((FRIENDSHIP HAS NO BORDERS'' 
The Pan American Student Forum, better known as 
P.A. .F., has been as, or better yet more active this year than 
in the past years. The main goal of this club is to make 
students aware of the fact that they sometimes de~nd on 
other counuy·s cultures, religion, and customs. This orgaw-
zation has a motto of "Friendship Has o Borders" and 
shows chis by sponsoring a student exchange and a State 
Convent/On to further emphasize this. 
Shown above is Ana Perez with Daniel Tijerina and Irasema 
Pimentel, Student exchange sponsors. 
Lourdez Valdez ar rhe P.A.S.F. Districr Comperirion Convention. 
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PASF members are: seated L to R Do//ie Lo~z, Ana Perez, Maria Lourdes, Susie Ibarra, Felipa Sanchez, Tessi 
Perez, Alberro Casarez, Trino Medina, Ruth Hernandez, and Veronica Benavidez. 
PASF members rake time to pose for a picrure during one of their successful bake sales. 
e as 
Members purring up a poster 
PASF Sponsors are G. Bustos and A. Lopez Members gerring ready to rake group picrure. 
THE HISTORY CLUB-ENCOURAGING FURTHER STUDY OF 
THE PAST 
Mr. J. Reyna-Head Sponsor 
The History Club might be small in number, but 
they're certainly high in quality. The primary reason 
for the existence of the club is to encourage the 
appreciation and further study of history. The History 
club met every second and fourth Friday of each 
month under the supervision of both Mr. j. Reyna and 
Mr. G. De La Garza. This year the club promoted such 
projects as the yearly tradition of observing Veteran's 
Day on November 11. For the Texas Sesquicentennial, 
the club donated a tree and a shrub to be planted on 
campus. They also donated a Valley History Book to 
the PSJA library. This year the History Club took a 
field trip to San Antonio to further their study in Texas 
History and at the same time have a little fun. Mr. G. De La Garza-Co-sponsor 
The 1985-86 History Club members are as follows front row L to R: B. L to R: j. Oyervides, R. Flores, j. Cano, D. Lopez, C. Martinez. 
Sepulveda, A. Luna, C. Martinez, L. Singleterry, H. Cantu, E. Cantu, Back row 
Club Officers are standing L to R: Alma Luna; Sec., David Lopez; Pres., 
Rosie Flores; V. Pres., Kneeling: Javier Oyervides; Rep., and Joe Cano; 
Treas. 
History club members looking over the books that were donated to the library. 
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PSJA UIL CELEBRATES 10TH ANNIVERSARY 
I 
For over 75 years, students have competed in 
UIL competition in almost every state. Many 
people relate UIL to such events as football, 
basketball, band etc. However, the Universal 
Interscholastic League also has competitions 
such as drama, typing and a great deal more of 
intellectual competition. 
Celebrating our lOrh Anniversary, the PSJA 
UIL team did remarkably well. "Through UIL 
competition, students build self-confidence, 
experience teamwork, develop the ability to lead 
and the willingness to fol/ow. Students in UIL 
also foster self-dicipline, complement their 
classwork and discover that the true meaning of 
Jr.-David B. and Soph.-Albert L. practice their 
duet! 
winning is doing their best!" stated PSJA UIL 
coordinator Mrs. Doyle. 
There are a total of eight UIL events. Prose 
and Poetry, Informative and Persuasive and De-
bate, are three events in which students show 
their speaking ability. In Science students are 
given three categories to answer questions in 
Biology, Physics, and Chemistry. Typing con -
testants are required to type five minute writing 
skills. Shorthand, which is somewhat like Typ-
ing, requires students to take a five minute 
dictation and then transcribe it at a typewriter. 
In journalism, events are broken up into four 
categories: Newswriting, Editorial Writing, 
Headline Writing, and Feature Writing. Stu -
dents are to show their creative writing abilities. 
Drama allows students to perform their acting 
ability in duet acting, solo acting, and group 
acting. Accounting, sponsored by Ms. Serna 
works with calculators and income tax. 
In each event, students represented PSJA at a 
great deal of tournaments throughout the Val-
ley and also at other school functions. The 
group held two of their own tournaments-The 
Junior High Invitational Tournament held on 
January 25 and The Varsity Invitational Tourna-
ment on February 8. 
UIL Sponsors- L. to R.-Mr. Bounous-Spelling, Mr. Martinez-Debate, 
Persuasive and Informative, Mr. Zepeda-Duets and Drama, Mr. Franco-
Science, Mr. Rodriguez-journalism, Mrs. Scales-Typing, Mrs. Guzman-
Shorthand, Ms. Serna-Accounting, Mrs. Doyle-Prose and Poetry, UIL 
Coordinator. 
UIL Typing- Marisela Cantu, Maria 0. Bautisa, Miss S. Scales- sponsor, and 
Jovita Lozano. 
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Persuasive, Informative, Debate-L. to R. Monica Ramirez, Lori 
Hooks, Mario Alaniz, Malissa Williams, Mr. Rey Martinez. 
Accounting·R. Flores, T. Feeney, 0. Macias, L. Gurrola, Ms. Serna, S. 
Garcia, E. Castillo, L. Ruiz. 
Shorthand-M. Mendoza, Ms. M. Guzman, N. Huerta. 
Drama·H. Lozano, C. Salazar, M. Davila, ] Pena, S. Zavala, R. Gonzalez, D. 
Fischer,]. Blackwell, 0. Gonzalez, M. Perez, L. Hooks, M. Gonzalez, C. Fischer, 
J. Gonzalez, Y. Torres,]. Gore, D. Burciaga, E. Ramos, M. Guerra, D. Barrera, 
R. Gonzalez, A. Fuentes, E. Guerra, P. Cano, M. Alaniz, R. Cortez,]. Garcia, M. 
Ramirez. 
Prose and Poetry·M. Dav11a, 0 . Gonzalez, M. Perez, L. Hooks, M. Gonzalez, 
J. Gonzalez, Y. Torres, J. Gore, E. Ramos, M. Guerra, Ms. Doyle, D. Barrera. 
Science·R. Martinez, R. Beamsley, Mr. Franco, R. Hernandez, F. Gonza-
lez, L. Saldana, L. Garcia. 
Journalism]. Munoz, D. Villarreal, F. Villarreal, ] . Martinez, Y. Thornburg, J. 
Sanders, S. Villarreal, I. Alanis, R. Rivera. 
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THE BEAR'S TALE: READ ALL ABOUT IT!! 
"/ need a rypewrirer1 I need a scory.1 I need a head/me! I 
need an inrrodumon.1 I need ryping paper.1" Everyday of rhe 
week, journalism II srudenrs shour rhese quesrions ro gee 
rheir job done. Whar is chis ,n reference ro? one ocher 
rhan, 'The Bear' Tale.' rhe school newspaper Once a 
monrh plus an exrra issue were prinred for rhe 1985-86 
school year. Some JO gifted and ra/enred wrirers make up 
rhe class. For che firsc rime in P.SJ.A. ·s h1scory, The Bear's 
Tale has a junior as Edicor-in -Chief, Rey Rivera. Rey, chen a 
sophomore, acrended che Scace finals in edicorial wricmg lase 
May, in Auscin, chus earning his pos,cion.joming Rey as h,s 
sraff were assiscanc edicors Jackie Sanders and orma Vela 
boch Seniors. The repocrers Iliana Alanis, laura D,az, Den, 
Fisher, Ben Garza, Kay Garza, Melinda Garza, Romeo 
Garza, Annie Guzman, Yolanda Martinez, Joe Moreno, 
johnny Moncivais, Aida i>alomo and Yvecre Thornburg, all 
Seniors. Junior reporters are David Barrera, G,1bert Garza, 
Ins Garza, Isaac Garza, Alex Guerra,Johnny Martinez,jon 
Landeros, Sara Reyes, Alma Rodriguez, and Danny Villar-
Senior Laura Diaz as the second year rePorter 
ea/. Concriburmg reporters were Seniors Mano Alanis, and 
Mario Gua1ardo. Junior Sonny Villarreal and one Sopho-
more,Jerry Munoz, whose wricing concribucions added zesr 
co che newspaper. Also concribucing was journalism I, 3rd 
period class. Like every year che Bear's Tale published 
oucscandmg scones co boring scones, posiClve as well as 
negarive, funny co informacive scones, sports co commend-
ing, rewarding co cricicizing. Edicoria/s were che main issues 
for the year. Who can forget the band scory as well as the 
Miss Pharr story chat drew not only campus acrenc,on, but 
the communiry. Lecrers co che editor pumped m. The edito -
nals were wrircen as every 1ourna/1sc knows, simply co ex-
press themselves ,n wriring of a certain event or s,wacion. 
Bear's Tale reporters were boiling co respond, bur were 
limited. Wishing co express ones opinion by writing is a 
virtue and mosr of all irs an accompl1shment for the voice of 
freedom, bur of course, only co a certain exrenr. Readers on 
the ocher hand seemed co en1oy the paper because nearly all 
the issues were sold our. Thar 's something co be proud of. 
Junior Iris Garza, first year rePorter 
co all of the staff members. The journalism Room F.105 
might be always noisy during 4th period as some 5(X) 
srudenrs walking in or out, knocking on the door some 100 
rimes, telephone calls by the dozen, or rhe room becoming a 
second cafecena during lunch time. But one thing for sure, 
it ·s the 1ournal1sm srudencs who write the scories merely co 
enrertam the P.SJ.A. srudent while there wasn 'c really much 
faculry support, only a mere fraccion . Ir 's the srudenr news-
paper. The srudencs make the news and it 's reported. Maybe 
not all is reported but at lease we cry. 10 issues are printed 
mainly of 4 co 6 pages with a couple of issues at an all rime 
record breaking of 12 pages; standard size, chat is. Bue no 
macrer the scory, the year 1985-86 was overwhelming with 
excicing news. Wichouc these JO so called brilliant wncers, 
rhe Bears · Tale wou/dn ·c be printed and of course without 
the P.SJ.A. srudent buying rhe paper, nothing. Whatever the 
case, news is everywhere and you '/1 see and hear a Journal. 
ism reporter JUSt about everywhere. And what 's rheir favor-
ite question? "What do you chink of .. 
Senior Jackie Sanders, an assistant editor celebrates her 18th 
birthday. Junior johnny Martinez, gets ready to sell papers on his bicycle, inside the journalism room. 
.. 
Junior Rey Rivera- as ediror-in-chief Junior Danny Villarreal proceeds ro sell a Bear's Tale ro Junior Mark Navarro. 
Senior Yvette Thornburg, rhe edirorial columnisr. Junior Jon Landeros, firsr year reporter Senior johnny Moncivais, srruggles ro sell rhe papers. 
Senior Norma Vela, as assisranr ediror-in-chief 
1911,.-86 Bnr's Tak Saff. J,..c G .. Danny V., M<lmd, G., Ala G., Yohnd, M., j,ck,, S., 1/11111 A., R,y R., ,nd y...,,, T. , Norm, V.,Johnny M., Aul, P., Gibby G., 
J\nni, G., Drnd 8 ., &n., Rom,o G., L,ur, D., ,nd D,n, F., 5.,. R., Alm, R., Ins G., ,ndjohMy M , no< p,ctur<d .,,,,. Juy G., jon L,nd,ros,jo, Momro, MMro Seniors Melinda Garza and Yolanda Martinez as 
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Mr. A. Rodriguez-Advisor 
Rey Rivera-Editor-In-Chief 
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David Barrera Laura Diaz 
Melinda Garza Romeo Garza 
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Mario Guajardo Alex Guerra 
Sara Reyes Alma Rodriguez 
Gilbert Garza Iris Garza 
Annie Guzman Jon Landeros 
Yvette Thornburg Danny Villarreal 
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BEAR MEMORIES: WE'RE ALL IN THE FAMILY 
]use whar is rhe Yearbook Scaff ar P.SJ.A. all abour? ls ir easy, 
di{ficulr, fun, or exciting? You mighr say; Believe ,r or nor, ,r's a 1,rr/e of 
everyrhing. lr's easy if you know whar you 're doing, difficulr if you 're in 
rhe dark ages, fun because you en1oy whar you're accompl,shmg, 
exmmg because Ir's somerh1ng char you look forward co seeing airer rhe 
yearbook is completed. Bear Memories 1986 is• big memory book of 
whar happened in seven months. This years' sraff is composed of ar lease 
28 members, rhe largest ever: Inrroducmg rhe Sophomores.Jesse Mir-
eles, Anrero Parrales and jerry Munoz. The Juniors, Danny Sanchez, 
Gabriel Avendano.Johnny Marrinez, Sonny Villareal.Jerry Penrico, Rey 
Rivera, and Pere Zuniga. The seniors, Kay Garza, Melinda Garza, Gracie 
Gonwez, Mary Hiller, Gerry Jackson, Olga Macias, Johnny Pacheco, 
Javier Parrales, Jackie Sanders, Yverre Thornburg, Norma Vela, Ric 
Torres, Tena Sabala, Fred Villarreal, Romeo Garza, and Laura Diaz. 
Phorographers, Pere Zuniga, Gabby Avendano, Mary Hiller, and jerry 
Munoz. The once photographers, Ernie Gonzalez and jenny Pentico. 
Although ar rimes nearly all sraff members once snapped picrures co 
share duties or capcure evenrs for rhe1t own secr,on. The scaff had irs 
share of everything. For some members sure ir was easy co la your pages, 
First year hand, Sophomores Jesse Mireles and Anrero Portales 
conrribure by laying our rhe sophomore secrion. 
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Senior Kay Garza, sraff member 
Junior Rey Rivera was copy editor, wrore spores copy, and 
conrribured in laying our some club pages as well. 
or se/ecring picrures. Bur for some, ir was a nightmare. 
Trying co meet deadlines was chaos; "Where's conracr sheer 
#34? Some picrures are missing? Where are rhe spores 
pages? Where's rhe grease pencil? Whar am I co do? Am I 
doing rh,s correcr? What's a pica ruler? How did I gee in 
journalism Gass? Whar am I doing here!?" For some year-
book members, rhe fun and exciremenr is always around. 
Although nor all are commirred or dedicated, rhe srudenrs 
do manage co lend a helping hand. For rhe photographers 
irs a whole world. The photographers are rhe main people, 
for rhey are co capture and rake picrures for rhe members co 
work wirh. No picrures, no work. This year rhe phorogra -
phers were many, nor professionals, or even amateurs, jusr 
plain phorographers and crying co learn, ar lease rhey seemed 
co. Whar ever rhe case may be, every yearbook sraff mem-
bers wenr through some incredible emorions while ar work 
rhis pasr year. Arguments broke our, bur a /irr/e love also 
erupted. Tears were shed, hunger hie rhe stomachs prerry 
hard. Some had jobs and plenry of money while orhers 
Sophomore Jerry Munoz, one of rhe sraff phorographers. 
barely scraped. Excuses were a never-ending phenomena. 
Jokes and laughs were also tearjerkers. The radio, "old 
fairhfu/", she shed foes of music. Afrer school hours and 
even weekends were spenr co meet hecric dead/mes. lack of 
cold air during hoc days and hear during cold weather 
created angry faces for 1ourna/ism srudenrs. Bur probably 
rhe mosr mrolerable sircom was rhe lack of rypewr,rers. Bur 
even w,rh rhe broken rypewrirers, rumed chemicals, missing 
picrures and pages, writers block, lonely hearrs, broken 
hearrs, new boyfriends, new girlfriends, favoritism, Jealousy, 
he.red rempers, sar,sfying hearrs, breaking up, coo many 
chiefs and nor enough indians, rhe love of everyone kept 
everybody going. Believe ir or nor, chis is what happened. 
Where did all rh,s cake place? Where else bur in rhejournal-
ism E-10:J. Airer all. "We're all in rhe family." 
t 
Senior Fred Villarreal, Ediror-in-Chief 
Seniors Norma Vela, Olga Macias, and Melinda Garza, helped our in laying our rhe Senior Section. Senior 
Features and pare of rhe organization pages. 
&nior Jackie Sanders, photography editor Junior Johnny M,mnez, sports
 section editor 
&nior Yvette Thornburg was organi:utions editor 
Junior Sonny Villarreal, assistant sporrs editor 
198, -/16 . lku M,monn ,nff G,bbf A. ot,r. M , Ptch«o. M,lind, G. a,.,,. A. J.clu< S.. vtd y_,, T .. R,ct, T. G,.c,,
 G., M.,, H, Norm• V. Sonnf V. j,..,,, P. 
fr- M. vtdfannf P. R<f R,J'"f M. p-,,. Z. vtdfarr,J. Tm, S..Johnnf M., K,T G., Dannf S. Fm/ V, vtd Anttto P, no
t p,cruml....,., uu,. D. vtd Rom,o G 
&nior Ricky Torres was assmant editor 
&nior jerry Jackson, assistant organizations editor 
&nior Javier Portales, as assistant editor-in-chief 
Sophomore Jesse Mireles completes h,s pages on c,me. 






TENNIS SWINGS INTO ACTION 
Coach Cathy Garza had much to be proud of, 
as she fed the Varsity Tennis team to an out-
standing season. Leading the male netters were 
Homer Salinas and Joe Cano. This duo also 
made up one of P.SJ.A. 's better doubles teams, 
as they advanced to the fate rounds in almost 
every tournament. Ray Olvera and Jaime Mo-
rales proved that they could also be a force in 
doubles play as they won the Edingburg Dou-
bles Tournament. The Boys Varsity Team was 
made up of Homer Salinas,Joe Cano, Ray Ol-
vera, and Jaime Morales. Although the Girls 
Varsity Team had no real standout, they did 
contribute as they helped the entire team cap-
ture third place in the Weslaco Tournament. 
Esmeralda Garcia powers the ball 
over the net. 
Members of the Varsity Tennis Team are: L to R Sharla Gernantz, Kay 
Garza, Christine Carrasco, Elena Cantu, Claudia Mendez, Anna Salinas, 
Esmeralda Garcia. Standing from L to R: John Blackwell, Homer 
Salinas, Joe Cano, Ray Olvera, Jaime Morales. 
VARSITY TENNIS 
Anna Salinas uses style and tech-
nique in her game. 
Jaime Morales keeps his eye on 
the ball in his attempt to return 
the ball. 
Ray Olvera hits a home run as the 
ball sails over the net. 
JV TENNIS MAKES A LOT OF 
RACQUET 
Horacio Garza practices his forehand on a low ball. 
The P.SJ.A. JV Tennis Team are as follows: Kneeling L to R are John Blackwell, Christine Carrasco, Janie 
Estrada and Horacio Garza . Standing L to Rare Javier Oyervidez, Santos Vera, Carlos Elizondo, Amy Lopez, 
Jessie Quiroz, and Rene Cancino. 
Santos Vera tries to hit John Blackwell with the tennis ball. 
J.V. TENNIS 
Jessie Quiroz makes a spectacular return, during 
afternoon practice. 
Carlos Elizondo shows off his talent in an attempt to 
return the ball to the opponent. 
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VARSITY VOLLEYBALL TIES FOR CO-CHAMPIONSHIP 
All of the hard work, dedication, patience, and practice 
finally paid off as the Lady Pharr-Sanjuan- Alamo Varsity 
Volleyball team captured a share of the District 32-5A title. 
The Lady Bears rolled over most of their opponents but were 
sidetracked by both of the McAllen teams in the first round. 
The Bears tied with Eagles from Mission for the title. Al -
though the Lady Eagles were the pre-favorites the Bears were 
able to defeat them in both of their encounters. The first 
meeting between these two teams took place in Mission 
where the Lady Bears won the match in two straight games. 
The second game took place in P.SJA. where a grueling 
three game match had to be played to decide if Mission 
would keep the title to themselves or if P.SJA. 
would also get a piece of the title, In the out -
come the Lady Bears would win the game 15-6, 
5-15, 16-14. Flour bluff was the site of the Area 
match between P.SJ.A. and South San Antonio 
Bobcats in the first Round of the State playoffs. 
The Lady Bears were eliminated after three hard 
fought games. The Lady Bears won the first 
game 15-8, but a tough San Antonio team 
forced a third game when they took the second 
game 15-5. The third and deciding game went 
down to the wire and the Bobcats from San 
Antonio won the game and the right to contin -
ue in the playoffs. 
Coach J. Perez 1985-86 Varsity Volleyball members from L to R- Myrna Hernandez, Santa Hernandez, Ofelia Medina, Belina Rlores, Debbie Salinas, Lettey Cantu, Marty 
Garcia. 
The Lady Bears, led by Letty Cantu, eagerly await the opposing teams 
service. 
Jr. Myrna Hernandez does extra work on her own time to improve her 
game. 
The Srs volleyball players showed off their pride and spirit with their 
shirts. 
VOLLEYBALL 
REBUILDING SEASON FOR]. V. VOLLEYBALL 
Coach Robert Vela 
Members of the ]. V. team relax 
before they go back into the 
game. ------------
Betty De la Garza becomes air-
borne to meet the ball. 
Consisting mainly of sophomores, this year's 
Pharr- San Juan-Alamo Junior Varsity Volley-
ball Team did not do as well as early season 
predictions, as they only compiled a record of 5 
wins and 16 losses. Coaching this years team 
was Robert Vela . Using this year as a stepping 
stone for next year the JV. hopes to pick up 
where their older counterparts left off and 
hopefully start a winning volleyball tadition 
here at P.SJA. 
Members of the 1985-86]. V. team are bottom row 1-r: Diana Diaz, 
Ronnie Rico, Ester Garza, Lydia Castillo, Mary Garza, and Norma 
Fonseca. Back 1-r: Racheal Anders, Becky Castillo, Mary Neubaurer, 
Anita Horn, Betty De la Garza. and Myriam Silva. 
An unidentified player attempts to hit the ball back over the net as the 
referee looks on. 
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SOPHOMORES DO IT AGAIN: 
DISTRICT CHAMPS 
The Sophomore 1985-86 Team are: bottom L to RJuan Espinoza, Rigo Rivera, 
Joe Barbarena,jesse Pena, Ceasar Gonzalez, Fidel Pizano, Albert Lopez, Epifanip 
Ulloa, Bobby Ramirez, Damian Guevara, Ricky Hernandez, Abel Garza. 2nd Row 
L co R, Ricky Ramirez, Oscar Hernandez, Mario Gantu, Raul Pequeno, Tony 
Garcia, Mario Bracamontes, Javier Rodriguez, Martin Hernandez, Mark Gonzalez, 
Robert Diaz, Rene Barrera,Javier Reyna, Oscar Vargas, Cleo Lopez.Joe Padilla. 
3rd Row L to R. Frank Lopez, Nick Romero, Noe Martinez,joe Estrada, David 
Arcaute, 0.J. Navarro, George Waccs,Jerry Munoz, Sammy Borrega,Joe Ponce, 
Danny Ledesa, Ruben Garcia, Roy Liuzcano. 
For che second year in a row che Pharr-Sanjuan-Alamo 
Sophomore Football ream has won che Discricc 32-.5A cicle. 
Under che leadership of coaches Dan Cop/ea and £sea 
Pompa che sophomores rolled co won/Joss record of 7 and 
2. In cheir firsc game of che year, che sophomores played a 
very decermined Hidalgo]. V. ream. Wich quarcerback Joe 
Estrada ar che concrols chey defeated che Pirates by a score 
of 21 -0. Wich chis win che Osicos proved co everyone char 
chey would be a force co reckon wich in che Discricc race. 
The Sophomores chen opened up Discricc play by craveling 
co Harlingen co face cheir biccer rivals, che Cardinals. The 
defense played an oucscanding game scopping Harlingen 's 
pocenc running arrack as well as grounding cheir aerial 
arrack. The fma/ score was PSJA 28, Harlingen 0. Fol/owing 
che viccory over Harlingen, che Baby Bears scayed home co 
face che Mission Eagles. Boch defenses played we// and a 
couchdown by Ricky Hernandez proved co be che winning 
poincs as che sophomores defeaced che Eagles by a score of 
7-6. The next week, che Sophomores craveled co McAllen co 
face che McHigh Bulldogs. Alchough che Dogs played an 
oucscanding game, che Baby Bears once again came home 
viccorious, this rime by a score of 21 -0. The Edinburg 
Bobcacs chen came co cown co cry and defeac che Sopho-
mores who were on cloud nine afcer four scraighc viccories. 
The Cars came our looking for a win, bur che Baby Bruins 
would nor be dem"ed. Once again che Sophomores came our 
on cop, chis rime by a score of 7-0. Wich che win over che 
Bobcacs che Sophomores were che leading concenders co 
cake che Discricc crown, bur wich four games remaining, 
chey could nor Jee up. Their next opponenc was che Browns-
ville Hanna Eagles. Once again scingy defensive unics con -
cribuced co a low scoring game. Alchough che Sophomores 
scored only once a cwo yard scoring run by Albecc Lopez, ic 
was enough co win as chey edged che Eagles 7-6. The 
following week, che Baby Bears were nor so forrunace as 
chey faced che McAJ/en Memorial Muscand Sophomores. 
Uncimely turnovers and penalcies were che main faccors 
which concribuced co che fuse defeac of che year for PSJA. A 
Jase minuce comeback effort Jed by quarterbacks Joe Escrada 
and OJ Navarro was killed by che clock and che game ended 
Memorial 7, PSJA 6. Afcer suffering cheir firsc Joss, che 
Sophomores were looking for revenge. Their opponenc was 
co be che San Benico Greyhounds, bur as in schools all over 
Texas., House Bill 72 ravaged che Greyhound Sophomore 
Joe Padilla blocks for Joe Estrada in a cough game against Harlingen Cardinals in which che Baby Bears came 
our winners wich a score of 28-0. (above picture} 
Joe Estrada lunges forward, atcempcing co get a first down against che Mission Eagles, in a defensive game in 
which che Sophomores came our viccorious 7-6. (right picture} 
Sophomore Football 
ream so badly char chey had co forfeic che game. Alchough 
chey did nor play againsc San Benico, 19 Sophomores helped 
concribuce co a JV viccory againsc San Benico by a score of 
37-12. The next week, the Sophomores face non-discricc 
opponenc Brownsville Pace. In che fuse half, Brownsville 
Pace dominaced play and cook an 8-0 lead inco che half. The 
Sophomores came our decermined co make up for cheir 
poor firsc half performance. Behind a Ricky Hernandez 
couchdown che Sophomores closed co wichin chree poincs of 
che lead. Wich .50 seconds lefc on che clock, che Baby Bears 
cried a lase minuce goal co win che game. The kick by Joe 
Escrada was blocked, and wich ic died che hope for a PSJA 
viccory. When che final buzzer sounded che scoreboard read 
Pace 8, PSJA 6. Afcer closing co Pace, che Sophomores were 
up againsc Brownsville Porcer in cheir fma/ game of che 
season. The firsc quarter was scoreless, bur as che second 
quarcer progressed, che PSJA Sophomores cook charge and 
scored. Lacer couchdowns by Abel Garza Marcin Hernan-
dez, and Joe Barbarena each concribuced co a 30-6 PSJA 
ROUT. 
J. V. HAS SATISFYING SEASON 
Lead by the expertise coaching of Coach Suarez and Coach 
Saenz che Pharr-Sanjuan-Alamo junior Varsity rolled co a 
satisfying 7 -3 season. Although the J. V. had co struggle for 
most of their 7 wins, they did have some impressive wins. 
The J. V. opened their season at home with their first of 
three losses by losing co the Hidalgo Pirates 12-0. The Bears 
made their way co Harlingen co face the Cardinals where the 
Bears won their fuse game of the season 14- 7. The Mission 
Eagles became the Bears nexr victims as P.SJ.A. tarred the 
Eagles by 24 points. The final score was P.SJ.A. 36 Mission 
12. The week after, P.SJ.A. recorded their fuse shutout by 
defeating the McAllen Bulldogs 24-0. Unfortunately the 
winning streak would not lase as the mighty Bobcats from 
Edingburg came co town and after a cough defensive battle 
the Bobcats came out on cop 6-3. P.SJ.A. quickly made up 
for the loss by squeezing by the Hanna Eagles. In the nexr 
game the cough Memorw Mustangs surprised the Bears 
with a loss of 6-12. Up nexr the San Benito Greyhounds 
traveled co Pharr co challenge the Bears. The Greyhounds 
Meet a combined effort of sophomores and J. V. as the 
Bears quickly proved who was the better team by defeating 
the Hounds 35-12. 
The Bears continued chis rampage against the Weslaco 
Panthers beating chem 49-0. The final game of the season 
cook P.SJ.A . co Progresso where the Bears played the varsity 
Progresso Red Anes. The game was wild and exciting. As 
the Bears pulled off a lase minute interception co bring the 
Bears co their final victory of che season with a score of 26-
19. 
The P.S.-J.A.Junior Varsity Football Team for 1985-86 Bottom, L to R: 
Lupe Benavidez, Rudy Garcia, Freddy de Luna, Fabian Lara, Fred Seanz, 
jj Serda, Joe Ramirez, Isaac Garza, Javiet Estrada, Armando Sandoval, 
Eric Fonseca. Middle, L to R: Roy Lopez, Eddie Zavala,Johnny Martinez, 
Saul Garza,Jose Hernandez, Robert Meza, Marty Cuevas, Gilbert Garza, 
Javier Sandoval, Paul Medrano. Top, L to R; Mauricio Gonzalez, Ray 
Pruneda, Juan Cerda, Joe Garza, Adolfo Cantu, Ceasar Gorena, Dennis 
Morales, David Betancourt, Maroi Lizcano. 
·"' 
Fabian Lara Makes a tackle against the Edinburg Bobcats. top picture Quarterback Marty 
Cuevas breaks free from the Mustang defense. above The J. V. offense knocking on the door 
against the Harlingen Cardinals. Ear right 
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CHARLIE WILLIAMS RETURNS TO 
P.SJ.A. TO LEAD THE BEARS TO A 
6-4 SEASON 
After • very promismg summer, che Pharr-San Juan-
Alamo Varsicy Foocball ream was lookmg forward co a 
winning season and possibly even a playoff berch. Wich 
Valley legend Charlie Williams ar che helm, chis idea didn 'c 
seem coo far -leeched. 
The ruse game of che season raised hopes even higher as 
che Bears craveled Norch co face che Corpus Chrisci Ray 
Texans. Junior Vicco Puence emerged as che game's scan -
douc. Puence, who will be recuming nexc year, gained 108 
yards on 19 carries and scored cwo couchdowns. The pocenc 
passing arrack of Luis Gonzalez co Charlie Trevino was also 
unleashed and helped che &cc/in · Bears cross che goal line 
cwo more rimes. As che buzzer co end che game sounded, 
che scoreboard read PSJA 3J, Corpus Chrisci Ray 20. 
Wich che firsc game of che season behind chem, che Bears 
and che resc of che Tri-Cicy Area looked forward co che long 
ancicipaced baccle wich Harlingen. Many people were pre-
diccing char che winner of chis annual gridiron war would go 
on co cake che Discricc Crown. In Valley newspapers, heaced 
words between boch coaches lurcher heighcened che hype of 
chis incense rivalry. Cardinal Coach Jesse Longhofer broughc 
co Pharr• very well prepared ream chat capicalized on PSJA 's 
inabilicy co score. The Bears had che ball inside che Cardinal 
30 yard line three rimes and each time the Harlingen defense 
hung cough and held the Bears scoreless. Early in the fourch 
quarcer Harlingen running back Ronnie Mason scored co 
give the Cardinals • 20-13 lead chat chey would never 
relinquish. Who knows, if che Bears had scored on any one 
of chose possessions in Cardinal rerricory, che ouccome of 
che game mighc have been differenc and ic mighc have 
complecely changed che encire season for PSJA. 
Afcer che Harlingen game, chings were downhill for the 
Bears as chey lose chree consecutive games co Mission, 
McHigh, and evencual Discricc kingpin Edinburg. 
Coming off che he1rcbre1king Joss to Harlingen, che 
Bears ruse craveled co Mission co face che pocenc passing 
arrack of the Eagles. Mission quarcerback Rick Gucierrez 
and his corps of backs and receivers proved co be coo much 
for che Bears as chey riddled che PSJA defense for over 280 
coral yards. The only score of the game for the Bears came 
in the form of a Fernando Miranda field goal. The rmal rally 
was 14-3 in favor of Mission. 
The nexc week, alchough chey were predicced co win, che 
Bears once again felt che agony of defeat, chis rime ac the 
hands of a Fued up and much improved McHigh foocball 
ream. Coscly miscakes and penalcies sidecracked che Bears as 
chey searched for cheir firsc discricc win. The lone couch -
down for PSJA came when Luis Gonzalez hie Steve Flores 
with a 37 yard scoring pass and Fernando Miranda added 
rhe exrra poinc. 
The Bear's fourch consecucive loss was a 13-6 chriller with 
che Scare ranked Edinburg Bobcats. Even chough che Bears 
scored only cwo field goals in che firsc half, chose six poincs 
proved co be che only points scored on che Bobcac defense 
all year. Fans were chinking of an upsec as che Bobcacs lead 
by only four poincs at che half 10-6. The second half cu med 
our to be che Bears downfall, however, Bad field posicion 
kepc the offense from moving che ball and che game ended 
in Edinburg's favor, 13-6. 
Following the loss co Edinburg, the Bears hosted the 
lowly Hanna Eagles, as boch reams searched for char elusive 
Fuse Discricc viccory. Wich a narrow five point, 27-22, viccory 
over che Eagles, che Bears rmally proved co everyone char 
chey could play well enough co win. Defensive standouts for 
the Bears were David Guajardo and Sergio Lopez. 
Wich their ruse discricc win under their be/cs, the Bears sec 
cheir sighcs on che McAllen Memorial Muscangs, their 
Homecoming nighc opponencs. The momencum from their 
viccory che week before must have carried over as the Bears 
bushwhacked che Muscangs by a score of 16-3. 
The San &nico Greyhounds would nexc play host to che 
Bacclin · Bears. While the PSJA defensive ream held che 
Valley 's leading rusher, Arcuro Zapaca, co a measly 67 yards, 
Vicco Puence ravished che Greyhounds defense for 187 
yards. Senior Johnny Moncivais also had an oucscanding 
defensive game and concribuced highly co che special teams 
unic. Chuck Corcez cook his firsc handoff as a varsity player 
and cook che ball across che goal line for a couchdown. 
PSJA played up co cheir expeccacions as chey muzzled che 
Greyhounds 34-7. 
The Bears ream chen recumed co Pharr co meec a fired up 
Weslaco Pincher ream who had hopes of playing che spoil-
ers on Parent's Nighc. Quarcerback Luis Gonzalez scarred 
the game off by conneccing wich Charlie Trevino for • 68 
yard couchdown pass. Early in che second quarcer, che damp 
and dreary weacher char moved in ruined any chances of a 
high scoring game. The excremely cough Weslaco ream 
refused co give up hope and kepc it close as che Bears 
walked away wich a narrow viccory. The rmal score was 
PSJA 13, Weslaco 7. 
The rmal game of che season found PSJA in Brownsville 
facing che hapless Poree, Cowboys. Once ag,in PSJA run-
ning backs found holes in che opposicion 's defense as Sen -
iors Frank Salazar, Mario Ramirez, and Chuck Corcez each 
had long runs for couchdowns. Vicco Puence, who finished 
second in che Discricc in rushing wich 947 yards, provided 
che resc of che PSJA offense by rushing for 286 yards and 
scoring four couchdowns. When the buzzer co end che rmal 
game of che year sounded, che scoreboard read PSJA 48, 
Brownsville Poree, 0. 
Alchough che season did nor cum our as mosc people 
expecced, a 6 and 4 record was noching co cry abouc. The 
season also had many brighc spots, even chough many 
people failed to nocice chem. For example, being che only 
ream co score on che awesome Edinburg defense is cercainly 
a discinccion any ream would love to have. For Senior 
players, pulling rogecher and defeacing che Porcer Cowboys, 
in whac for many was che lase foocball game of cheir lives, 
will cercainly become a fond memory. And for recuming 
players, che emergence of such rising scars as Vicco Puence, 
Johny Lopez, Arcuro Guajardo, Sergio Lopez, and Isaac 
Garza brought hope for the fucure. 
Members of the Pharr-Sanjuan-Alamo football team coached by Charlie 
Williams are, from left to right (front row), Ricky Lizcano, Sonny 
Villareal, Roman Aguilera, Ray Perez, Hector Trevino, Romeo Garza, 
Mario Guajardo, Fernando Miranda, Mike Ortega, Ricky Cuevas, Harry 
Vargas, Armando Lopez, Frank Salazar, and Viteo Puente (second row), 
johnny Lopez, Alonso Garza, Mario Ramirez, Sergio Lopez, Charlie 
Trevino, J. V. Trevino, Hugo Hernandez, Antonio Perez, Frank Ulloa, 
Raul Bracamontes, Raul Alanis, Roy Leal, Gabino Garza, and Emilio 
Vela, (Third row), Robert A. Garza, Ernie Gonzalez, Arturo Guajardo, 
Robert Garza, Cruz Cardenas, Luis Gonzalez, Artie Sandoval, Chris Ro-
driguez,Jaime Rodriguez, Omar Benitez, David Guajardo, Carlos Cortez, 
Eddie Gomez, and Johnny Moncevais, Back row, Amos Hernandez, 
Eddie Gutierez, Florencio Escamilla, Ben Garza, Seferino Compian, Fred 
Garcia.John Quintanilla, Rolando Sanchez, Alejos De Leon, Rory Baurer, 


































Members of the P.SJA. Bears watch the 
game from the sidelines. (far left picture) 
Ben Garza looks sentimental as he watches 
his last football game come to a close.(top 
picture) 
The Bears huddled together as a unit as they 
prepare to engage in battle. (left picture) 
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The P.SJA. scoreboard says it all as the Bears 
win their first District game against the Browns-
ville Hanna Eagles. top left 
The Bears defense prepares to meet Edingburg 
offense. above left 
The Bobcats try to move the ball against the 
Bears, the Bears held the state ranked team to 13 
points. far top right 
Steve Flores takes a break while the defense 
battles it out on the football field against the 
Edinburg Bobcats. far right 
Coach Coplea and Coach Rivera advise the de-
fensive unit on how to stop the Bobcats. 
Varsity Football 
CROSS COUNTRY TEAM 
RUNS WILD 
Although both Boys and Girls Cross Country Teams finished sixth in their respective divisions, they each 
had a successful season. The boys were led by the running of Hesiquio Lajeno, who captured 6 individual 
trophies, and Juan Rodriguez, who had 5 trophies of his own. Iris Garza and Martha Caballero led the girls 
team each with 5 individual trophies. 
The long distance runners were led by the expert coaching of Carlos Vela, a two time state champion, 
the runners also dedicated themselves in running long distances around campus and even around town 
mainly to improve their skills, muscles, and endurance. Meets were held and competition was tough for the 
athletic students. 
Kneeling 1-r: Cipriano Lopez, Sergio Velasquez, Juan Rodriguez, Joe Velasquez, and Mario Guardiola. 
Standing 1-r: Ricky Cordero, Cesar Salazar, Juan DeLeaon, Joe Vasquez, Hesiquio Lajeno, and Juan Jose 
Gonzalez. 
Kneeling - Ericka Gutierrez. Standing 1-r: Carmen Jauregui, Iris Garza, Emma Chapa, Martha Caballero. 
Cross Country 
Sergio Velasquez struggles to keep running. It was this 
attitude that earned him a trophy. (above) 
Coach Carlos Vela coached these two teams to their 
great season. (above) 
Joe Vesquez and Cipriano Lopez push and encourage 
each other to finish the race. (above) 
Ericka Gutierrez tries to keep up with the leaders. Ericka 
earned three trophies. {left picture) 
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BOYS TRACK: SPEED, POWER AND DEDICATION 
The 196:J-86 Pharr-San Juan-Alamo Boys Track Team 
had a tremendous season. The boys ream had many scars 
chis year. The m•in athlete was senior Charlie Trevino, a 
defending discricc champion. Also back were senior, Rich-
ard Escamilh, Robert Gan., Chris Rodriguez, and Junior 
Hes,qu,o u1eno. The crack ream opened up compecicion ar 
che fourth annual Winter Relays in Weslaco. P.SJ.A. fm-
ished 3rd overall and sported che days only double winner in 
Trevmo. Ch1rlie won both che 800 Merer Dash, and the 
Long Jump. Richard Escamilla, and Joel Jimenez battled ic 
our for firsc in che 400 Merer dash wich Escamilla coming 
out on cop. The Bears next meet cook place in McAllen ar 
che 38th Annual McAllen Invic1cional Relays. The Bears 
faced 28 ocher cop reams from across che scare and P.SJ.A. 
did not do as well. The ream fmished 9rh and only adding 
up 30 points. Trevino was fourth co fmish che 800 Merer 
Dash. Chris Rodriguez was che only P.SJ.A. hurdler co 
fm1sh in che cop six. Chris fmished fourth in che 300 Merer 
Hurdles. Coaching che boys chis year are: Coach Joe Suarez, 
Paulino Ramirez, David Rivera, and Juan Croby. Coach 
Suarez and Rivera cook care of che sprinters and long 
distance runners, Coach Ramirez trained che hurdlers, and 
Coach Crosby handled che shoe and discus throwers. The 
Bears puc in long hours after school and all of chis work 
payed off as che Bears did very well in ream and individual 
compecicion. 
Members of the boys team are bottom 1-r: Cleo Lopez,joe Barbareno, 
Joe Jimenez, Oscar Vargas, Charlie Trevino, David Vasquez, Eddie Mar-
tinez,jaime Mendoza, Cipriano Lopez, Freddy De Luna, 2nd from bottom 
1-r: Hisiquio Lajeno,Juan Rodriguez, Omar Castillo, Robert Meza,Joe 
Garza, Chris Rodriguez, Raul Bracamontes, Vitto Puente, Gilbert Garza, 
Joe Estrada, Edgar Ortiz, Joel Jimenez, Top 1-r: Isabel Flores, Danny 
Ledesma, Joe Ponce, Ruben Garcia, Fred Garcia, Richard Escamilla, 
Robert Garza, David Arcaute,Jerry Munoz, Sammy Borego, and Oton. 
Coach Joe Suarez- Sprinters and Long Distance Coach Paulino Ramirez- Hurdlers 
BOYS TRACK 
- --
Coach David Rivera- Sprinters and Long Dis-
tance 
Sophomore Cleo Lopez attempts to clear 10: 
but is unsuccessful on his first attempt. 
Coach Juan Crosby- Shot and Discus 
Hurdlers bottom 1-r: Robert Meza,Joe Barberana, 
top 1-r: Sammy Borego, Robert Garza, and Isabel 
Flores. 
I 
Long Distance bottom 1-r: Cipriano Lopez, Jaime 
Mendoza, and Eddie Martinez, top 1-r: Hisiquio 
Lajeno, David Vasquez, Charlie Trevino, and Juan 
Rodriguez. 
Mid-Distance l-r:Joe/J1menez, Richard Escamilla, 
Charlie Trevino, and Oscar Vargas. 
Pole Vaulters: 1-r: Raul Bracamontes, and Cleo Lopez. 
Shot and Discus bottom 1-r: Ruben Garcia, and Dan-
ny Ledesma, top 1-r:Joe Ponce, Fred Garcia, and Cruz 
Cardenas. 
Sprinters 1-r: Joel Jimenez, Juan Lopez, Vitto Puente, 
and Oscar Vargas. 




GIRLS TRACK RUNS INTO ACTION 
Members of the Girls Track Team are bottom row 1-r: M. Nebaurer, D. 
Botello, A. Hernandez, E. Chapa, and B. Cavasos. middle row 1-r: I. Garza, S. 
Hernandez, B. Flores, N. Silva, 0. Salinas, M. Caballero. top row 1-r: D. 
Salinas, V. Garcia, and L. Cantu. 
Junior Santa Hernandez shows intense concentration as she sprints toward the 
finish line. 
GIRLS TRACK 
Junior Belinda Flores speeds up after 
recieving the handoff. 
Sprinters and Hurdlers - seated 1-4: S. Hernandez, V. Garcia, B. Cavasos, D. Botello, I. Garza, B. Flores, 0. Salinas, 
A. Hernandez, N. Silva. 
Junior Iris M . Garza smiles as she knows 
she has just made a good jump. 
Hurdlers- bottom 1-r: S. Hernandez, and N. 
S11va 
Athletic, determined, and with positive attitudes, 
the Girls Track Team highly achieved their momen -
tos. The girls track team this year was composed of 
fourteen girls. Every day the girls gathered at the 
stadium and practiced usually unti1 the evening 
hours. Seniors Letty Cantu, Viola Garcia, and Debbie 
Salinas controlled their power and competition to 
excel/. Juniors Santa Hernandez, Belinda Flores, Pora 
Silva, and Iris Garza came out on top with much 
potential. The girls first practice meet was held Fri-
day, February 14, which the girls came out with 
outstanding records. The dual meet consisted of 
McAJ/en Memorial, Harlingen, Pharr-Sanjuan-
Alamo, and Mission. But it was P.SJ.A. who came 
out on top of the list as the victors. Al/ the girls won 
competition such as, 400 Meter Relay, BOO meter 
relay, and the hurdles. At the McAJ/en Invitational 
Relays the girls did not do as we// as they only 
managed to capture 6th place, finishing with 44 total 
team points. Senior Viola Garcia was PSJA 's only 
first place finisher. Viola won the 100 Meter Hurdles. 
She broke the tape in 16.06 seconds. Other individual 
winners for the Bears were Letty Cantu, Discus; Be-
linda Flores, Triple jump; and Iris Garza, Longjump. 
The relay teams also did we// the 400 Meter Relay 
captured 4th, the BOO Meter finished 3rd, and the 1600 
Meter Relay came in 5th. The Lady Bears did well 
overa/J and placed high at the district meet, Coach 
Carlos Vela was back again to coach the girls track 
team. 
Long Distance 1-r: E. Chapa, M. Caballero, and M. Neubeaur. 
GIRLS TRACK 
Shot and Discus• Letty Cantu, and Debbie Salinas. 
Coach Carlos Vela trained the Girls Track Team. 
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Sophomore David Arcaute practices his 
form. Although he did not place, it was 
his first meet of the season. 
Junior Olivia Salinas takes the early lead, while Sophomore Ana Hernandez 
struggles to stay in contention. 
Senior Viola Garcia clears a hurdle on her way to a first place finish at the McAllen 
Relays. 
Junior Santa Hernandez competes in the Juniors Iris Garza, Nora Silva, and Belinda Flores warm up before their event. 
Triple jump. 
TRACK 
GIRLS J. V. GA VE IT THEIR BEST 
I 
Members of the Girls JV. Team are 1-r: Rosy Uvalle, Ana Hernandez, Maribel Palomo, and Diana 
Diaz. Standing 1-r: Coach Almanza, Elvira Moreno, Elvira Lopez, Becky Cavasos, Mynam Silva, and 
Ofelia Medina. 
Sophomore Myriam Silva attempts to make a basket 
during the Weslaco JV. game. 
The 1985-86 Girls ju-
nior Varsity Basketball 
Team did not have the 
kind of season they 
would have liked, but it 
was still a season to brag 
about. Coach Guadalupe 
Almanza coached the 
team this year. The junior 
Varsity team was made 
up mostly of Sopho-
mores. The girls Junior 
Varsity played much like 
their older counterparts. 
The girls would play tre-
mendous one game and 
the next they would not 
play up to their capabili-
ties. Overall the girls had 
a good season. 
Sophomore Ofelia Medina keeps her eyes on the basket while 
an unidentified opponent tries to distract her. 
Sophomore Myriam Silva tries to keep the opposition from taking the ball down court. 
GIRLS]. V. BASKETBALL 
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Photo at Top- Senior Ester Cano takes a few warm up shots 
before a game. 
Photo at Right- Junior Iris M. Garza shows her technique at 
shooting for two. 
Photo Above- Senior Marty Garcia prepares to go to the air 
as Junior Belinda Flores looks on. 
GIRLS BASKETBALL 
GIRLS VARSITY PROVIDES TOUGH 
COMPETITION 
The 1985-86 Pharr- San Juan-Alamo Girls 
Varsity Basketball Team had a disappointing 
season. The Lady Bears compiled a record of 
18-13, and 8-10 in district competition. Coach 
Robert Vela led a team made up of mostly 
seniors. Leading the team into action this past 
season were Seniors Ester Cano, Marty Garcia, 
and Junior Iris Garza. One of the Lady Bears 
games was very impressive this season. The 
game took place in Weslaco when the Lady 
Panthers played host to the Lady Bears. The 
Bears came out victorious 60-55 but not before 
the game went into overtime. Ester Cano paced 
the Bears scoring attack with the game high 25 
points. The game was forced into overtime 
when Weslaco made a crucial shot to knot it up 
at 53. The Lady Bears started a fifth period of 
three minutes when Ester Cano the first basket 
of overtime to give P.SJ.A. a lead they would 
never lose. The Bears closed the season at home 
against the Memorial Mustangs on Parents 
Night which was a disappointing loss. Three 
times the Lady Bears had a sixteen point lead 
but failed to hold it as Memorial came from 
behind and outscored the Lady Bears 22-2 in 
the final stanza to walk awaJ with a ten point 
win 52-62. These two games showed what kind 
of season the Lady Bears had, as one game they 
can be unbeatable while another game the girls 
could not pull off a win. For the girls, the 
determination to excell in basketball was great 
when they won the games. But during a loss of 
games the girls pulled themselves together with 
pride, because they are the Lady Bears. 
Junior Belinda Flores attempts co squeeze becween cwo memorial players. Junior Iris Garza cakes a shoe againsc che Memorial Muscangs . 
.ra._ __ 
Standing 1-r: Coach Robert Vela, Letty Cancu, Marry Garcia, Debbie Salinas, Veronica 
Salinas, lrlinda lpina, Dina Carrizales, Jr,s Garza, Escer Cano, and Martina Hernandez. 
GIRLS BASKETBALL 
Junior Hugo Mancillas goes to che air as a Harlingen Cardinal cries to 




















Senior Joe Moreno and Junior Abel Vasquez apply pressure co a Porcer Cowboy as Junior Victor 






















Junior Hugo Mancillas penecraces che McAllen 
Memorial Muscang defense. Despite che Bears efforc 
che Mustangs defeated che Bears, 58-62. 
BOYS BASKETBALL 
Head Coach David Anders explains what has co 
be done as Hugo Mancillas and Andy Silva 
listen on. 
Senior Joe Moreno gees sec co cake a free throw. 
Members of the 1985-86 Boys Basketball ream are 1-r: Victor Heurras mgr., David Quiroz, Abel 
Vasquez, David Bentancourt, Andy Silva, Edelmira Zapata, Alejos De Leon, Arnold Gonzalez, 
Victor Vela, Joe Moreno, Hugo Macillas, and Coach David Anders. 
DISCIPLINE, DEFENSE, AND DEDICATION 
The 1985-86 Pharr-San Juan -Alamo Boys Basketball Bulldogs. The Bulldogs eventually went on co fmish second 
Varsity Basketball Team went into action co defend the in district, but the Bears showed everyone char they could 
District 32-5A Title. Bur unfortunately, for the Bears, chis play ball. The visiting ream had a height advantage and a 9 
raskwas impossible. The Bears had only 2 returning Jeerer • point half rime lead, as the 'dogs lead 32-23. The Bears 
men, Seniors Joe Moreno, and Andy Silva. The Bears had to limited scoring ace Scott Uhlaender co 8 pcs. all coming via 
depend on 6 young juniors co come in and help our. The the free throw line. The Bears rallied co catch the Bulldogs 
major change was the change of the head coach. Former at the 3:27 mark 51 -51 when Arnold Gonzalez hit a jump 
Head Coach Erasmo "MO" Molina left and Coach David shoe. The McAllen ream led 53 -56 with :40 seconds showing 
Anders stepped in. All of the new faces they could nor help on the clock. Hugo Mancillas drove inside co tie the game 
the Bears as they finished with a 18-II ledger, and 7- Il in with 28 seconds left. McHi had the ball with 18 seconds bur 
district play. In non -district action the Bears went 12-1. The lose the ball on a five second violation.Joe Moreno, finished 
Bears won both rhe Edinburg and Roma tournament and with 20 pcs., fayed it up and was fouled m the process co 
finished second in the Weslaco .----------------.. complete a three pc. play. The Bears 
Tournament. P.SJA. 'sonly dis- allowed McAllen co score and ran 
trice loss came co Weslaco in 'AJ h h out the clock. The Bears closed our 
the championship game of the t oug OUr the season at home against the 
tournament. The Bears suprised record was 18-1 1 it eventual District Champions Har. 
many people with their excep• lingen Cardinals. The Cardinals 
rional non-district play, and as was a pretty g ood showed everyone why they were 
district action opened the Bears , , going co represent the district as the 
continued co dominate as the year · · · Bears were thrashed 92-65. Overall 
Bears defeated San Benito 72- the Bears had a great season. Joe 
47. The game started co fizzle on the Bears as the Mission 
Eagles visited the Osodome and the Eagles gave the Bears 
their second loss of the season and their first district loss by 
a score of 64-74. The Bears remained winless unt11 [)e. 
cember, 28 when the Bears played host co the Edinburg 
Bobcats and a narrow 70-67 gave the &trs only their 
second district win. The Bears continued chis pattern until 
January 31 when the Bears played hose co the McAllen 
BOYS BASKETBALL 
Moreno had chis co say about the season, "Although our 
record was 18-II it was a prerry good year for the Bears. I 
felt it could have been better, cause everyone was depressed 
after the first loss." The valley coaches honored three 
P.SJ.A. players by selemng chem co the All-District Teams. 
They were as follows:Joe Moerno, First Team All-District; 
Andy Silva, Second Team AO-District; and Arnold Gonza . 
Jez, Honorable Mention 
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Photo Above- Junior Hugo Mancillias 
shows his new style of passing the ball. 
Photo at Right. David Quiroz, Abel 
Vasquez, and Andy Silva prepare to 
bring the ball back into play. 
Photo Bottom Right Corner- Senior 
Andy Silva takes a shot from the corner. 
Photo Below- junior Abel Vasquez at-
tempts to steal the ball from the oppo • 
sition. 
-----
BOYS BASKETBALL ________ _.. 
BOYS JUNIOR VARSITY HAS IMPRESSIVE 
SEASON 
junior Rudy Garcia goes up for an easy jump 
shot. 
Sophomore Armando Fuentes attempts ro block a shot as Junior Arthur Casror watches. 
The 1985-86 Pharr-Sanjuan-Alamo Boys ju-
nior Varsity Basketball Team had a impressive 
season. Once again Coach Dan Coplea led the 
J. V. The junior Varsity compiled a record of 9-
9- in district play. The Boys junior Varsity ran 
up impressive wins against rough teams such as 
Mission 56-44, and Memorial 45-42. The Bears 
lost a heartbreaker ro the EdinburJ( Bobcats in 
Edinburg. The game went down tO the final tick 
on the clock as a few errors cost the Bears the 
game. In the beginning it looked as though the 
Bears would be blownout, but the rugged Bears 
fought back and nearly pulled the game out, 
eventually losing by the score of 56-57. With a 
little work the Boys Junior Varsity team will be 
ready ro help out at the varsity level, next year. 
Coach Dan Coplea gives advice ro the J. V. Team during the Edinburg game. 
BOYS J. V. BASKETBALL 




BASEBALL HITS A HOME RUN 
BEARS HAVE A GREAT SEA,~nN 
Members of the Varsity Baseball Team are bottom 1-r: R. Cortes,] Serda, 
M. Garcia, andj Trevino. middle 1-r: R. De La Garza, E. Acosta, E. Vela, 
H. Trevino, F. Villareal, R. Lizcano, D. Bentancoutr, G. Pallacios, and 0. 
Members of the JV. team are bottom 1-r: R. Sanchez, V. Acosta, A. 
Fuentes, G. Salas, 0. Navarro, G. Nava . middle 1-r: N. Torres, ] Cama-
Pena. top 1-r: G. Garza, A. Puentes, A. Guajardo, S. Flores, V. Vela, R. 
Zamarripa, L. Gonzalez, M. Navarro, and mgr. T. Perez. 
cho, M . Saldania, C. Zamarripa, and A. Cam1o. top 1-r: C. Salazar, J 
Rodriguez, A. Sandoval, J Ramirez, and R. Lizcano. 
Head Coach • Santiago Bazan Asst. Coach - J Serna Asst. Coach- R. Vela 
BASEBALL 
Propelled by rhe pirch,ng of junior David &rancourt and 
Senior Raul Zamarripa, and rhe ralenred bars of Seniors 
Emilio Vela and Fred Villarreal, rhe 1985-86 Varsiry Base-
ball Team ran over rhe comperirion as rhey caprured rhe fuse 
half of rhe season. The &ars opened rhe season by raking 
part in rhe Annual McAllen lnvirarional Baseball Tourna-
menr. The ream finished in 2nd place after defearing Rob-
scown, CC Miller, and McHigh bur losing co Laredo Martin 
in rhe Championship game. The Bears opened rhe rourney 
againsr rhe Scare ranked Robscown Corron Pickers and 
defeared chem by a score of 4-2. CC Miller rhen cha/Jenged 
rhe Bears and once again rhe &ars were able co overcome 
rheir foes by a score of 7-4. This vicrory advanced PS/A inco 
rhe semi-final game wirh McHigh. Righrfielder Emilio Vela 
cracked a rhree run homerum in rhe rhird inning co give rhe 
&ars a 4-3 lead, and after rhe seven innings were comp/ere, 
PSJA had advanced inro rhe final round wirh an 8-4 win. 
PSJA faced Laredo Martin in rhe finals. The &ars used a 
double by Junior Sreve Flores co bring in rhe brorher com-
binar,on of Vicror and Emilio Vela co rake a 2-0 advanrage. 
Bur Laredo came back wirh rhree runs 111 rhe rhird inning 
and never looked back and PS/A serried for rhe runner-up 
spor. The final score was Laredo Martin 5, PSJA 3. Boch 
Emilio and David were vored onco rhe All-Tournamenr 
ream. The &ars rhen hosred a cournamenr of rheir own wirh 
four reams raking part. PSJA opened up acrion aga1nsr Rio 
Grande Ciry and rhe Bears skinned rhe Rarrlers by a score of 
II - l . The Mercedes Tigers arrempred co srop rhe red hoc 
&ars, bur co no avail as once again rhe renrun rule came 
inro effecr as PSJA advanced co rhe finals 10-0. In rhe finals, 
rhe &ars faced rhe Raymondv11le &arkars, bur once again 
rhe &ars used rhe ren run rule and rhe &ars won by a score 
of 14-4. Fred and David were named rhe rournamenr Co-
MVPs. All in all rhe &ars had a very successful season 
which will nor soon be forgorren. 
Senior Luis Gonzalez follows through after releasing the ball before the Hanna 
game. 
BASEBALL 
Junior Steve Flores stretches to catch the ball. 
































;::j Corina Barbee Blanca Baroccio 
~ David Barerra Michael Barerra 
Rogelio Barerra 
Rolando Barerra 
V'; Yvette Barerra 

































~ Joe Cancino Belinda Cano Alice Canru 
David Cancu ~ 
Herlinda Cancu 
~ Homer Cancu Jose Canru 
Olinda Cancu CrJ 
Robert Canru 
Zulema Canru ~ Cara Cape 
Dagoberto Cardenas 
~ El1zabech Cardenas Annerre Carlin Gloria Carlin 
~ 
Idaba Carranza 
~ Alfonso Carrillo Yad,ra Casanova 
Dora Casas 
~ Melquiades Casas 
Raul Cascaneda 
Armando CascilleJa 
~ Francisca Camllo 
Francisco Cascillo 
~ Jose Cascil/o Lydia Casc1J/o Mana Cascil/o ~ Pablo Cascil/o 
Arthur Casror 







Gerardo Cazares ~ 
~ 
~ 












r.r:; Marleen Cisneros Gnselda Colmenares 















a Eva De LaBarrera Francisco De La Cerda 
~ 
Rodolfo De la Cerda 
Sylvia De la Fuenre 
~ 
Aracely Delgado 
Garciela De Leon 
~ Jesus DE Leon Leonor De Leon 
Alfredo De Luna 
Maria R. Diaz 
r.r:; Julio Duenez 












~ Jose Esparza 
r.r:; 
~ 




Kim Fiala thinks about how fast the year went by, and in just a few months she will be a Senior! 
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Samantha Savala hurriedly walks to her next class 
Angie Ramirez works on her routine before the pep rally 
begins 
Gibby Garza thinks about his stories that he has to write 
for journalism class. 
Ina seriously thinks about what her teacher said, while Jeff 




































































































Juniors Sonny, Rey, and johnny listen attentively to one of Mr. Rodriguez's speech and he hasn't even said 
anything yet. 
Junior Myrna Hernandez doesn't show much enthusiasm 
after Thursday's Pep Rally. 


















































































San Juanira Narvaez 
David Olivarez 
Homer Cantu on his way home after a hard day of band 
practice 
JJ. Trevino doesn't seem too thrilled about going to class 
on a Monday morning. 
























































V) Hmberto Ramos 






























~ Patricia Robles 
Tom Hardesty and David Cantu cheer on the Bears at the last pep rally. 
V) 
























~ Miguel Rodriguez 
Miriam Rodnguez ~ Olga Lydia Rodnguez Pilar Rodriguez 
Rodolfo Rodriguez ~ 
Sandra Rodriguez 












Miguel Saldana a 
Araceli Salinas ~ Daniel Salinas 
Myrian Salinas V'J Olga Salinas 
Raul Salinas 
Rene Salinas 
~ Veronica Salinas 
Adriana Sanchez ~ Oaudia Sanchez Danny Sanchez 
Eduardo Sanchez ~ 
Horaldo Sanchez 























~ The three stooges (Danny Villareal,jaime Fuentes, and Robert Burgess) finally showed up at the pep rally to cheer for the bears. 
V') 








~ Ofelia Sepulveda 
Javier Serda 















V') Patricia Soto 





~ Betry Tijerina Felix Torres 
















Jo~ Valdez ~ 
Abel Vasquez 





Dalia V i1larreal 
Cl; 
Daniel Vi1larrea.l 
Danny Villarreal ~ Librado Vi1larrea.l 
Thelma Villarreal 
~ Sonny Villarreal Milron West Daniel Yarrito 
Jesus Yarriro ~ Luis Ybarra Noem, Ysquirdo 
Amelia Zamora Cl; Robert Zamarripa 
Edelmiro Zapata 
Mark Zapata 
~ Erasmo Zavala 
~ 
Gustavo Zunigs ~ 
~ 
Cl; 
















































































Lericia Bernal V'j 
Chrisrine Bermea 
~ Claudia &Irran Chrisrina &lrran Belinda Benavidez 
Evelio Benavidez 
~ Rosario Benavidez Criselda Bernal 
Carlos Blanco ~ Diana Blanco Oscar Blanco John Blackwell 
Frank Boorh ~ 
Leonor Borrego 




Esrdla Caballero V'j 
Inez Cabrera 
~ Vicenre Cabrera Karen Calderon Javier Camacho 
~ Lee Camarillo Maria Camarillo Laura Campos 
Rene Cancino 
~ Dahlia Cano Hermina Cano Rene Cano 
Rica Cano ~ 








~ Marisela Canru Norma Canru Ruben Canru 
Ninfa Caperillo 
~ Eduardo Cardenas Maria Cardona Raul Carlin 
~ Esmeralda Carranza Alicia Carranza Chrisrine Carrasco 
Cynrhia Carrasco ~ Ale1andro Carrillo 























































Dora De Hoyos 
Mirta De Hoyos 
Geraldo De La Cerda 
Alberto De La Cruz 
Rosalinda De La Cruz 
Leonel De La Garza 
Bemis De La Garza 
S,1vescer De La Rosa 
Rosa De Leon 
Cindy De Los Sancos 
Alicia De Valle 
Idalia De Leon 
Javier De Leon 
Severo De Leon 






Sophomores Penny Pena and Maxine Rendon smile lively at Homecoming Pep rally Friday 
October 18th. Maxine also celebrated her 16th birthday as well. 















































































































































Rene Canzino and ]a vier Perez are proud to be two of the 
1300 sophomores. 
izzy Garza stands proud to be a Bearette during the victory 



































































































































Diana Lo~z V'J 
Domingo Lo~z 






~ Rene Lo~z Ricky lo~z Rocky Lo~z 
Yverre Lo~z ~ Delmar lo~z 




V'J Beatrice Luna 
Diana Luna 
~ Frank Luna Johnny Luna Ofelia Magallan 
Aide Maldonado ~ Rafael Maldonado A~/ Martinez 
Araceli Martinez 
~ Arnold Martinez Cindy Martinez Dago~rto Martinez 
Dina Martinez ~ 
Eliana Martinez 








~ Mike Martinez Noe Martinez Pete Martinez 
Ramiro Martinez 
~ Ricky Mamnez Romero Martinez Ruby Martinez 
~ Sandra Martinez Janie Marrmez Jose Mancha 
Pat Mancillas ~ Diana Madriscal 
Teresa Mata 











































Sophomores showing their pride at the Homecoming Pep Rally. 
Sandra Martinez at BEAR Stadium shouting out cheers 










































































































0 Dora Reyna Eluterio Reyna 
V') Javier Reyna 




~ Nancy Rios Ruben Rios 






@ Baudilio Rodriguez Beatrice Rodriguez 
Belinda Rodriguez a Christina Rodriguez Diana Rodriguez Diana Rodriguez Eduardo Rodriguez 



















V'j Placida Rodriguez 
Rogelio Rodflguez 
~ Sandra Rodflguez Victor Rodriguez Yolanda Rodflguez 
Mana Romero 
~ Alma Rosales Alva Rosales 
Domingo Rosales 
~ Marisela Rosas Rigoberto Rosas Roland Rosales 
Marina Ruiz ~ Sandra Ruiz 
San Juanira Ruiz 




Maria Salazar V'j 
Roberto Salazar 
William Salazar 
~ Paulerre Salm 
Anna Salinas 
~ Brenda Salinas john Salinas Lisa Salinas 
Lourdes Salinas 
~ Parricia Salinas Roberr Salinas Yadira Salinas 
Ludi Saldana ~ 
&arriz Sanchez 







~ Norma Sanchez Ricardo Sanchez Rosa Sanchez 
Sandra Sanchez 
~ Tomas Sanchez Dolly Sandoval Fernando Sandoval 
~ Jose Sanrillana Sonia Sanros Maria Sarm1enro 
Alex Sauceda ~ Jaime Sauceda 






















































J. V. Cheerleaders, Belinda, Iris, and Sandra don't seem too thrilled at the hot, rainy Memorial game held October 19th. Mr. 
Castillo and Mrs. Lori Trevino try to keep dry and Pharr Press photographer Mr. Mata stands in the background. 
Sophomores Albert Garza.Johnny Villarreal, and Javier Rodriguez showing their spirit and support for the Bears by showing up 







































































HUGO HERNANDEZ AND RHONDA RAMIREZ 
CLASS FA VO RITES- PLACES IN THE HEART 
Throughout the senior year, there are certain people that stand above all the rest. These people are the leaders of 
the senior class. This year, the senior class sat attentively and voted to see who would become the senior class 
favorites. After a long wait, the winners were announced at the Belle and Beau Dance where everyone waited 
anxiously. The winners for this year were Rhonda Ramirez and Hugo Hernandez. Hugo has received the title of 
favorite since his sophomore year, while Rhonda has received the title for the first time. Both Hugo and Rhonda 
have been involved in extra-curricular activities and have excelled in their academics. Being their senior year, this 
will be the last title that they will receive in their high school years. Rhonda's acheivements include four years as a 
cheerleader and currently holds the leadership. She won the title of Miss Pharr 1985, and was selected as the 1986 
Blue jean Lamb Qw:en second runner-up. Hugo's accomplishments include a member of the football team for the 
past three years, elected class favorite during his sophomore year and nominated his junior year and he is currently 
DECA II Sweetheart. Congratulations on such a fine accomplishment and may you continue to excel] in life and 
continue to be the favorites in everyone's eyes. 
This year there was much class competition between the sophomores and the seniors, but for some reason or 
another the juniors were making a very little ruckuss. Instead of yelling and competing with other classes, the 
juniors were busy trying decide who would be junior favorites. This year the junior favorites came as no suprise 
since both were candidates for soph. favorites and one of them won. The junior favorites for the 1985-86 school 
year were David Barrera and Ronnie Balli. David has been actively involved in drama his freshman, sophomore 
and now his junior year. David has played many major roles as a soph. He played the lion in The Wizard of Oz and 
as a junior, David played Willy Wonka in 'WiJJy _Wonka and The Chocolate Factory'. David was also a member of 
the school newspaper-The Bear's Tale. Ronnie was awarded sophomore favorite and was assistant drum major 
her sophomore year. Ronnie is still actively a member of the Bear Band, The Hidalgo Cot11lion Club, and was first 
runner up in the 1985-86 Miss Alamo Pageant. 
JUNIOR FAVORITES-
DAVID BARRERA AND RONNIE BALLI 
The Sophomore class of PSJA High School is the largest, totaling over 1000. And out of all, only two students 
are chosen as favorites. Candidates for this prestigious title numbered six boys and six girls. These students were 
chosen as sophomore favorites. But like every year, only one boy and one girl can be honored and chosen. This year 
Bobby Ramirez and Dina Gonzalez were elected. Both are involved tremendously in school extracurricular 
activities. Bobby is presently involved in football and track, and was also named JV cheerleader Beau, Dina, on the 
other hand, is JV lead cheerleader and was named 1986 Vegetable Queen. During Dina's freshman year, she was 
cheerleader and football sweetheart. She was also involved in drama and was president of FIA. Although it is just 
their sophomore year, both Bobby and Dina definitely enjoy their school years, mainly because they are quite 
active, participate in extracurricular activities, and are committed. Their friendship is highly accepted by their peers. 
SOPHOMORE FAVORITES-
BOBBY RAMIREZ AND DINA GONZALEZ 
We ·ve all heard the old tune chat goes "reading and wrmng and amhmecic caught co the tune of a hickory stick." Well who ·s behind chat hickory stick if ic isn ·c the 
teacher. All rear long as che students are going in and out of classes you hear chem say, "This teacher 1s cool, " or else you hear chem say, "This teacher is one rotten apple." 
Well the students gee co show cheir appreciation co these teachers they chink are awesome by nominating chem as Favorite Teachers. This year the race was as close as usual, 
buc ac Jase, che winner's were chosen. Along the halls you could hear che whispers of. "I wish ic was " or "I hope . got ic she deserves ic." And at lase at the &Ile 
and Beau Dance. che winners were announced Even though 1c came as no shock co the students who goc it, since these cwo teachers were well deserving of chis honor. The 
teachers were Coach D. Rivera and Miss A. Lopez. Coach Rivera 1s a football coach who has many surnames such as Defensive Back Field, Defensive Coordinator as well as 
a Track Coach He e,·en teaches health. Coach Rivera is defenicely dedicated co chis profession. After graduating from high school with high honors and from Monterrey 
Tt·ch. we are proud co have such a fine man and staff. and students are pleased co have him as che1r teacher. Miss A. Lopez, on the ocher hand /USC recently entered the 
teaching profession after being a Sales Manager at che Pharr Press. Miss. Lopez holds many Cities such as the new sponsor for Pan American Student Forum (P.A.S.F.) and 
for che lncernacional Students Assoc,,mon, at Pan Amencan Univers1ry. She 1s presently reaching World and Texas Hisrory and is• member of rhe ream for Solvent Abuse 
Foundation of Educanon Congraculac1ons co rhese rwo fine teachers chat give P-SJ-A the right ro have Pride and Power in rheir teacher's much devotion cowards the 
teaching profession. 
FAVORITE TEACHERS-





Top Honors at the PSJA Quarterback Oub Banquet went to, from left, Raul 
Alaniz and Robert A. Garza, Golden Helmet Award for performance above and 
beyond the call of duty; Fred Garcia, Offensive Player of the Year; Mario 
Guajardo, Defensive Player of the Year; and Alejos De Leon, Most Valuable 
Player. Not shown is Omar &nitez, recipient of the Mario Romero Award. 
B-District .M All-District Football players from PSJA High include, from left, 
Mario Gua1ardo, Harry Vargas, Defensive Second Team; &n Garza, Offensive 
First Team; Ale1os De Leon, Fred Garcia, Offensive Second Team; Cruz 
Cardenas, Offensive Honorable Mention; David Guajardo, Defensive Second 
Team; and Charlie Trevino Offensive Second Team. Not shown is Vicco Puente, 
Offensive First Team, and Amos Hernandez, Defensive Honorable Mention. 
Recognized as outstanding Players last Thursday at the PSJA Quarterback Oub 
Banquet were, from left, &n Garza, Outstanding Offensive Lineman; Luis 
Gonzalez, Outstanding Offensive Back; David Guajardo, Outstanding Defen-
sive Back; and Charlie Trevino and johnny Moncivais, Outstanding Special 
Teams. Not Shown are Harry Vargas and Amos Hernandez, Outsranding 
Offensive Linemen. 
DISCIPLINE, DEDICATION, 
AND DETERMINATION MADE 






BELLE AND BEAU, SENIOR,JUNIOR 
Gracie Gonzalez Anabelle Salinas 
Robert Garza 
Andrea Shawn 
Belle and Beau. Senior, and Junior favorite candidates are extraordinary people too. Even though 
these candidates did not receive this prestigious title, they are special in their extracurricular 
activities. The following students have excelled in school: Becky was nominated Be/le candidate. 
She was also nominated for Homecoming Queen. Becky was honored as Rotary Club girl for 
October, while Natividad, was junior class favorite and Beau candidate, Annabel/e, was 
homecoming Queen as second runner, Belle candidate and DECA Sweetheart. Gracie is a 
yearbook staff member, VOE Treasurer, and Osoette first lieutenant. Trina, is in Student Council, 
NHS, Student of the Month, and is the Spanish Club President. Aida is a Bear's Tale reporter. 
Belle, Homecoming Queen, and Senior Class favorite candidate, and was three years as a 
cheerleader. Robert, was Student of the Month, NHS, football, and Beau candidate. Mariza, was 
second runner up in Miss Pharr pageant, junior favorite candidate, and is in the Bear Band. Vitto 
is in football, junior favorite candidate, in track, and was in the children ·s production of Willy 
Wonka. Emma was also in the children ·s production of Willy Wonka, in NHS and is a Thespian 
officer. Homer, is a junior class officer in NHS, and a Mu Alpha Theta member. Andrea, is a 
cheerleader and one of the junior class favorite candidate. Not pictured were Senior Fred Garcia 
and Janie Escobar. 
Emma Ramos 
SOPHOMORE, AND TEACHER FAVORITE CANDIDATES 
Melissa Garza Edna Barrera 
Flor Medrano 
Mrs. S. Saulsbury 
Mrs. B. Laurel 
We can 't leave out the sophomores or the teacher favorites as well. They 
also deserve recognition and even though they didn 't earn the titles, these 
candidates are also special to many students. To begin with, Iris, is a JV 
Cheerleader and is involved in student council. Melissa, is a sophomore 
Bearette member, while Edna is involved in basketball and volleyball. Rina is 
also a JV Cheerleader and a Student Council member. David, a sophomore, is 
a track buff, was in football, and an active athlete. Flor, is a JV Cheerleader 
and is involved in Student Council, while Steven is involved dramatically. 
Along with favorite sophomore candidates are the teacher candidates. To begin 
with, Hector Sandoval who has received as favorite teacher candidate for the 
past two years, teaches Biology. Mrs. Saulsbury teaches trigonometry and is 
the sponsor of Mu Alpha Theta. Mrs. B. Laurel is new to PSJA High School 
and teaches sociology, and history. Mr. Flores, on the other hand, has been 
here for quite a few years and he teaches government and history. Mr. Gill, 
who has been here 17 years is a physics and a calculus teacher. Mr. Gill is 
also a co -sponsor of MAO. While Mr. Ballew who has been here for over 
twenty-five years, teaches Texas History, Government, and Economics. Mr. 
Ballew is the sponsor of the National Honor Society. Sophomore and teacher 
candidates that were not pictured are: Jose Barbanea, Arty Cantu, and Oscar 
Vargas. All are football players and track stars. Teachers not pictured are; Miss 
H. D'Shazo .1nd Mrs. K. Reynolds both English teachers, while Mr. J Reyna 
is a history teacher. 
Favorites 243 
BELLE AND BEAU 
FRED VILLARREAL AND IRIS GARZA 
244 
Every year as tradition has it, on or around Valentine's Day, there is a dance where a special 
senior boy and girl are chosen to be Belle and Beau. This year, after a long decision making 
process, there was an announcement put forth at the annual PSJA High School Belle and Beau 
Dance. Fred Villarreal and Iris Garza were named as Belle and Beau for 1986. Both Fred and Iris 
have achieved numerous accomplishments during their three years here at PSJA High School. Both 
are academically involved as well as athletic. Fred presently holds the office of Editor-In-Chief of 
the 1985-86 Bear Memories Yearbook. Fred has also been involved in baseball all three years in 
high school as well. Iris Garza is currently a cheerleader. Iris was a Bearette her Sophomore and 
Junior year and held the title of First Leiutenant. Iris has also been chosen as Rotary Girl for the 
month of March and Fred was Rotary Boy for the month of December. Iris and Fred have been 
very popular during their high school years and are well deserved of this prestigious honor. Fred 
has received the honor of being in Who's Who in Journalism and Who's Who Among American 
High School Students. Fred also holds the office of Secretary of the National Honor Society. Iris 
Garza also received the honor of Who's Who Among American High School Students. Iris is also 
a second year member of the National Honor Society. Both of these students truly deserve the title 
they received, for their accomplishments surely show it. Congratulations on such a fine accom-
plishment. 
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ROTARY COUPLES OF THE YEAR 1985-86 
The Rotary Club-, an organi-
zation of businesses of the com -
munity, that choose a couple ev-
ery month to represent them as 
Rotary Couples. These couples are 
then honored at a luncheon. 
These couples are presented a 
plaque with the 4-way test. The 4-
way test contains in reality four 
questions which are: Truth, fair io 
all concerned, will they build 
goodwill and better Friendship, 
will they be beneficial to all con -
cerned? These are the things that 
the rotary boys and girls will 
think, say, and do. The Rotary 
Couples are tested by Mr. Richard 
Light, Assistant Superintendent 
and rotarian, which then are eligi-
ble to recieve a Rotary Scholar-
ship of $500.00. These students are 
also recognized for their leader-
ship and ability to search for a 
new tomorrow. Congratulations 
on this fine honor and may you 
continue to follow this righteous 
path which is leading you to be-
come the leaders of our commu-
nity. A special thanks goes out to 
the parents of these students, for 
without their support and concern 
these students would not have 
gotten far in life. And a thank you 
to the teachers who chose these 
students as well. 
September-Trinidad Medina and Letty Cantu October-Robert A. Garza and Becky Gonzalez 
November-Robert Garza and Sandra Gutierrez December-Fred Villarreal and Yvonne Herrera 
246 Rotary Couples 
Above-March-Mario Alaniz and Iris Garza. Middle 
Right-April-Andres Silva and Maria Lourdes Valdez. 
At Rightjanuary-Ruben Gonzalez and Alicia Estes. 
At Left -February-
Russell Beamsley 
and Lisa Cantu. At 
Right- May-Mario 
Guajardo and Nancy 
Gonzalez. 




248 Students Of The Month 
Students of the Month are definetely 
the cream of the crop. Every month 
certain students are known for their ex -
cellent work. These students are re-
warded by giving them the title of Stu -
dents of the Month. Once these stu -
dents are given this title, these students 
can use it as a reference to enter college 
or for scholarships. These students are 
chosen for their ability to succeed in 
every possible form. It is also based on 
their dependability and effort. These 
students have been evaluated since their 
sophomore year and are definetely wor-
thy of this honor. Congratulations on 
this fme award and may you continue to 
excel in your life. These students will 





STUDENTS OF THE MONTH 1985-86 
September-Robert A. Garza 
November-Ma,ia De Lourdez Valdez 
"Education is a comparison 
which no misfortune can de-
crease, no crime destroy, no en -
emy alienate, no depotism enslave; 
at home a friend abroad an intro-
duction in solitude a solace, in 
society an ornament. It chastens 
vice, guides virtue, and gives grace 
and government to genius. Edu-
cation may cost financial sacrifice 
and mental pain, but in both 
money and life values it will repay 
every cost one hundred fold."-





Students Of The Month 249 
Drama Favorite-Eddie Guerra Building Trades- Favorite-Eveline 
Ovalle 
Basketball Sweethearts-from left to right-Flor Medrano, Belinda Villareal, Iris Bartimus, Rina Ramirez 
Cheerleader Favorite-Coach Shawhan History Club Favoritejoe Cano and Rosie Flores 
250 Favorites 
Auto Mechanic Favorites-Ricardo Torres and Jesus Lopez Student Council Favorites-Becky Gon -
zalez and Trino Medina 
BOY AND GIRL STATE DELEGATES OF 1985 
Jerry Jackson Alicia Estes Trino Medina 
Mark Gonzalez Mario Alaniz Efrain De La Fuente 251 

I I I I 
A&L 
"The Ball Stops Here 
A&L ijaseball Outlet 
Baseball, oftball Equipment & More! 









Part Owner- Elsa Escobar 
PHARR DRUG 
The Valley's Complete Pharmacy 
24hour emergency service 
Insurance & Tax Records 
PCS & Medicaid Accounts 
Charge Accounts Invited 
Sundries-Cosmetics-Gifts 
Baby eeds-Sickroom supplies 
Hours- 8-7 Monday thru Saturday 
787-3255 IOI South Cage, Pharr, TX. 
~ SECURITY t:itJ STATE BANK 
Member fOIC • 118 'wuth (•Ke • Phur . lt.'U\ 78.'in • 1S121 7117-S911 
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Pictured above is Rene Espinosa 
co-owner of R&R Mini Mart 
Ree ?:kri/l!f J:,adies Skoppe 
109 S. Cage, Pharr, Texas, 
787-9515 
Pictured are owners, D. Garza & 
M. Hernandez 
256 Advertisement 
Ice Cold Fountain Drinks, 
Picnic Supplies, Motor Oils 
We Accept Food Stamps 
301 W. Bus. 83, Pharr, 787-6047 
tar National Bank 
Corner of 495 & Hwy. 281 
Pharr, Texas 
(512) 781-4321 












Pictured above are: Jr. Adolpho Cantu, Sr. Ileana V1llarreal, employee Eddie Suarez, Sr. 
Lisa Cantu, and Jr. Erme Gonzalez 
Oscar And Adolfo Cantu- Owners 
Chains Rings Watches 
Class Rings for Juniors and 
Seniors 
We carry a good line of 
everything 
920 E. Highway 83 
787-7988 
Pharr, TX. 78577 
Who Did What- Bear Memories 1986 
Editor in Chief ..... .. .. .. ................ Fread Villarreal 
Assistant Editors ...... . ..... . .. . . . . .. ........ Ric Torres 
Javier Portales 





Junior Section .. .. .............. ....... ... Danny Sanchez 
Sophomore Section .. . ...................... Jesse Mireles 
Af?tero Portales 
Administration .. . . . ...................... Javier Portales 
Sports .................. . . . ............ Johnny Martinez 
Sonny Villarreal 







Favorites and Honors .• .. ...... . .. . ........ Jerry Jackson 
Advertisement ........ . ...... .. .. .. ....... Juan Pacheco 
Photography Editor ....................... Jackie Sanders 
Photographers ... . .... . . . ............... Gabby Avendano 
Pete Zuniga 
Jerry Munoz 
Advisor ........ . ..... .. ... ... ... Mr. Armando Rodriguez 
258 Advertisement 
r.Ht Rtsr ?Al!XJes JJV row;v 
lor Vour Wedding ,Needs and P11rt11 :Dresses 
We lt1111e sen111stresses to do 11011r dresses 
'Ce/as de Ins mejores p11r11 
Q11ince11ner11s V. Rodas, tenemos cost11rer11s 
Rachel And Josie Cantu- Owners 
920 E. High way 83 
Pharr, TX. 78577 
Next to Wal-Mart 
Phone: 787-8227 
Colophon 
Bear Memories 1985·86, is the 268 page yearbook of Pharr-San Juan· 
Alamo High School. Jostens Yearbook Company located in Kansas 
City, Kansas, printed Bear Memories 1986. 18 color pages are 80 lb. 
gloss. while the rest of the pages are matte paper. Overall type that 
was selected was Garamond Italics and Garamond Bold Italics. Adver· 
tisement was chosen in different type to suit the advertiser. The cover 
of Bear Memories is Snow White with a white gloss base material. The 
front cover contains artwork with applications of process colors, 
silver foil, and lamination. The artwork was drawn by Senior Javier 
Portales. The Theme of Bear Memories 1986 is "Here's Looking at 
... Then " "Here 's Looking at You . . . Now " which was conceived by 
the editorial staff. The artwork is made up of what a PSJA High 
School student achieves throughout his high school years; an athlete, 
a writer, a musican, an actor or actress, an honor student, or just being 
a student. The staff would like to recognize you the PSJA student and 
here's looking at you throughout the entire year 1985·86. The theme is 
carried throughout the yearbook according to each opening section. 
1000 copies were ordered at a selling cost of $21.00 each during the 
first semester, and $25.00 second semester. The production of the 
yearbook and photographs were mainly produced by the Bear Memo· 
ries 6th period staff and Don Hlubek Photography. 
Compliments Of 
JAMES E. CAPT INSURANCE 
AGENCY 
(512) 787-7372 787-4119 office 
Shown Above;JANIE ARISPE, CINDY CHAPA, and CARA CAPT 





2231 S. Cage 
Pharr, Texas 78577 
512/787-3684 
MODESTO LEAL, Manager 
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900 De Soto (P.O. Box 818) 
Alamo Texas 78516 
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Susie, Donnie! Dewoynne 






125 West Park 
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Don Hlubek Photographer 
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Thank You . . .. 
Several people and students helped to create Bear Memories 1986. Their 
appreciation, thoughts and help in its production was very impressive and 
above all, outstanding. These people should be commended and the Bear 
Memories staff would like to recognize them for their time, and effort, and 
thoughtfulness-''Thank You Very Much" your help is beyond words- Don 
Hlubek Photographer and company, history teacher Mr. Ramiro Castillo, 
Coach Carlos Vela, PSJA ISO Public Relations Director; Mrs. Margie McCarthy. 
Also thanks to all PSJA Organizations, sponsors, members, central office 
personnel, and office administration for identification purposes. Also Thank 
You to the Homemaking Department for the use of the dining room several 
times. A Special-Thank You goes out to Photojournalism 2nd Period class (15 
students) and 5th Period Class (18 Students) for developing film and 
printing pictures. Also- Thank You to Senior Philip Guerra, Junior Ernie 
Gonzalez, Junior Jon Landeros for contributing photographs. Last but not 
least, to 6th period Journalism II. The Bear Memories 1986 staff composed of 
31 students who produced, edited, typed, and fayed out some 268 pages. 
Seven photographers who snapped some 3000 pictures to choose. Without 
the yearbook staff composed of those that were dedicated and committed, 
Bear Memories 1986 would not have been created. For all the Pharr-San Juan-
Alamo High School students, faculty, and administration who purchased the 
yearbook, THANK YOU. May you treasure this yearbook beyond the memories. 
To Don Hlubek, a special THANK YOU for the 1986 senior class group picture, 
which a 4-page fold out was possible. 
THANK YOU ALL. Advisor- Mr. A. Rodriguez 
616 S . I Road San Juan, TX 78589 
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A&D & DECA 
Backs the Bears 
sirring I. tor. are: A. Salinas - 2nd V.P., G. Perez- Pres., Elvia Rocha - 1st V.P. 
Standing L. to R. are: G. Esquivel - Chaplain, ]. Perez- Sgt. at Arms, P. Reyes -
Reporrer, D. Perez- Par/. , D. Gutierrez- Treas., M . Ortega - Area 1st V.P. , Sec., R . 
Olivarez- Historian 
IN MEMORY OF 
CYN-DEE CASTILLO 
0 (lod 11011 made tltis lto/11 11igltt slti11e witlt tlte 
brigltt11ess of 11ew ligltt. Riess tltis tree we ador11 witlt 
ligltts to lto11or ltim wlto comes to e11/igltte11 us. £et us see 
i11 tit is tree 11011r beaut if 11/ simp/icit11 a11d ltumble stre11gtlt. 
£et tltis tree remi11d us of our respo11sibilit11 for tlte care 
of tlte eartlt. 
Tragedy, disbelif, and sorrow came over 
the Christmas holidays when Senior Cyn-
dee Castillo, 18 was killed in an auto-
mobile accident December 23, 1985. Cyn-
dee was a member of the Bearettes during 
her sophomore and junior years. In her 
junior year, Cyn-dee was named as one of 
the Bearettes of the week during football 
season. At the start of her senior year, she 
held the position as 4th Captain for the 
Bearettes. Besides being an active partici -
pant in clubs, she was also a member of 
the Fellowship of Christian Athletes. Just 
before the Christmas holidays, Cyn-dee 
wrote a prayer when decorating her 
home. The prayer was found in her Bible. 
During the funeral mass at St. Margaaret 
Church, Reverand A. Guevarra officiated 
C!f1t-dee Castillo 
the prayer. Above is the prayer she wrote 
and was printed with permission by her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. 0. Cast11lo. Cyn-
dee was taken away from this earth and 
lived 18 glorious years, but her memories 
that fam11y, especially friends shared with 
her, will never fade. She was loved by 
many and will be missed deeply by every-
one who knew her. 
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R,mu,z. Norm,, 116 
R,murz. Olegano. 116 
R1mut1, Juul, JX, 
R,m11,z. Rm,, 116 
R,m1ttz, Rd,, 1X.. 178 
R,m1ttz. Rllll. 116. 7 
lumurz. Roalva. 116 
R..mittz. Vugtm1 116 
R,m,.._ Arm,ndo, 116 
R,mos, D,v,d, 116 
R,mos. lNno, 116 
R,mos, Eloy, 216 
Ramos, Mwud. 126 
R,mos, R,,,,, 116 
R,mos, R,nrdo, 116 
Ramo.J, YKW>t', 116 
R,,mundo, Nonna. 116 
R,odon. MuiM, 116, 118 
Rmtrm, Md;ss., 116 
Rmrr-ri,, St-rg,o, 116 
Rrttndtz. Olg,dlidy1.1. 11{J 
R,y,,, "El,.,, 116 
R,y,s. Enoc, 116 
R,y,,, Evang,""-. 1x, 
Rn·<1, M.,,._ 116 
R,,<s. MArr, 1x, 
R,y,s. R,,.,,.,do, 116 
R,y,., Rub<n, 116 
R,y,s, Ro,/, 116 
R<ya. Sonia. 116 
R,yn,. Dora. 
R,yn,. Elucono, 116 
R,y,.., j,v><r, l X.. 178 
Rico, j,sus, 126 
R1g"'1, John, 126 
RIIICOMS, M ,,c,id,. 126 
Rll> u, G<org,g,n,, 116, 1}4 
Rio,, N,ncy, 116 
Rios, Rub<n, 116 
Rivas, lsnrl 116 
Rivas. Sondra, 116 
R,wra, RuMn, 116 
Roch,, O,nd,. 126 
Rocio, G1111<Wup,, 116 
Rodrigu<z. J\lb<rto, 116 
Rodrigu,z. &udd,o, ~16 
Rodr,gurz, &acncr, '1Xi 
Rodngu,z, &/ind,. 116 
Rodngu,z. Quut,n,, JX, 
Rodngua Dww 126 
Rodngu<z. Dun,, 126 
Rodngu<z. Eddi<, ll6 
Rodngua &,,r, 126 
Rodrigua. Glona. 126 
Rodngun Hom<r, 126 
Rodngu, 116 








S,l11Ui. P.ulmr. 117 
s,Juw, Ann,, 111 
5./ws. Bttnd., 111 
s.i.w.John. 111 s.,.,..,. w.,. 117 
s.Ji,w, ux,rd,,, W 
s.J,,u,. Pacnc•.117 
s.Juu,, Rob<tto, 117 
S.lmu. Y,dus, 117 
Sald,n,, Lud~ 117 
5-ncMz, &,rru. 117 
5,ncMz. O.udi,, 117 
s.ncMz. Ev,ngd,,.., zn 
5,ncMz. Jorg,. 117 
5,ncMz, }ulUI, 117 
5,ncMz. Ltt, 117 
S,,,CMz, Luz. 117 
~ Muyn<ll, 117 
5,,,cMz, Norm,, 117 
s.ricMz, Ric,r'Jo-, ~17~-------
5,,,cMz. Rosa, 117 
StmcMz, r,, 227 
S.ncMz, Tomu, 117 
S.ndov,J, Dolly, 117 
5.ndovil, Frrrundo, 117 
s.n,uun,, joJ<, 117 
Sall(OS. Soma, 1.27 
Sum~nco, M,ru, 117 
S.uada, Aln, 11 
S.uc«J,, J11me, 111 
•· Lot,r,., in 
&Junia, Andy, 11 
&govu, Roh,,rto, 11' 
$,pulvrd,, B,sili,, 111 
Snn,, E ... 1n 
Si,m, SJ,,._ 2n, 110 
SJ .. , Ent,qu,, 117 
J.,, M,/wa, 1n 
,., M1rwn. 111 171 
$,ngf,tmy, M,ry, 211 Ill 
Skowron, Dtt Dtt. 117 
S/0$1, D,bonh, 118 
Sohndo, ;,,,,, 118 
So/,._ lkrrh,, 118 
$abs, j,im<, llll 
So/u, Ricudo, 118 
Saro, M,msa, 118 
,ro, Robndo, 118 
Sw,dl,y, Sc<>TII. 118 
S.,.,rrz. En<d<lia, llll 
Tuwu,ru,, &1th,, 118 
Tangurru, M,r,., 118 
T,ylor, c,ur. 118 
Thom,s, I),v,d, 118 
Thom,s, D,,..,,, 118 
T1J<r,n, , An,b,/, 118 
T1~ruu. CdeM, 11' 
Torr,s, B,rrh,, 118 
Torr,s, D,/,., 118 
T~1. Dommgo, 118 
Torr,,, joJ<, 118 
Torr,~ M,ry, 118 
To,m, Man, 118 
To,m, S.ndn, 118 
Tovac, Lis,, 1111 
Tovar. 5.ndra. 111 
TttvlltO, Arnulfo. 11:B 
Trn,no, Aurd,o, 118 
Tn-vtn0, EJ,bnto, 118 
Tttv,no, LJJA. UB, 1 J4 
Tr,v,no, MA,,_. 118 
118 
w,crs. O. nd U9 
Wans. worg< 119, 178 
Wil/,..ms_. MdJJ.U 11'9 
Ybon<z, Eug,o, 129, I JO 
Ybm•. P,ul< 119, /J I 
Yod<r, Cynth• 129 
Z.rrwron. A.urori 11'9 
z.po,., P«, m 
ap<d,. R,ri, 119 
Zlomk,, Curi< 119, 1}4 
Zun,p. Edw,rd 129 
Zurug,, Edwud 129 
Zun,g,. Gdb<tr 119 
Zun.,xa. Luz.ro U9 
Juniors 
C01Trz. Sy/vu . 101 Gormlrz, Muro lOif 
Cruz, ),,,.,,, JOl Gooz,/,z, 1km 1<H 
Cmz. Ra., JOZ Gonzal,z. Eduardo 104. 4 
Curvas. MMtui, 201 Gonzakz. Edu,rdo 10f 
Dt La &""' En JO.' Gonalrz. Emnt J<>I J 
D, L, Crrd.. F. uco, <""'1 Gooz,J,z, F.ki 21>1 
D, L, Fumr,. Sy/vu, J/11 Gooz,J,z. Francuco 104 
D,/µ do. Ancdy, JOZ Gonzal,z. lttn<. zo, 
D, L<on, Gr,ci,/, JOZ Gonzal,z. joo,,n,, zo, 
D, l<on, j<M, JOl Gonzal<z. }NU~ Z0, 
D, L<M. uonor, JO/ Gonal,z, Jo,/, 101 
Dr Lun,. J\lft<do, JOZ Gonalez. jw,, .m 
Dru. M,,-, R 201 Gooz,J,z, juu,, 211' 
Du,n,z. Ju/,o. 101 Gooz,l,z. Ju..,, 101 
uh,v,rr., M<:h<ll<, 101 Gooz,/ez, L,nd, i.i,, 4. 16 
Flaa/ck, Emrsro. X)J Gonzlrz. Abnc:elth. JO, 
Ennqurz. jtw. JO.! Gotmlrz. M..unoo, .)()j 
Enr,qurz. hm,d, 201 Goru:.Jrz. Mmu. io, 
Ab,d EJ,,.b<ch, 100 _________ Ennqu<'ic M, loo _.10 ... J,_ ________ GQ I«. Pl<ltU<C,,"IIU.----------
• od<iintu, 100 Es<,miIJ, Ad,m. J01 109 Gooz,J,z. Otfih zo, 
·• I.my, 10J Ex,mdlt, M,n,nit,, IOZ Gooz,/,z. Paul, 101, /Jl 
Aguur,, CorutlUICu, 100 Esqu,v,I, Esth,r 1 Gonal,z. /l,,u/, zo, 
,vu=, L,c.,, 100 Esqu,vrL bt,h,r ~ Gooz,/,z, R /lfkh. 
Aun,s, j,v,,r, 100 Esqu,vrL Juan. 101 Gooza/,,_ Rubm. ,m 
Aun,s, M,rth,, 100 Espora. jOJ< IOl Gonz,/,z, ·,1v,., m, ,w 
AU.ms. /\'ora. ](J() Espuux. Rrrn. 101 Gonalt"z, Y,·onnt", 10, 
Ahrron,, ~tnu. ,l()() Esp,noa, Nomu. 101 Gorduno, Juan. 10, 
Akrwm, ju,n, ZOO fatrad., Joo, IOJ Gor<. J<nnrf,r, IOl 
A/m,nd,r,z. R,muo, 100 Eszad,,} SL, IOJ Gor,n,, o,.,, ;,o, 
Aforuo fonroa,, 100 C,,nd., /OJ< /OJ Gu,1,rdo, UK ;,o, 
J\l,.r,,Jo, ~•IA. 100 F,,,.. a(mno, }OJ Gwi,-rdo. GUJ<,vo, ;a, 
J\lv,r,z. M,ch,,L NJ fuJ., Kwb<rlr IO Gu,1,rdo, Rab<tr, 101 
Am,,._ ROWlll<, 100 FoKh<r, C.u i/Of Guud.,u, M""'- 101 /Bl 
Amens, ~<. 100 flotts. EdJb<tro, JOI Guardioh. aluu, 20, 
Ar,nd._ M,n,, 100 Flotts. bab,n, •. lltJ Gurro/,. L<t,ci, IOl 
Attv,lo R,cl,.,J, NJ Rott,. ls,d,o, 101 Gu<rra. Al, dto. m. 167 
Ansp,. M,r,., 100 f1otn. ~. IOJ Gu<rra. u, 101 
Arroyo, F,Jicwu. 100 Rott,. ju,n, IOI Gu<rra P>rnc.. ;,o, 
A...-ndlno, G,bn<L .Ill\ IJII f1otn. Rrc,rdo ~ Gutr,n,z. Cnu. io, 
Balduo, fi«I. 100 flotts, Mdi>M. IOJ Gu,.,,,..z_ V. vid. ;,o, 
Balh. Rog,lio, 100 Fon,,,;,, Enc, lOI Gu,.,,,.., V..n,. zo, 
&mmrrz. Al.ca. JlXJ Franco. Enc,nuc,o, JO Gucw'"'· Om•r. m 
Boorwz., Ofd•. 1aJ Fumtn, Ad,n,. JfJJ Guzman. M•ru. io, 
&ur, Rory, J!X), 1//0 fumt,s. }•1111<. JOJ. 111 H,rn,nd,z, Alfr,do, JO, 
&,,.vid,z. Ann, 100 fu<nt<s. .\'<id,. JOJ H,rn,nd,z. Ars«/1 , zo, 
Ikncffl<ocut, Dn;J.. :;oo GaUt" 1, Yolanda. 10.J Hnnandrz. Fr/a. io, 
Bu .dL lltw, 2'.YJ Galvan. Fran~«o. • Hemanckz. f,dmc,o ... ,o, 
BJmco, Afv•m. 2a1 Galvan. rfv,.. 10J HttnanM1. Gnsdda io, 
8unco. Y,nudr Gam<z, G,no...,.., IOJ H,rn,nd,z, Hdth. zo, 
Bravo. Olga. 100 Guers. Tonas. }'04 Ht"manck1. J•tmt". io, 
Burci,g,. Drbbi<, zoo Guci,, Ad•n. 1"! H,rri,nd,z, MAnb<I, 2Q5 
Burc,aga.. Lttry, KXJ Garcia, Adr,.uu . • '14. I U. In Hrrrw1drz, Mrm.a. J06. 4 107. 176 
Burg,ss. Rob<rr, JOI , 111 G,rc,.. Alfr,da, 101 H,rri,nd,z, s,,,,., 2Q5. ns 
C..ballrro, Ourlw, 101 G•rcia Cf,u'd1a, NJ Hrnundu, V,cror, ....as 
C.t,,,,., julUI, JOI G,rc,. Cynth,.. IOJ Hino,o,,. R,gob<rro, • .:ti 
C..bttra, Lttry, 101 G,rc,a 0.M► . .'OJ Hooks. &>nntr . .ns, 111 
Cal•cu•yo, H,pohco G•rcu FmJu ► J HurttaJ. MMl.1. 106 
CurJJo, ttla, 101 Gu~,a Esmt"r,ld•. JOJ. 1'74 Hurado, F,ckha . .. lQS 
C..mpos. Dan.1e/, }OJ Guu,. Im. 10t JO, Infantr. j,cut"IU>t", 106 
C.mpos. Rod. 101 G,rcaa, J•unr . .,l()t j,mrMz. Ak1andro. ~ 
uncrno, jOt", 101 G,rcia. Jo~. iOi J,mrnrz. Dn,d, 106 
C.no, &/111d,, JOI G,n:1&, ju,n. IOI )im<n<z. Jo,/, .'QI 
un,u. Al.icr, 101 G1rc1a. Judy. f Junrntl, Jo.sir . .. lQS 
Cancu. David, 101. 110 Garcu, Lttic•. 20J jurreM1. K•th.Ym. .. :OS . .. W. lOJ 
Cann,, H<riJnd.. 101 Gue,.. M,,.m. JOf J-,,,z. M,no, 2Q5 
Cann, Hom,,, 101, 108 G,rc,. IOI Kol,b,,Jm,f,r, l06 
<UIIU. jo,,, IOI G,rc,. :JO! K,lkafm, K,,rh_ .!QI 
Cann,, Oiuid,. IOI Gucu R~L .'II• L/U1d,ros.fan. 2Q5. 110. 16• 
C,,,ru, Rob<tr, JOI G,rc,. Rodolfo, JO! L'11 , Lu"- 106 
Cann,, z.,1,,.,._ }I()/ G,rc,.. R,cudo, JO L,r, }IUli<, l06 
C.pt. C.n. }I()/ Guci,. I! IOI L,,. F,b<an, • .:ti l '9 
C.rdnw. Dwgob<rro, IOI . R, <L • .:ti 




MMoqu111, ja.t: . .'07 
M.rr,na, Doroc,o. 107 
MM,m,,z. G,rudo, 107 
MMrrttn, l,m,,I, 107 
M.rr111<z,johnny, 107, JQS, 111 , 11, 166. 170 
MM,u,,z. }IUII. 107 
MM,m,,z. Lui.s, 107 
M.rrm,,z. M= 107 
M,.,,m,,z. Osor, 107 
Mmu,,z. OJnr. 107 
Mtrrin,z. Riardo, 107 
Mfflm,z. RKardo, 107 
M.rru,,z. Rowmda, 107 
Ab.tr,Mz. Tttn6.. 201 
M.rrm,,z. Yolando. 107 
Mara, Emttmo, 107 
Mttduula, Vnoruca, 107 
MtyN. Jdfr,,, 107, .o, 
McG,llough, N o 107 
McDonald. 107 
MnJ111a. jo,l 107 
M«kll,n. Amos, 107 
M«klhn. Davtd, 107 
MnJrano, Paul. 108 
Mdrntkz. MMY. 108 
Mrntkz. AltJVJdro, 10B 
Mendoza, J,um<, 108 
M<ndoza, }NUS. 108 
Mend- Magda. 108 
M«rt.ch, S<<phuu<, 108 
M<za. Rob<tto, 108 
Monc,vus. Samuri iaJ 
Mmunrz. jffl-W, 108 
Monttz. j&l'IN, 108 
Mont<z. Maga.km. 
Monk,, Hdda. 108 
Mor.J<s. }IUID<, 108, P4 
Mora1<s, jos,, 108 
Mcxalrs. Ahr•. JOB 
Monks. Ray, 108 
Moral"' v...._ 108 
M<:JrMO. Amrnca. 108 
Mom,o, Moroqu<, 108 
Morroo, Venus, 108 
Monn, Son juan,u_ 108 
Moya.Ja><. 108 
MurJlo, Al<Dnd<r, 108 
Munoz, Aun:n 108 
Munoz, Ou. lOI 
Munoz. Jn~t. 108 
Munoz. Jav~. JOB 
Muno,. }NS<. 108 
Munoz. R~l. 108 
Munoz. Rogelio. 108 
Munynski. Wanda. 108 
N,no. Aracd_r. 108 
NuMZ. FrvtelSCO, 108 
Nun« Jo~- 108 
N•va. MMM. 10B 
Navarro, Mart. 108, 101 ______ _ 
Navarro, MKhdk. 108, 10J 
Na.rva<z, Son juan,u , 108 
Ol1vsttz. D,.v,d, 108 
Ol1varrz. ~bb1t, XJ9 
0/,var,z. Magg1<, 10'} 
0/,var,z. Rob<tto, 109 
Obvam, Tnn,d,d, 10'J 
On., Fuknc,o, 10'} 
Orr<ga Maur«n, 10'} 
Pardon, Am<nca,10'} 
Pwc,os, Gr,g, 10'J 
Pwc,os. Rudy, 109 
l'<ona, Ltt>c,..10'} 
P<e,na, Sondn, 109 
Pnu. O.Car, 109, 101 
Penoco, }<nruf<r. 1()1}, m 
P«uu, Uficu, XJ9 
Pml<s. Jonathon. 1QI} 
PmJ<1. Sondr,, 109 
P,r,i,s, Cynth,., 10'J 
~,u. Dan,., 1(J() 
Pmz, EhDbnh, 1QI} 
,,.,,,. j<rry, 109 
P,r,z. Juan, 109 
PN"tz, Wa. ]{)fJ 
P,r,z. Marw.. 109. 107, 10 
Per<z, Margu, 109 
Pr~z. Sonia }(JI) 
Prn«h, Marv. 109 
PrunnJa Rod. 109 
Purntr, Roy, 209 
Puent<S, Arnold, 109 
Puenr,s, Lua. 1QI} 
Puent<t. R,cardo, 10'J 
Puente,, Vitrono. 1()1}. 180 
Qu,iada. D,/(,,,., 109 
Qu<ada. ur,<-. 109 
Qull'OZ. Juan, 10'} 
Ramir<z. Mgl<. 109. I( 104 
!um= [),ha, 109 
lumu<z. Eluabnh, 10'} 
~m11n bur, 209 
lumu,z.J=. 110. 111 
Ramu,z, Laa, 110. 1/J, lj4 
lumu.z. Rolando. 110 
/umurz. Tff't'u 110 
Ramo,, &md,. 110 
268 
Ramos, £aum, 110. 111 
Ramos, hhr, 110 
Ramos. Hmb<tro. 110 
Ras<bo, 110 
Jww,UNUs,110 
Rendon, Sondra, 110 
R~z, Du,a, 110 
R,s,nd<z. Mam, 110 
Rq<s. C«rho, 110 
R<fN. Sor,, 110 
R<yna,~. 110 
R<yna, s.mu,t 110 
R<yna, Sondra, 110 
R,cl,1<. , dUJo, 110 
R.co, Adnana, 110 
Rios, Ak,-ndri,, 110 
Rivrra."-'0<,1/0 
R,vna_ Rey, 210. ins, 166. 171 
Robl<do, ~ch, 110 
Robl,s, Pm,o.,, 1 I 0 
ROlDfflJ, Gabn,I, 110 
Rom,,o, P,mc,.. 110 
Ros,J<s. Dalil,h, 210 
Ros,, Da,rd. 110 
Rod"8"<z. Aldo, 110 
Rodngu<z. Ala. 110 
Rodngu<z. lllrru, 110 
Rodngu<z. ~,a,, 110 
Rodrigu<z. &!ind,. 110 
Rodrigu<z. lklinch, 110 
Rodngu<z. c.,/o,, 110 
Rodngu<z. Donn., 110 
Rodnpa. Ebabnh, 110 
Rodngu<z. Eloua, 110 
Rodngu<z. Ennqu<, 110 
Rod"8"<z. F;.i,/, 110 
Rodngu<z. G<otg<, 110 
RO<Jri&ua. 1,.,.,, 110 
Rodngu« }IUm<, 110 
Rodngun. jolwry, 111 
Rodngu<z. Juan, 111 
Rodngu<z. Mura, 111 
Rod"8"<Z. M.rr,n. 111 
Rodngun, M,gu,I, 111 
Rod"8"<t, Muwn, 111 
Rodngu<z. Olga. Lyd,.. 111 
Rodngu<z. P,t,,r, 111 
Rodngu<z. Rodolfo. 111 
Rodngu<z. Sondr,, 111 
Rodngu<z. Th<r<.sa 111 
Rubio, Sur Juuua, 111 
Rua, Luau. 111 
Rydl, L<sJ;., 111 
S.mz, Fr,d. 111 
S.<nz. M.trc<lo, 111 
S.mz, Pat, 111 
s.iu.r,c.,1o,,111 
s.J.uar. Ob..., 111, I J4 
s.Juar, Rob,no, 111 
5oJuaL Sond·-- ~-------
s.Jdana. M,gu<I, 111 
Solinas, Na«li. 111 
Solinas, Dani</, 111 
Solinas, Myrun. 111 
Solinas, <Jwa, 111 
Sohnu. Raul.111 
Solinas, Ren<, 111 
Sahrw, V<roruca. 111 
Sonch<z, Adrw,a, 111, 1'4 
Sonch<z. O.ud,., 111 
Sonch<z. Danny, 111, 171 
Surch<z. Eduardo, 111 
Soncha, Hora1do, 111 
Soncha, Ida!,,., 111 
Sonch<z. MM,,,,._ 111 
Sonch<z. Nanc,, 111 
Sanch<z. Rob<tr, 111 
Sonch<z, S.uJ, 111 
Soncha, T,,,,., 111 
Sanch<z. V</ma. 111 
SondovaJ. x .. l<r. 111 s.n,.,,.. A//r,do, 111 
s....i.. Saman1ha, 111, 104 
Sq,u/vc,da. Of<lia, 111 
!krda,jrn<r, 111 
S<rna, }IUII. 111 
!km,, Rub<n. 111 
Shum Andra, 111 
Smgkt=,. u,,cia, 111 
Surgkt<rTf, Rubm, 111 
Sias,, jrn<r, 111 
Sloss., Y~t, 111 
Sias,, Sondra, 111 
Smnh, Ed....,d, 111 
Solis, Elsa, 111 
Sobs, X.v~r. 111 
Soto, Do/om, 111 
Soto, Gilbm, 111 
Soro, Parr,ci,, 1/l 
Soto, !krg,o, 111 
s.u«z. E,m,r,Jda, 111 
Suarez, Ja-. 111 
S--«t, jruq,/1, 111 
Tanguma, Rach</, 111 
T><fHh, Norma. 111 
r,,.,,,,., Bttrr, 111 
Toms, hla. 111 
7,,..,,.,, Non Ltt, 1/J 
T'"""°, R,ch,rd, 1/J 
Tr,vrno, Sou,,, 11J 
Tru1Jlo, Mano, 1/J 
Ulloa, t\nuro, 11J 
Unb<, Amy, 1/J 
Urib<, Sondr,, 1/J 
Valdez. jo!I<, 11.l 
Vuqu<z. Ab</, 1/J 
V<ga, ldaii,, 1/J 
V<ga, Mam Liu, 11J 
Vula, Pedro, 1/J 
V,11,pMz. Gonzalo, 1/J 
V,11,gom<z. Vicro<, 1/J 
V~z. Y=, 1/J 
V,JJ,nunoa.)""1<, 1/J 
VillMr<al, D,J,., 11J 
V-Jhnnl, o,,,,,, 1/J 
VJhnnl, Dannr, 11J, 111, 167 
Villar,..J, L,bndo, 11J 
VJhnnl, Sonnr 1IJ. 171, 160 
Yunro.j<aas, 11J 
Ylrom, UJIJ, 11J 
Y,quudo, Na<ms 11J 
Zamono, tun,b,, 1/J 
Z.nwr,,-. Robm, 1/J 
Z.pau,, Eddmuo, 11 J 
Z..pca. M.rlc, 1/J 
Z..vala, Enumo, 1 IJ 
Zun,ga. Gu11aw,, 1/J 
M,na,,, Zun,ga, 11 l, '"' 
Zuruga, MY", 1/J 
Zuniga. Paul, 1/J 
Zuruga, Prtt, 1/J. 14. 171 
Seniors 
Abod, Anroruo-J6 
Abod, MM,h, .J6 
Abod, Patncu A.-J6 
Aroa, £nc. J6 
Adams, MaJ/c.J6 
Aguil<r1, B<mto-J6 
llguilm, Roman-J6. 180 
J\hms, llivi, .J6. lJ, 1J4, 166, 170, 70 
J\hnu.F/ur-J6 
Auruz, Eli110-J6 
Al,n,z. Ma,,o . J6. 6, 166 






AJ..,.do, /vrg1< • J6 
AJ..,.do, uricu-J6 
A.Jvar,do, N•talJM. J6 
A/var,do, R.ck-J7 
A/var,z. Marb,/.J7 



















Bnrd<n. C,i,.J8, IV 
&ltran, E/1Dbnh-JS 
&n.v,dtz, Vtronic,.J8 





BnC'amOll«S, Raul-JS, 67, 180 
&JUmanl<. M<lbo-JS 
C.boll<ro. T.,.,. · JS 
C.c<r<s. Roabnd,,-JS 
uld<ron, Rou · JS 
c.m.,,JJo, S,g,fr,do .JS, IV 
Cano, Anon- J8 
Cano, &<r-JS 





c.nru. L<ffy-J9. 1715 
c.nru, Lua-J9, 29, 18. 13, 149 
untu, Ma,,. E/,n,,J9, 174 
untu, Nacho-J9 
untu, Nomu -J9 




C.S,,JJo, "1 67, 11, 111, 111 
C.stil1o, o. 66 




C.\IUOJ, R N 
Ou,-. 
eo.,,. Scott 4() 
u,/ch,do, 
Colnr<Mt"O, 
Compan. nf'k,,40, IJ. '80 
Conu,r,s, 
Conrrrras. , 40 
Contr<rU, 
Cottc-~ m-~ 
Cruz. jos, -40 
Cruz. Sylvia -40 
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As Editor-In-Chief of the 1985-86 
Bear Memories yearbook, I feel that I not 
only learned more about myself, but a 
whole lot more about working with oth-
ers. I guess you could say we had our 
good times and our bad times. There 
were (Imes when we couldn't stand each 
other, and times when we couldn't be 
wl(hout each other Through it all, "We 
Kept Our Poise." I really enjoyed this 
year's staff and only hope that Mr. Rodri-
guez has this type of staff thruughout his 
long teaching career. While on the sub-
ject, I wish next year's editor ( whoever it 
mar be) as much luck as he needs and 
hope that his reign 1s as great as mine 
was. I leave but only one piece of advice: 
Be a staff member as well as an Editor.' I 
really appreciate all the help I got from 
my fellow staff members and even 
though I didn't show it very much, I'm 
very grateful. I'd really like to thank our 
advisor, Mr. A. Rodriguez. Even though 
we didn't always see eye to eye, I reallr 
don"t think 1 could have gotten anywhere 
without his lectures and pats on the back. 
Thanks Again' The 10b of a yearbook 
staff is to provide others with memories. 
Well if by chance we didn't do 1t with the 
book itself, we at least have many memo-
nes co remember each other by. We were 
like one big, happy family. We had co be. 
Ifwe weren't, we would have killed each 
other. Especially Mr. Rod. "We did have 
some good times." I would also like to 
thank all the photographers who contri-
buted pictures to our yearbook. And a 
special thanks to all the organizations 
who helped out throughout the year. It 
was a long, gruling year, and I hope we 
provided memories for everyone wl(h our 
yearbook. 
'-< 








1 can't believe we are graduating Sen -
1ors. eems like only yesterday the guys in 
school were going through seasons of 
playing with marbles, tops, and football 
cards. 1 guess it is true what they say 
"Time flies when your having fun.". 
Now-a -days we go through seasons of 
playing football, basketball, and baseball. 
Fun is what we have had. Since we were 
in elementary. We learned co live with 
each other at our schools. In a matter of 
days we must learn to live without john, 
Russell, Roland, Robert, Yvette, Gaston, 
and countless of ocher friends who we 
have learned to live with. As we go 
through life we must learn co accept new 
friends and keep them. I'd like co thank 
all those friends I managed to keep 
through my school years. First of all, 
Herman the hoser Mendez thanks Billy 
Bob for letting me play football m your 
yard. Ramiro the hoser Suarez thanks for 
taking me crwsing on tenth. I still owe 
you a six pack. To Olga M. thanks for all 
the great times. To Ana P. thanks for all 
your advice, I might give you some in 
return. To Fred V. thanks for not getting 
on my case because of pages. To Jon L. 
thanks for being there through all my 
"lucky" times, I don 'c run out of luck. To 
my Journalism class I'd like co say that it 
was a great year for me too. Thanks ever-
ybody for all the great times. (Those of 
you who are reading this and wondering 
"chis ain't me" well it is.) I'd also like to 
thank a very very special person who 
made me understand life. GRACIE, 
thanks for showing me what caring really 
is. I'd also like to thank Mr. Rodriguez 
who let me write this, even though I 
probably didn't deserve it. Thanks Rod I 
love you (like a brother). Also I'd like to 
say "I love you" co all my fam11y. Thanks 
for Mrs. Cantu for letting me be the Bear 
Mascot twice. I en1oyed 1t. And for ev-
eryone who was pare of the class of 86, I 










When time catches up with what we once 
called the future, and we find ourselves won-
dering, sometimes doubting, whether we have 
learned the most from our school years co 
prepare ourselves to excell in the race for 
social advancement and financial stability, it's 
hard not to want to turn back to relive those 
happy times that brought so many warm feel-
ings and memorable moments to our high 
school years. Those times when we would 
spend most of our time with friends and got a 
genuine feeling of joy from their accomplish-
ments. When we were confident that nothing 
could gee in our path to derail our security and 
dreams. Times that seem like a fantasy when 
compared to what we are beginning to exper-
ience and will encounter in the years to come. 
It is also easy to lose perspective of our pur-
pose in society and the obligations which we 
owe ourselves. We have suddenly become 
overwhelmed by situations that were once 
aben to our lives. Things that we knew were 
there and would someday have to face, but 
which we never dared prepare for: We've run 
into a mountain, reality, which has no pity on 
our condition and rec1eves everybody with a 
cold grin. If we are emotionally and academi-
cally prepared, we will be ready to start climb-
ing, without wasting our time looking for a 
way around or waiting for ;i shove from a 
neighbor. le is time to say our farewells, and 
to, one fast time, contemplate over acquaint-
ances made-friends lose. Ir's all nght co cry; 
but unless our tears come from happiness of 
accomplishment, we are short from ready to 
be independent. Wishing for an encore of our 
memories would only make us feel cheated. 
Memones are special and a replay w1ll only 
take away the magic and warmth 
My school years have been both colorful 
and dreary. I have learned much about myself, 
and am eager co continue learning. But for 
now, as I near the end of my senior year, I 
would like to thank HIM for teaching me 
about the word that is most synonymous to 
HIS name. -LOVE. 
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W,ll ,,., we Mid ruw J ,,.,, of my /ugh school 1,r, ,..., /UJt •bout 
comr to ur end. fa·rn though this 1w b«n • 11rry fast and fun f,UtJ ynr 
for mr, rM mrmo,~s wi11 linger for, lift t1mr. Thr fMndJ.Jups I IIAH• 
tn6tk vid thr rdacionsh,,,. that btt,me m0tt mnrungful ur unprtt1rs ,n 
th< pog,s of my rrund Th, b,gg,st highlight ,nd m0st m,monbl, on, I 
will ttmrmber wtll ha.~ bttn bemg, tMmber of thr &.r's Tale sulf UJd 
the &..r Mrmon<s Miff which put rh,s big book of ntl"t'r rnd,ng ttuSUres 
togttMr. One 'WOrd si«s ic .U up for tMjourml,smjunk,es ''F,mJy ·· And 
who might I »y is ttspon51blr for rhJs /c,nd of migic rha.t wotlu.' Mr. 
Armuido Rodr,gurz ( Rodnq), •~r t~cher, , hum.ant ind1vid&W, but 
moJl of all • true fr~nd. 
I would ,1,o lil« to cJ,.,,Jc th< following sp«w p,op/< for soo,h,ng rh, 
porh rha pasr y,u: 0,,,,. AJ.ms, &n G.,.., /sue G•m,Johnny MJ,rm,z 
Jr.,j,rry Muno~ R,y Rivrra, Yvrrr, Thomb<Jrg, Sonny Villurral. D,nny 
Vi.l.l.an't&J, Pttr Zunig,. UJd Int bur not Inst my f,milr. I lovr ya .U!! 
~ 








l,r rh, b<gmmng olrh,s J'"" much _, to b, d«,d,d 1,r (,m I (,Ir,,.., 
I would h,., p/<nff of tllrl< ro gtt thmgs don, b<Jr u soon u rha ,-., 
commenced ,c 1tttnM as ,f though I could M~r get my had above all 
th<s< cfunas rh,r had to b, don< From schour,lup ,ppi,nr,ons to my copy 
m ck ytVbook. 1 fttl clw- tlw ,nr has come ttve /01 me thanks to mr 
parents ,nd mr bro<htt Jo,r ,nd my ,.,,,,, Cyndi, ,nd Chm. Without 
rh<m I ro.,/d not h,., m,d, "· TlwiJc you ,nd I Lo,,. Yoo 1 ,'J,o, rha ,-., 
fri<ndllup 1w mttnt th< fll(J$t to tM b«,u,, wh,n .., .,.JJc th, w, lin< ,n 
tM rotnlnffltttnffitJ ff' abo tnllc r~ laJt time Mth our fnends Aka th,s 
wr wd/ go our rptt,tt wa,s and become an lndmdtUJ in ,n r~r clun1,ng 
soci«y To you .U ,sp,c,.JJy la. ,nd M, • sp,cw thfflks ,nd.,, I Lov, 
ycu for b<,ng yoo. I would wo lik< to rJ,.,,Jc ,.JI rho,, r,ach,r, .,ho p,,r up 
With m, ,n th<u clus ,sp,c,.JJy rhos, I h,d my Jr Y"" for b<,ng 
und.rmndmg durmg my m«h<r's illn,s, I WO<Jld lik, ro rJ,.,,Jc Mr. I, 
Rod., Suw, T, Grae,. G., Eddi, G,, Ob M., R,c T, ltur,, I .• N,lly C. 
j,ni, C,jon L., uroy ,nd Eloy. , M,y God bl,ss you ,nd, sp«w rJ,.,,Jcs 
to my ,a Cynd,. fo, ,v,ryrh,ng 
I LOVE YOU /,LL 
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Well, looks Jib wt m,dr ic -SRS 'lJ6' It .sttms ltlu onlf f tsurd.ay 
,,.., 1,.., .,./kmg 111to E. 10, fo, my fi,s, d,y o f Pho<oJOUrrwam .u 
• Sophomor, Th, J'"" 11,., gon, by nghc b,for, our ,y,, ,nd 
rhough wt' m•y hav-t loJt • fr~nd or t1"0 .Jong rhr way. The,r 
mi.-m~s w,JJ ,J,.,.n bt ahvr in our harts. You llnys M,r of 
ptt)plr uymg chq wuh they wr.rr our of h,gh school, hoHvrr; u wi.-
loolc b.ck, our high Khoo/ }'('af'S an rhose w tfNJurr most. Th.anlcs 
co all my fnrnds, my &nior h.s bttn a bust! Rod-Thanks for }'OUt 
huahs, KrNms. "your f»gtS ur dur '•, rndlrss dr,dlinrs. and rsp< -
c,.JJy you, (r,,nd1J11p1 C.S,,!Jo . Wlut can I say' Tlwik, for ,.,ryrh,ng 
.. Dad .. ! To rM VUSlt]' ,nd Mn. U/Jru. '"Ftlfflds Wt" an and f~nds 
wtll ,J.,.ys b<, TOGETHER ,.. ._.U CHEERED so f.,rhfullr. 
CHEERLEl,DERS .,, 'll ,J.,.y, b, - 'ril tvr mttt •g=' I'll miss you 
/,LL!' To mr <ouSUJS OJ. (Soph.). &lind, (Soph.) ,nd Issa< (Jr.). 
rnJOY you~lvrs ·au.w ,ou ·11 bt graduacmg 'tomorrow"! Ann~ G.., 
Rich.rd E., J,due S., Rom~ G. - ww m,dr ,r' A sp«zal Thanh co 
RorMO-Luv y, lots' rll .i,.,._,,s chtruh my J-1-drrful Jrars ,r PSJA 
MJd rh< (,moos E-10,1 Good Luck Sr, '86! 
Olga Macias 
Ir's (m,lly h<rr, my J.,t y,u m high ,choo/, th< c/wic, to md, rt 
on my own ,S fi.n.,JJf at Jund, My Seruor yeu was gtNt, ir ..,, aloe 
bm<r rhVI I h,d ,nr,c,por,d, rJa.nh ro .U of my c,ach,r, ,nd m,nd, 
&mg• seniot rNlly Mlptd m1 b«ome • rnorr CNponsibk, and m0tt 
onng ~ I wc,.,Jd lik, to cJ,.,,Jc Rod fo, b<mg • gm,t ,d,aor, 
,nd fn<nd. 1, b,g rJa.nh I°" to J<rry j., Ric T., ,nd K•r G for .U 
theu hdp. An trrn ,p«W rhan/cs co my fr~nds and a.s..wtanr Nicors 
Mtlind, G,m, TttU S.~ ,nd Norm, Vt/, To my b<M fr,,nd,jo, 
c.no, Tlwilu fo, b<mg rh<rr w,h,n I ntt<kd som<0n< to r.UC to. To 
Gr,cw Gonzalrz, you know rm graduat1J18, so you can Rop ca/11111 
me dummy. To my fr1tnd1 A.Jturo A..,J•v~r 0., Yol.te M .• Gracir G .. 
D,nny S,, ,nd Jon L. rhfflks for b<mg rh, p,opi, ,,.., you .,,, b<Jr 
f1l'V< unpottM>tly rJ,.,,Jc roo for mdmg my"'"'°' J'"" th< b<Jt on, 
ewr Lut but not lft.M co my famJy whom I Lo~ very muc-h, rhanJcs 
for your suppotr, gu,tkna, and und<rstanduw Also co rM Oa.ss of 
• ~·W" com~, tong ... , . and haw ..,,t~d, long N.JM INF~ ww 
gr,duar-rd, bur all of rht "1UfW was fl'Otth ,c Now wr muSt sa.rr nn, 










TM rnd of my &nlOf tt'at u drvutacrng For mr rht- end tN.11)' mnns 
th< b<gwung, th< b<gmmng o f m, ,dulrhood &mg m Joorn.hsm for 
cwo fNtJ has tN.11► hdp<d my outlook on bfr I c,n no,., Krp .,.,.., from, 
SJCU1tl0n & look ,r ,c objt"Ct1vr/y rMn I c,.n m,kr my dec,.,,on ,bout ,c 
Though many tun~ J frlc frustracrd abouc cM yevboolc 41 tM MflrSP,~t 
I don 'r know wh,r I 'WOUid h,v, don, ,.,,,hou, rh<m boch. No, on/, did I 
/Nm abour I.your, & ,nd how co rvr,tt c,pnons & copy, how co ptmt 
J>IC?Utts and de~lop fdm, bvr I "'" a.sso<iAtttl with a group of cxMt 
prople who eve about OM Uk)(M( It rM work rMy put our TM~ p,:ople 
whom I usocurN "'"h day ,n & d,y out, CUM to/)(' my closest fMnds & 
ma MY my s«ond family. ,Many times fighu bro/er out, rean werr sht-d & 
hnru wrre brolun, but many more times r~rr werr I.ughs & pranks & 
Mart warm mg momenu( rsp«wly du,1118 OuJJCmu tJme) chat made up 
fo, .U rh< b,d rh,ng, that h,pp,n,d Th,s, guys s/w,d III some of my 
d«pesr mommcs emoc,ons 41 pt0bl~ms. I Mnt you all co le.now & alWJys 
rem,mb,r rh,r I low you .U Tlww R,y,Johnny, O,,,,. , j.ckr,, Sonnf, 
hue, Danny,J,rry, 4l Pac for .U roor support ,nd ,mJ,s I, •pttw rlwll<, 
to Fred, m,- Editor ur ~( but most unpo,unt my fn<nd ThanJc •·ou ,o 
much Rod for not only Ming a tead,n, an advuor but a fMnd u wr/J. &n 
you taught me so many thutgs about life & mp<lf Although I m,y ne~r 
un<krsrand vou comp/«dy. &n /cnow that r/J J..,y, love you Man.► 
s,ncere- rhanlcs to my puenu for purring up ,mh my cfflible UJtlCJ W,ch 
ch,s (uw r.r.w.u I'd bk, to rJ,.,,Jc m,- ,,.ch,r,, ,sp,ci,JJ1· M, L,u,,/ Mid 






Mr. A. Rodriguez 
T .. chmg jourrw,sm h,r, ,r PS]/, High ,choo/ 11 hard to d,s,nb, 
TMr~ u so much go,n.g on M11des gttring the rearlxx>k and MW'Spt'~r 
out so rverybody can M s.ausf1ed For me tltu ynr u a sp«u/ one. b«1UN 
t/us f,_,·, S,ruor, ""'" ,cn,.Uf mr WR RUd.nCJ. T/J,y..,,, ,ophomo,,, 
wh<n I b,g,n r.-ch,ng h,r, My RUrknts grnr up rlutt )',ar,, b<Jr I grew 
old rhrtt ftsrS. I taught them, I put up wrch rhem, I rrspecred rMm. I gnt 
rhcm my ,d~,cc-. I•• rMm fflOff' chan m, own chJdren and (unJ_,,, I trme 
out wtth them. I twn ~d from them Thar ,s an accomphshmtnt ,nd J 
•nJOr<d rt For .U choJ< s.niots rh,r I know, rh<y .,,/J b, .,,,, sp,cal to 
m, Th, JU/lJOfJ Mid ,ophomor<1 u m, sturknr, .,, /UR ., ,p«al I 
cannot Mg,n co ttah« that cesdw-, Muckms u not chc ooly faettX, bur CM 
rommuniorion and unckrsandmg ,s nttckd as .-di. I love M,ng a reac-hff 
h,r,, ,nd I lo., joorrw,sm. Ir ·s m my blood ,nd I "°"ldn 'r rrad, If for r.h, 
"'°'Id Th,r, .,, s,wral p,op/< I would lik, to TlwiJc Mr. Afuus ,nd Mr 
Ju mos for thev p,t~nct, Mr. ().,,ngs for hu adYI<r Thank . ..-au fcx 
umkrsrandm1 u ~11 FmJ V I don't lcnow how you pur up with mt' IOI 
rhm: Y"'"• b<Jr rm gud you d,d Tlww fo, ,vrryrh,ng. j,d,i,, y...,,,, 
1/J,n,. Norm,, Olp, Mdmth. ltura, my ,ng,I,, I ,.,JJ miss ,-ou johrm,. 
Rq, Sonn,.j,rry, I nttd ,-our undmandUJ8, b<Jr rhfflks fo, ,h< /,ughs. To 
.U my joorrwJJm Jtud.n,s a,1,o rook my cws,s I hop, '"" /,.,,,,J 
~hurg from ~ Luc but not Inst, tO m,, .,,k SuJ,t, son D,nn., and 
d,ughm NUUb<ll,, .,,,., can I MY, b<Jr dun/< you for you, support 
HYOEI 1YINO.LIG:l GNYOEI 1YINO.LIG:l GNYOEI 1YINO.LIG:l GNYOEI 1YINO.LIG:l GHYOEI 1YINO.LIG:l GNYOEI 1YINO.LIG:J 
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HERE'S LOOKING AT YOU THEN 
NOW . . . 1985-86 
AND 
For Pharr-San Juan-Alamo High 
Schoof, the school year, 1985-86, was 
just another trivial pursuit year. Al -
though for many it was the end, for 
some it was the beginning, and to oth-
ers it meant having to learn it all. Several 
events swept the halls of P~A High 
School marking incredible and unbe-
lievable dramas. The year began with a 
chill. Several students displayed their 
talent by attending ever tiring practice 
sessions. The Bear Band practiced well 
into the summer heat, like the Bearettes 
and Cheerleaders, sweating it all off like 
crazy. The volleyball girls kept hitting 
the ball again and again. Football play-
ers were swept into the hands of head -
coach Charlie Williams, who coached 
the Bears during the 19(iO's. The Cross 
Country ream kept running around the 
valley. A lot of students were soon hit 
by the famous 'No Pass No Play Rule'. 
By the end of the six weeks it had 
thrown several students into bitter dis-
appointments. They couldn't participate 
in any extra-curricular activities merely 
for the failure of one class. By the mid-
dle of the first semester some P~A 
students were in sha perform ome 
ut ing contributions. R v. r, to 
others it was a bitter discouragement. 
The football team had a disappointing 
season with 6 wins and 4 losses. H w-
ever, the sophomores captured a district 
championship, as well as th volleyball 
girls team who with their endurance, 
dedication, and determination became 
district inners. P. r th fir t time the 
yearbook1 staff on a prestigious a ard 
at San Angelo, TX. during a yearbook 
workshop. The a ward was, 'Best Theme 
Developmen '. in like every year 
the drama de art e t ut on a wild and 
exciting childr 11' ho ''W111y Wonka 
and the Cone ate Fa ry ': drawing 
more than five thousand elementary 
school children; st111 not many high 
school tudents attended. However, 
community response was overwhelm -
ing. Overcrowding at campus was un -
bearable. Every building on campus was 
intolerable, mainly because stude 
complained. Either there were too man 
sophomores, or then again, too many 
students and not enough room to fit 
everybody comfortable in. The cafeteria 
staff never ceased to make enough 
meals for students, even though many 
students managed to slip by to eat at 
Mazzio's or at Some. The student news-
paper, The Bear's Tale, at times sold 
out. To many students, it was a treasure, 
to others it wa n 't worth buying. The 
basketball team couldn 'r pull off a dis -
trier championship, but yet mannaged 
to have several opponnent upsets. Trag-
edy struck several students during the 
Christmas Holidays when one member 
of the Senior Class was killed in an 
automobile accident. For many, the loss 
was tremendous but the encouragement 
and support by other students was in -
spiring. Vandalism still plaqued P.SJ.A. 
High School in every building. The ad. 
ministration building and library were 
hit hard every time. While the famous 
"Zorro's" managed to constantly mark 
the restrooms. They put the cu todians 
t work overtime. Even without the 
help of students, the janitors stiff man. 
aged to keep the campus as clean as 
pos ible. As for the faculty and admin -
i trations staff, their patience, under-
standing, and dedication towards 
teaching was impressive. More than 175 
teachers made up the team to teach 
2,800 students, while the administration 
raff was at least 100. Both also faced 
the undesired TECA T (Texas Examina. 
tion of Current Administrators and 
Teachers) that was taken on Monday, 
March 10. Many teachers were for it, 
wh11e most saw it as an insult. Opinions 
were always spoken, yet there was never 
a correct answer to it. It 's purpose sim. 
ply, was to mak sure the professional 
was ompetent. But how much know]. 
ed does the professi al have to ab-
sorb to prove he is co tent? Was the 
test in the long run even worth it? 
Again the opinions by many was spok-
en, but not accepted. There were old 
faces as well as new faces in the admin. 
istration staff. Mr. S. Owings as curricu-
lum facilitator brought much help. One 
of the seven assistant principals, Miss H. 
Garza, a e so much of her time, a . 
vice, an ork for several years, that she 
decided that this year she was to retire. 
Not only Mi s Garza was to retire but 
counselor, Mrs. Thomas, shed consid. 
erable ener advice, dedication, and 
support to many students. Her help was 
neverending and overwhelming. Both 
wi1l b missed considerably for their 
rt in edu ating students. 250 members 
make up the administration staff here at 
P.SJ.A. Howev. r, once again, Ji every 
year, only a portion take their picture 
Why? Is it because they are gettir 
older? Are their features not the same 
"I'm not dressed properly, my hair is rn 
combed." Whatever the case or reasc 
may be, some of the teachers aren 
photogenic. On the other hand, son 
teachers love to take pictures. In COL 
clusion, although there are still man 
events not mentioned, the year 1985-E 
was a terrific year. For some of t} 
seniors, the pep-rallies were borini 
mainly because most of them didn't g< 
On the contrary the juniors ( wh 
couldn't wait to be seniors) were full c 
spirit. The sophomores however, wh 
totally outnumbered both the senic 
and junior classes stood in amazemen 
not knowing what's going on. Th 
overcrowdin will still be around fc 
the next two years unt11 the brand ne1 
high school, which w111 be construct 
to fit the overpopulated campus , i 
finished. Some students don't like tfi 
idea of a new high school. Other 
thought it was about time. Sooner 
later students must realize that drasti 
changes w111 someday affect them. Sen 
iors will never again have to hear: "TL 
..... " but for teachers, will they?? 
The faculty also faced numero 
changes, such as evaluations, Jessa 
plans, and being competent. Trying 
communicate and understand teenage 
is essential. Giving them support as we 
as listening to them is very importan 
As the old term is said, "work wit 
them, not against them." And in con 
clusion ( conclusion) all 1985-86 Sen 
iors, Juniors, and SAphomores, and let 
not forget teachers, were all excitin6 
thn11ing, boring, restless, loving, ridicu 
Jou , sad, religious, photogenic, under 
standing, sm rt, loyal, confused, uncon 
trolable, tru tworthy, r, Ji ble, eager, un 
bearable, bia , impressiv. , capabif 
lonely, greatful, greety, gorgeous, flexi 
ble, super, selfish, forgetable, foolis. 
extraordinary, decent, de ir able, cheer 
ful, espectful, precious, one of a kine 
an endangered specie , rifi, , know} 
edgeable, obsessed, mysteri us, miser 
able, adventureous mindless, uff of lift 
responsible, active, competent, incom 
petent, heros, losers, generous, frus 
trated, sensitive, serious, mature, child 
ish, outgoing, athletic, average, worka 
holies, memorable, happy ..... 
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